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This investigation encompasses the study of elementary properties 
of Post algebras, as well as the development of a useful theory of equiva­
lence for elements of an arbitrary Post algebra. The characteristics of 
finite Post algebras are detailed, and a efficacious application to the 
computation of function values in these lattices is presented. Several 
known theorems concerning particular classes of Post functions are extended, 
and new results are also established.
An equivalence relation defined previously only for a restricted 
class of finite Post algebras is extended to arbitrary such lattices, and 
results relating the equivalence classes of this relation to various 
algebraic structures in these lattices are presented. The theorems include 
characterizations of these classes in terms of intervals in the Post algebra, 
functions defined on it, and ideals and filters generated by its elements. 
This equivalence relation is then applied to lattices of Post functions to 
derive a number of static and dynamic hazard-free implementations of Boolean 
operators. These various implementations are next compared to determine a 
least expensive hazard-free expression for a given Boolean function.
A theory of quotient lattices of Post algebras employing 
principal ideals in the parent algebra is developed, and work on cosets 
of these ideals which generalizes known results for Boolean lattices is 
presented. Finally, the interrelationship between the relation of equivalenc 
defined on a Post algebra and those equivalence relations defined on its 
factor lattices is investigated.
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11. BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1.1. General Background on Theory and Application of Post Algebras 
Not surprisingly, many-valued logics were not developed by 
switching theorists and logic designers. The originators of these:logics 
were no more thinking of digital systems while doing their research than 
was Evariste Galois of codes when he developed his theory of equations. In 
fact, Jan Lukasiewicz, one of the founders of n-valued logic, stated, 
Whether that new system of logic (3-valued logic) has any practical 
importance will be seen only when logical phenomena, especially those in 
the deductive sciences, are thoroughly examined,..." [15]. Thus these 
logics began as mathematical and philosophical curiosities, rather than as 
a foundation for multiple-valued switching theory. Nevertheless, many­
valued logics, including those of Emil Post, have come to be recognized as 
important tools in the investigation of non-binary logic elements. Just 
as Boolean algebra forms the basis for binary switching theory, so the 
algebra of Post's n-valued logic can serve as the mathematical foundation 
for multivalued digital systems.
The study of logics having more than two truth values can be 
traced back to the work of Lukasiewicz in 1920 [15], and may even have been 
considered as long ago as 1909 by Charles Saunders Peirce. In 1921, Post's 
article on n-valued logics appeared [19]. It was not until 1942, however, 
that work was begun on the algebra of these systems. At this time a paper 
by Paul Rosenbloom was published, giving a set of axioms for what he termed 
Post algebra. While this did initiate the study of these lattices, the
axioms, based on a minimum of undefined operations, were very complicated.
It was not until 1960 that a workable set of postulates for Post algebra was 
given [11]. The person responsible for this simplification was George 
Epstein, who also has become a leader in the application of Post algebra to 
multivalued switching systems. Another significant addition to the theory of 
Post lattices was given by Traczyk in 1963 [26], and a further contribution 
was made by Abecassis in 1966 [1]. Since then, work has been done by 
Wojcik [30,31], Wojcik and Metze [32,33], and DuCasse and Metze [5,6,7, 
8)9,10], among others, on properties of Post algebras and their inter- 
relationship with Boolean algebras.
The use in circuit theory of multivalued logics in general, and 
Post logics in particular, has been of fairly recent origin. Besides Post 
algebra, many-valued Boolean algebras and Galois fields also have received 
wide attention as a mathematical foundation for the theory of multiple­
valued digital systems. Especially popular are the Boolean algebras 
B(2 ) and Galois fields GF(2m). However, n-chains, the lattices from which 
finite Post algebras are constructed, have several desirable properties not 
possessed by these other systems. Chains of length n are structurally 
simpler than either Boolean algebras or finite fields. Also, an n-chain 
exists for each positive integer n, whereas finite Boolean algebras exist 
only for powers of two, and Galois fields only for powers of primes. We 
will see later that every Boolean algebra is a Post algebra, thus 
demonstrating the greater generality of Post lattices. Finite fields, on 
the other hand, generalize only the trivial switching algebra B(2), because 
B(2m), which contains proper divisors of zero whenever m > 2, is not even
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an integral domain. For these reasons, Post algebras and their applications 
to multivalued switching systems will be studied in the sequel.
It is important to consider the relationship between the chains 
from which finite Post algebras are constructed and the physical implemen­
tation of multivalued devices. There are several different types of 
ordering which can be associated with a set of n objects, one of which is 
called a linear ordering. If the objects considered are labeled by the 
integers 0 ,1,...,n-1, then a linear ordering of these would be 
0 < 1 < •*• < n-1. If we look at the set of voltage levels V -  
•^v0»v s^ • • * ,vn_p^  > then it is natural to assume a linear ordering 
VG — f°r this set. The canonical correspondence between
these voltage levels and the integers 0 ,1,...,n-1, is obtained by 
associating the level v. with the integer i for all i = 0 ,...,n-l.
In addition to the linear mode, there is another type of ordering 
called cyclic or rotational ordering. If n objects are denoted 0,1,...,n-1, 
then these objects are said to be cyclically ordered if, in addition to 
being linearly ordered, it is possible to shift directly from object 0 to 
object n-1 and vice versa. For example, a phase shift device operates 
according to this characteristic. A subsidiary problem is whether or not 
we can transfer from an arbitrary value i to a second arbitrary value j.
If this is always possible, the ordering is said to be complete. In both 
the cyclic and complete cases, the objects considered cannot be voltage 
levels, which are linearly ordered. In the sequel we will concentrate on 
linearly ordered physical representations. This implies that n-chains must 
be employed for our abstract model.
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The decision to use linearly ordered physical representations 
implies that a change in signal value will be accomplished by traversing 
all signal values intermediate to the initial and final values. In 
particular, a transition from the lowest signal value to the highest, or 
vice versa, necessitates a transition through every possible value. These 
temporary false outputs, which are peculiar to transitions between non- 
adjacent signal values in a multivalued implementation, are called operation 
hazards.
Note that the constraint imposed by our operating characteristic, 
that all intermediate signal values must be traversed in a transition 
between two nonadjacent values, is of no consequence for synchronous 
circuits. For in this case the synchronizing clock pulse can be regulated 
so as to occur only after all intermediate voltage levels have been 
traversed. Thus the network can never be misled into thinking that it is 
in an intermediate state. In the case where the circuit is asynchronous, 
however, no transitory voltage level will be. ignored. Thus this operating 
characteristic is of great significance for this class of networks.
In summary, because of their simplicity and generality, n-chains 
have been chosen as the basis for the algebraic system lying at the 
foundation of our study of multivalued switching theory. Thus Post's 
n-valued logical systems replace the traditional two-valued systems as our 
underlying logic. Recognizing with Peirce that "All this is close to sheer 
madness," we nevertheless proceed without a backward glance, for fear that 
a generalization of Post algebra may be gaining on us.
51.2. Previous Work Related to this Study
The concept of equivalence for elements of a Post algebra was 
first introduced by Wojcik [30] and Wojcik and Metze [32] to help overcome 
the problem of operation hazards. This initial definition was only for the 
lattices of one-variable functions defined on an n-chain P(n), where n > 2. 
These lattices, which we denote by G[p(n):x], are the Post algebras [p(n)]n, 
the direct product of n n-chains. This is an important result because it 
allows us to represent functions in G[P(n):x] by n-tuples, each of whose 
components is an integer between 0 and n-1. The relation of equivalence 
eliminates the problem of operation hazards by partitioning the algebra 
G[p(n):x] in such a manner that each equivalence class contains a function 
free of these temporary false outputs. By selecting such a function from 
each class, a representation of a Boolean function in terms of operation- 
hazard-free Post functions can be obtained. Thus it is possible to show 
that all Boolean functions can be realized by asynchronous networks which 
are free of static and dynamic hazards [30].
The relation of equivalence for one-variable Post functions was 
then investigated [30,32] with the aid of the set R = {y = y ..,y^ £ [p(n)]n| 
0 < < n“l f°r all i ~ l,...,n} [6 ]. This set was used to give a
necessary and sufficient condition for two elements of [p(n)]n to be 
equivalent. In addition, it was employed to characterize [yl, the class of 
all elements of CP(n)l equivalent to y. Finally, it also played a part in 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the class [y] to be equal to a 
product z•R , where *, the multiplication operation for [p(n)]n, is the 
componentwise minimum function [6 ],
6The relation of equivalence for one-variable Post functions was 
later generalized [7] to all finite Post algebras. These are precisely the 
lattices [P(n)] , the direct product of m copies of the n-chain P(n) , where 
m > 1 and n > 2 are integers [22]. This generalization includes an 
extension of the concept of equivalence for one-variable functions defined 
on P(n) to the more general k-variable functions defined on these chains.
The collection of all k-variable functions defined on P(n), which we denote 
by G[P(n):x1 ,...,xk], forms a Post algebra which is isomorphic to [p(n)]n .
r -lin 1cThe lattices LP(n)j , where m 4 n for any positive integer k, are not
algebras of Post functions. Thus there is no application in these cases to
the expression of a Boolean function in terms of Post functions free of
operation hazards. However, it is possible that this relation has
applications beyond that of identifying classes of Post functions, and is
therefore considered for all finite Post algebras.
Using a generalized definition of the set R [7], earlier theorems
concerned with the relation of equivalence [6,30,31,32,33] were also extended
mto the lattices [P(n)] . In a later report [8 ], further characterizations 
of this relation and its equivalence classes were given. Especially 
significant among these were results enabling the authors to relate the 
equivalence classes [y] to various ideals and filters of [P(n)]m . These 
theorems showed that each class [y] in [P(n)]m Is an interval, and that it 
can be expressed in terms of various other intervals of the Post algebra. 
These results revealed a great deal about the structure and properties of 
these equivalence classes that was not known before.
7The importance of the theorems relating the classes [y] to ideals 
and filters of [p(n)] is that the relatively new concept of equivalence for 
elements of finite Post algebras can be studied through structures contained 
in the lattice about which a great deal is already known. Another result, 
relating [y] to more familiar concepts in Post algebras, characterized each 
such class in terms of one particular function defined on [P(n)]m [9], 
Extensions of theorems given earlier for the equivalence classes [y] were 
then extended to subsets of [p(n)] determined by an entire class of 
functions defined on this lattice. It is these results which are to a 
great extent responsible for the further extensions carried out in this 
report.
1.3. Dissertation Overview
The thesis is primarily concerned with the generalization to 
arbitrary Post algebras of results previously established only for the 
finite case. In addition, several new topics have also been included. 
The extension of theorems to include the infinite case means that use may 
no longer be made of the simple representation theory available for finite 
Post algebras. Thus all results will necessarily be established directly 
from the axioms for Post lattices, except for the use of a few theorems 
already known. After the .definition of Post algebra and some established 
results for these lattices are given, SéveraL theorems will be V 
presented for the special case in which the algebra is finite. These 
results will be important later when finite Post algebras are used as
8examples of theorems established for arbitrary Post lattices and when static 
and dynamic hazard-free realizations of Boolean functions are discussed.
The main emphasis of this dissertation is on the material in 
Chapters 3 and 5. Chapter 3 begins with some elementary, but important, 
results. Included in these is a seemingly innocuous theorem which guarantees 
that the greatest lower bound of certain subsets of a Post algebra always 
exists, whether or not the subset is finite or the algebra complete. It is 
this result which makes possible the extension to arbitrary Post lattices 
of many theorems established previously only for the finite case. Following 
these introductory results, a generalized relation of equivalence for 
elements of an arbitrary Post algebra is presented. This relation is then 
shown to be an equivalence relation, and, with the aid of the results 
mentioned above, characterizations of its equivalence classes are established 
which generalize earlier results for the finite case. Various theorems 
given previously [7] concerning the nature and structure of these equiva­
lence classes are extended to include the infinite case, and new 
characterizations are also presented. Results relating the equivalence 
classes to the ideals and filters of the parent algebra [8] are also 
generalized to arbitrary Post lattices, along with the relationships between 
these classes and various functions defined on the algebra [9].
The next chapter deals with an application of the relation of 
equivalence to the static and dynamic hazard-free implementation of a 
Boolean function. A procedure for obtaining’.one such realization [30] is 
outlined, and this is employed to derive a number of other such realizations.
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A cost comparison is then made to determine the least expensive hazard-free 
form of the function.
Chapter 5 presents a theory of quotient lattices of Post algebras 
P. After introducing a relation in P, it is shown that this is a congruence 
relation, thus making possible the construction of factor lattices of the 
given Post algebra. A theory of cosets is also developed for Post lattices 
which generalizes the existing theory for Boolean algebras. In addition, 
it is proved that each coset is an interval in P, and that the endpoints of 
this interval can be determined from any of its elements.
Finally, the relation of equivalence defined for P is related to 
the relations of equivalence defined on its quotient lattices. This is 
accomplished by identifying the images of equivalence classes of P under 
the canonical homomorphisms which map P onto its factor algebras. The 
inverse images, under these canonical homomorphisms, of the equivalence 
classes of the various quotient lattices are also identified, in this case 
as being intervals in P. The purpose of studying factor lattices of a 
Post algebra is to gain information about the parent algebra from its 
smaller and structurally simpler quotients.
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2. POST ALGEBRAS
2,1. Introduction
The work in this chapter is mainly preparatory to the material in 
Chapters 3 and 5. Many of the results presented here are due to other 
authors and are included only for completeness. Section 2.2 introduces the 
concept of Post algebra and gives a number of theorems true of all these 
lattices. In addition to already established results, several interesting 
generalizations of known"theorems are presented.
Section 2.3 examines finite Post algebras in some detail. In the 
finite case, characterizations of several entities associated with Post 
algebras are given which cannot be extended to arbitrary such lattices.
These special properties of the finite structures will then be used when 
convenient in the sequel, especially when examples illustrating results for 
arbitrary Post algebras are presented. The chapter concludes with an 
application of its theory to an example given in Wojcik [30]. The 
characterizations established in Section 2,3 yield a striking simplification 
in the computational complexity of this illustration.
2.2, Fundamental Definitions and Theorems
Assuming some elementary concepts from lattice theory, we adopt 
the following definition of Post algebra.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let n be an integer such that n > 2. A Post algebra 
P is a distributive lattice with zero element 9 and universal element
11
U for which the following conditions hold:
AXIOM 1. There exist n elements e ,...,e . in P satisfying-------  o n~ 1
(la) e = eQ < e1 < ••• < = U;
(lb) if x € P and x-e^ = 0, then x = 9 ;
(lc) if x € P and x ” ei for some * * then x = e^.
AXIOM 2 . For each element x € P, there exist n elements C (x),. . .,
C -(x) in P satisfying n-1
(2a) C.(x)*C.(x) = 9 if i î  j;
n11 J
(2b) S C.(x) = U.i=0 1 -,n -1
AXIOM 3 . For each x € P, x = . (e_. *C. (x) ) .------- 1=0 1 1
The + and « operations of this definition are the usual least upper bound 
and greatest lower bound operations, respectively. The < relation occurring 
in Axiom (la) is the usual ordering which can be defined in any lattice L 
by x < y if and only if xfly = x, where H is the greatest lower bound 
operation of L. By virtue of being a lattice, every Post algebra satisfies 
the properties of commutativity, associativity, absorption and idempotence, 
in addition to distributivity. The functions Ch of Axiom 2, sometimes 
called settlement operators [11], are generalizations of the Boolean 
complement. We shall have more to say about these functions later.
It is interesting to compare Post lattices with the more 
familiar Boolean lattices. We remarked in Chapter 1 that Post algebra is 
a generalization of Boolean algebra. To help see this, we recall the 
following concept from lattice theory.
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let L be a lattice with zero 9 and unit U, and let 
x£L. If there exists an element y £ L  such that x + y  = U and x*y = 9, 
then y is called a complement of x.
In general, an element of a lattice may have no complement, one 
complement, or many complements. However, in a distributive lattice, such 
complements as exist are known to be unique [3]. If an element x of a 
distributive lattice has a complement, it is denoted by x. A lattice is 
said to be complemented if every one of its elements has at least one 
complement. This concept is employed in the definition of Boolean algebra.
DEFINITION 2.3. A Boolean algebra is a complemented, distributive 
lattice.
Using this definition it can be shown that every Boolean algebra 
is a Post algebra.
THEOREM 2.4. If B is a Boolean algebra, then B is a Post algebra with 
n = 2 .
PROOF. According to Definition 2.3, B is a distributive complemented
lattice, and thus is a distributive lattice with 9 and U. Let e = 9o
and e l  = U. Then eQ < e , and Axiom (la) of Definition 2.1 is 
satisfied, If x •e^ = e^, then x*U = x = 9, validating Axiom (lb).
Also, if x + e Q = e1, then x+0 = x = U, showing (lc) holds.
Now let Co(x) = x and C^(x) = x for each element x€B. Then 
co(*>-ci00 = x ’x = e> verifying (2a). Also, Cq (x ) + C1 (x) = x + x  = U, 
yielding (2b). For Axiom 3, eo*CQ(x) +-e1 *C1 (x) = 9*x+U-x = x for
13 -
each x€B. Therefore B is a Post algebra with n = 2.
Thus the algebra associated with the n-valued logic of Post is a generali­
zation of the algebra associated with 2-valued logic.
The converse of Theorem 2.4, however, is not true: not every Post
lattice is Boolean, as will be seen shortly. Consider the lattice of 
Figure 2.1. Such a lattice, one in which x < y or y < x for any two of 
its elements, is called a chain. A chain with n elements is called an 
n-chain. For n > 2, the n-chain will be denoted by P(n), and will be called 
the Post chain of order n. (Obviously, any two chains of the same length 
are isomorphic; that is, there is a one-to-one order-preserving map from 
one onto the other.) The chains P(n) are fundamental to the theory of 
finite Post algebras, as will be seen in the next section. It is not 
difficult to show that every chain P(n) is a Post algebra. Certainly 
P(n) is a distributive lattice with 9 - 0  and U = n-1. The sequence
e , . . o ,e -] is given by e. = i for all i - 0,.,.,n-l. The elements o n~l l
C (x),...,C -(x) are defined by taking C.(x) to be n-1 if x = i, and o n -1 i 5
choosing C^(x) = 0 if x ^ i. Together these selections satisfy Axioms 1,
2 and 3 of Definition 2.1. Thus P(n) is a Post algebra.
The lattice P(2) is also a Boolean algebra, obviously with 0 - 0  
and U = 1. However, if n > 2, P(n) is not a Boolean algebra. For if 
n > 2, there exists an integer i satisfying 0 < i < n-1. If j were the 
complement of i in P(n), then we would have i +j = max{i,j} = U - n-1, and 
i ’j = min{i,j} = 9 = 0 .  Since 0 < i < n-1, i + j = n-1 implies j = n-1, 
and i*j = 0  implies j = 0. It would follow that n = 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore P(n) is not complemented for n > 3.
14
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FIGURE 2.1
THE n-CHAIN P(n)
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Although not every element of a Post algebra need be complemented, 
there are always two elements, namely 0 and U, in every such lattice which 
are. In the chains P(n), these are the only complemented elements.
However, in those cases where the Post algebra is a Boolean algebra (except 
for the lattice B(2), which is isomorphic to P(2)), every such structure has 
more than two complemented elem its. Regardless of the number of complemented 
members of a Post algebra P, it is known that these elements form a sub­
lattice of P. This structure is denoted by P^. It is trivial to verify
that P is a Boolean algebra. Since P is a distributive lattice, so is P .B B
As P is also complemented, it is a Boolean algebra. The lattice P , called o B
the underlying Boolean algebra of P, will be discussed in more detail in 
the next section.
Although not all Post algebras are complemented, there is a 
weaker condition which is true of every such lattice. If x € P  and x has 
a complement x in P, then x may be described by saying it is the largest 
element y of P such that x*y = 9, and the smallest element z of P 
satisfying x+z = U. It is possible that for a given element x of a 
lattice L there is a largest element yÇL such that x*y = 9, while no 
smallest element z€L satisfying x+z = U exists. In fact, it is possible 
that L does not even contain a unit element. The largest element y, if it 
exists, of a Post algebra P having the property that x*y = 0 for a given 
element x € P is important,whether or not it satisfies x + y  = U.
DEFINITION 2.5. If x € P, the largest element x’f in P, it it exists, 
which satisfies x-x* = 9 is called the pseudo-complement of x.
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It has already been shown that not every element of a Post 
algebra is complemented. However, it is known that every element of a 
Post lattice has a pseudo-complement [11].
THEOREM 2.6. If x £ P, then x has a pseudo-complement; namely, Cq (x ).
Just as every Post algebra P contains the pseudo-complement of 
each of its elements, that is, for a given x € P  there is always a largest
element x* = Cq (x ) in P such that x*x/C — 0, so too is there always a
*1* *f* *4'4smallest element x €P satisfying x + x  = U [11]. In fact, x* and x' are
dual notions of one another. For a given x £ P, the element x*^* is
(^„i (x)). The elements x and x'' are sometimes called the upper and
lower pseudo-complements, respectively. In general, x* = C (x) ando
tx = Cq (x)) need not be equal. In the case where they are, however, 
the element x then has a unique complement x = x* = x^ in P. Although 
most of the work in the sequel could be done using the upper pseudo­
complement Co(C^_^(x)) *-n plsce of the lower pseudo-complement C (x), the 
latter will be stressed and will be referred to merely as the pseudo­
complement of the element x. The reasons for adopting this convention 
are the traditionally stronger position in the literature of the pseudo­
complement and the greater ease and clarity in writing C (x) rather than 
Co^Cn-l^X^ ’ We to P°i-nt out, however, that these are dual notions,
and thus whatever can be established for one has a dual which can be proven 
for the other.
Now let b be an element of a Post algebra P which is also a 
member of P^ . By Theorem 2.6, b has a pseudo-complement C (b). Since
17
b £ P , it also has a complement b. Therefore for elements b of the 
underlying Boolean algebra of P, CQ(b) = b.
COROLIARY 2.7. Let b € P. If b£P„, then C (b) = b.------------- g o
Now consider the Post algebras P which we have discussed up to this 
point. If P is a Boolean algebra, every element has a unique complement.
Hence, C (x) = x for all x € P. If P is the n-chain P(n) and x 6 P, theno
C (x) = n-1 if x - 0, and C (x) = 0 if 0 < x < n-1. o o —
The next result, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition
for an element of a Post algebra P to be a member of P , will be veryB
useful in the sequel [11].
THEOREM 2.8. If x € P, then x £ P_ if and only if x = C.(y) for someB i
i, 0 < i < n-1, and some element y in P.
Our present goal is to show that the functions >* * * » given
in Definition 2.1 are unique for each Post algebra P. Once this has been
accomplished, we will return to Theorem 2.8 and establish a strengthened
form of the implication that every element in the range of each function
CL is a member of the underlying Boolean algebra of P. In fact, it will be
shown that each operator C. maps P onto P .t B
To establish this uniqueness of C , . . . ,C . , several additionalo n -1
preliminary results will be needed. We begin by considering the equation
x»e^ = 0, i 4- 0. It is not difficult to show that the only value of x
satisfying this equality is x = 9. For if x*e^ = 9, then (x*e_^)*e^ -
9*e„ = 9. But (x*e.)*e, = x*(e.*e-) - x*e- because e, < e. for all 1 x i l N i l  1 l ~ i
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i - l,...,n-l. Now by Definition 2.1, Axiom (lb), if x-e^ - 9, then 
x = 0 .
Just as this result generalizes Axiom (lb) of Definition 2.1,
Axiom (lc) of this same definition can be extended to imply that if
x+e. = e. for any integer i < j, then x = e,. For if x+e. - e., thenl J 3 1 J
x+e. + e . , =e.+e. = e .. But since i < j-1, x+e. + e . - = x + e. - .i J-l J J-1 J “ i J“1 J-1
Hence, x+e. . = e. and, by (lc), it follows that x = e . .J “i J J
This last result can be used to derive another elementary property
of Post algebras; that is, if b £ P B and b-e. = b*e^ for some
integers i and j with i < j, then b = 0. To see this, note that
e. = e.*U = e.-(b+b) = e.*b+e.-b. Since b*e. = b*e., then e. =J J J J J J 1 J
e.-b+e.»b. As e. -b < e., e. < e. + e . *b. But i < j implies e. < e . . i j  i - i  j - i j i j
Since e.*b < e., it follows that e. < e. +e.-b < e. +e. = e . ; that is,J “ J J - i J - J J J
e. +e.eb = e.. Thus e.-b = e. by what was established in the preceding i J J J J
paragraph. Therefore b*ej = b*(b*e^) = 0. Consequently, b = 0 by the 
generalization of Axiom (lb) of Definition 2.1. We record this as our 
next result.
THEOREM 2.9. If b€P„ and b-e. ----------— £ 1
then b = 0 .
b-e. for some i and j with i < j,
Employing Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, it can now be shown that for each 
Post algebra P, there is only one sequence of functions 
satisfying Axioms 2 and 3 of Definition 2.1.
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THEOREM 2.10. For each Post algebra P, the sequence of functions
C ,. . .,C n is unique. o n -1 n
PROOF. The plan of the proof is to let D ....D - be another such----- o n -1
sequence of functions, and then to show that D^ must be the operator
for each i = 0,...,n-l by showing that ^(x) = D^(x) for each such
integer i. To accomplish this, let x £ P and consider the sequences of
function values C (x),...,C .(x) and D (x),...,D -(x). By Axiom 3o n-i o n-In -1 n -1
of Definition 2.1, ^Il^(e^-C^(x)) = ^S^(e^*D^(x)) . Therefore if i ^ j, 
n -1 n-1
then C, (x)-D (x)• S (e *C. (x)) = C.(x)*D. (x)• S (e. •D1 (x)) . But by 1 J k=0 K R 1 J k= 0  k k
Axi
n -1
n -1om (2a), ci(x)-Dj(x)“k^0 (ek °Ck(x)) = e^, • C± (x) • D (x) , and C-^x^D (x) 
1,?n(ev ”Dv(x)) = e -C (x)-D.(x). Thus e. • C. (x) • D . (x) = e , • C. (x) • C . (x) .ic—u K. K J L J 1 1 J J 1 j
By Theorem 2.8, C.(x) and D.(x) are members of P . Hence, C.(x) i J B i
•D.(x) €P . Then by Theorem 2.9, C. (x)'D.(x) = 9. From Axiom (2b) of
J D  1 J
n -1Definition 2.1 we have that 2 c. (x) = U. Thus for every j,k=0 k
n -1
0 < j £ n-1, Dj(x) - Dj(x)”^ E^Ck (x) - Dj (x )*Cj (x ), since C^(x)*D^(x)
n -1= 0 for i f j. Similarly. 2 D. (x) = U implies that G . (x) =k=0 k j
. s n -1C .(x)■ 2 °  (x ) = C .(x)•D .(x). Consequently, C.(x) = D.(x) for all J k=0 k j j J J
j = 0,...,n-l. Since x was chosen arbitrarily from P, it follows that
C. = D. for all j = 0,...,n-1.J J
The following result of Epstein's [11] concerning the uniqueness of the 
elements C.(x) is now obvious.i
COROLLARY 2.11. For each x€P, the sequence of elements
C (x),...,C i(x) is unique, o n -1
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PROOF. Since the sequence of functions C , ...,C „ is unique, bvo n -1 J
Theorem 2.10, and since each Cb , i = 0,...,n-l, is a function, that 
is, each Cb is well-defined, it follows that the sequence of function 
values Cq (x),...,Cn_^(x) is unique for a particular x in P.
Return now to Theorem 2.8 and consider the implication that
Cb(x) € Pg for each function (h and each element xÇP. This says that each
of the functions maps P into its underlying Boolean algebra.
Our next goal is to show that each of these operators maps P onto P . AB
useful preliminary result will be established first, giving the value of
C.(b) for each element b € F  and each function C. , i = l,.,.,n-l.1 B i
THEOREM 2,12. For each b € P  , C. (b) = 0 for all i = l,...,n-2 andB 1
C ,(b) = b. n -1
PROOF. From Definition 2.1, Axiom 3, b = en•C (b) + * *• + e n1 1  n -2
*Cn-2 ^  + Cn-1 ^ ’ Multiplying each side of this equality by
^(b), 1 < i < n-2, we obtain b*Cb(b) = ei*Ci(b). Now by Definition
2.X, Ci(x)*C (x) - 0 if i i  j. Hence, Ch(x) < C (C. (x)). In
2particular, for j = 0, (x) < C (x) for all i # 0. Thus
2 =Ch(b) < CQ(b) = b =? b for all i = l,,.,,n-2. Therefore
e_* 'C.(b) = b*C.(b) = C.(b). Now choose any e. which is greater than•X« J« Ju j, j
(this is always possible because i < n-2), and multiply each side
of this last equality by e .. Then e.-e.-C.(b) = e. *C (b) = e -C (b).J j i i  l i  j i
Since C. (b) € P , C.(b) = 0 for all i = l,...,n-2. It follows thatJ- D J_
b = e^ 'C-^ Cb) + •*• +en„2*^n-2^^ + Cn-1^^ =  ^ ^(b), anc* t*ie tbeorem
is proved.
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This result, together with Corollary 2.7, gives the value of C^(b) for each
b € Pg and each integer i = 0 ,...,n-l.
Theorem 2,12 establishes, among other things, that  ^is the
identity function on P , the underlying Boolean algebra of P. Since
Cn_i(x) 6 Pg for any x€P, it follows immediately that Cn ^(x) = x is a
necessary and sufficient condition for x to be a member of P .B
COROLLARY 2.13. If x € P, then x € P_ if and only if C T(x) = x.B n-1
To show that each function C^  maps the Post algebra on which it 
is defined onto its underlying Boolean algebra, one additional preliminary 
result will be necessary [11].
THEOREM 2,14.
n-1 —= b. ■ tt b . 1 j - i+ 1  J
n -1If b ,...,b 1 € P and x = 2 (e *b ), then C.(x)I n-1 B k-1 k k i
for each i = 1,...,n-2 .
Equipped with Theorems 2.12 and 2,14, we can now show that the
range of each function C, defined on P is all of P .i B
THEOREM 2,15. Every function 0 ^ 1 =  0,...,n-l, defined on a Post
algebra P maps P onto P .B
PROOF - By Theorem 2.8, each C., i * 0,...,n-l, maps P into P . Now
X B
let b £ Pg, It must be shown that for each integer i there exists an
element x € P  such that C^x) * b. If i = 0, then x can be taken to
be b; for in this case, C (x) = C (b) - b = b, using Corollary 2.7.
If i = n-1, then we can choose x = b; for in this case, C (x)n -1
= ^n-1 ^) = b by Theorem 2.12. Finally, if i satisfies 1 < i < n-2,
22
n -1
let x = k=l^ek*bk^’ where \  = 6 for k i  i, and b. = b. Then by
Theorem 2.14, C (x) = b. • tt b. = b- tt 9 = b -  tt U = b-U = b.1 1 j^i+1 J j=i+l j-i+1
Thus C. maps P onto P for all i * 0,,..,n-l. l B
Theorem 2,15 generalizes a similar result already established for finite 
Post algebras [5].
This completes the introduction to general Post algebras. We turn 
now to a more detailed study of the finite Post lattices. These particular 
algebras can be characterized in ways which cannot be extended to arbitrary 
Post lattices. Thus the finite algebras are worthy of special consideration
2.3. Finite Post Algebras
Finite Post algebras are important in their own right, and also 
serve to provide pictorial examples of results for arbitrary such lattices. 
To see the significance of the finite algebras, one need only consider the 
work done on isomorphisms of Post and Boolean lattices [30,31,32,33]. Thus 
far this study has been carried out only for the finite case, and extensions 
to general Post algebras do not appear straightforward. We begin the 
examination of finite Post lattices with the following result [22].
THEOREM 2,16. A lattice P is a finite Post algebra if and only if it 
is a direct product of m n-chains, where m > 1 and n > 2 are integers.
The connection between n-chains and Post algebras is now clear: 
every such algebra which is finite can be constructed from these simple
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lattices. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the n-chain, for n > 2, will be 
denoted by P(n), and the direct product of m n-chains by [p(n)]m . P(n) 
will often be referred to as a Post chain. Note that if y and z are elements 
of the lattice P(n), then x + y  is the maximum of x and y, and x*y is their 
minimum.
Since we will be working almost exclusively with finite Post
algebras in this section, Theorem 2.16 will be extremely useful because it
gives a representation theory for all finite such lattices. If the
elements of the Post chain P(n) are denoted by 0,1,...,n-l, where
0 < 1 < ••• < n-1, then the elements of the algebra [p(n)]m can be
represented by those n m-tuples of integers, each of whose components
lies between 0 and n-1 inclusive. Also, 9 and U in [p(n)]m are represented
by the m-tuples 0 0 and (n-1) ... (n-1), respectively. Thus it is
m m
clear that the lattice operations of + and • defined on a finite Post 
algebra [p(n)]m are componentwise maximum and minimum functions; that is, 
maximum and minimum operations on the m Post chains P(n).
It has already been shown in Section 2.2 that, unlike Boolean 
algebras, not every element of an arbitrary Post lattice P need have a 
complement. We have also seen that those elements of P which do have 
unique complements form a Boolean algebra, called the underlying Boolean 
algebra of P and denoted by P^ . It has also been established that the 
underlying Boolean algebra of P(n), denoted by P (n), is isomorphic to 
B(2), the two-element Boolean algebra. This follows from the discussion 
showing that 9 = 0  and U = n-1 are the only complemented elements of P(n).
Now let y = y^.-y^ be an arbitrary member of [p(n)]m . As has been noted,
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the zero and unit of [p(n)]m are the m-tuples 0 = 0 0, and U =
m(n-1) ... (n-1^♦ Consider first the special case where each component y. 
m
of y is either 0 or n-1. Define an element z - z_...z by taking z. = (n-1)1 m i
y. for all i = l,...,m. Then z. = 0 if y. = n-1, and z. = n-1 when i i i i
y. = 0, Therefore (y+z). = max{y.,z.} = n-1, and (y-z). = min{y.,z.) = 0.i i l i  i i i
It follows that every m-tuple, each of whose components is either 0 or n-1,
is an element of the underlying Boolean algebra [p (n)]m of [p(n)]111.B
Next assume that the element y = y_..,y £[p(n)]m has at least1 m
one component, say y , equal to k, where 0 < k < n-1. It has already been 
shown that k has no complement in P(n). Since the operations + and • are 
performed componentwise on the m-tuples of [P(n)]m , y can have no 
complement in this lattice. Thus [p (n)]m consists of those 2m m-tuples, 
each of whose components is either 0 or n-1. But we have already seen that 
P (n) consists of 0 and n-1 and is isomorphic to B(2). Therefore [p (n)]mjj B
is isomorphic to m copies of B(2); that is, to [B(2)]m . Since there is a 
unique Boolean algebra of order 2m for each positive integer m and since 
the order of [B(2)]m is 2m , it follows that [B(2)]m and B(2m), the 2m- 
element Boolean algebra, are isomorphic. Thus [p_(n)]m is B(2m) , and 
consists of all m-tuples, each of whose components is either 0 or n-1 .
To continue the investigation of finite Post algebras, the 
following result is needed [11],
THEOREM 2.17. The elements e ,... ,e of a Post algebra are distincto n-1
and unique.
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In the Post chains P(n) it has already been shown that e. can be chosen to1
be i for all i = 0,...,n-l. We now see that this choice is unique.
According to Theorem 2.4, every Boolean algebra B is a Post algebra with
n - 2. Thus the only elements e. of B are e = 9  and e = U. For FB^25~lmi o 1 v 'J
we have eQ ~ 0 0 and e^ = 1 ... 1 .
m "m
The next theorem includes both of the above classes of examples as
special cases, for it identifies the elements e ,...,e . for an arbitraryo n -1 J
Post algebra [P(n)] . The e^ will be characterized by defining a sequence
of elements d0” -->dn_1> showing that this sequence satisfies Axioms (la),
(lb), (lc) and 3 of Definition 2.1, and then using Theorem 2.17 to show
that d^  = e^  for all i = 0,...,n-l. In order to carry out this plan for
Axiom 3, the functions c0’--*)Cn_^ will also have to be identified. This
will be done by defining a sequence of functions Do,...,D showing that
this sequence satisfies Axioms (2a), (2b) and, together with d ,. . . ,do n -1 ’
Axiom 3, and then employing Theorem 2.10 to show that D = C for alli l
i - 0 ,...,n-l.
THEOREM 2.18. Let P be the Post algebra [p(n)]m . Then the elements 
e , . .. ,e -I o f P are given, for i = 0, . . . ,n-l, by e. ~ a, . . .a, , where
u n  j. l i  . i1 m
aL ~ i f°r aii j = l,...,m. Also, each C. of the sequence of functions 
j
C l can be defined for y = y,...y in P by C.(y) = c (y ...y )u ii x 1 m i w i 1
= z ...z. , where for each k, 1 < k < m,
L1 1m
z.lk
if x, = i k
if x, ^ i .k
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PROOF. For i = 0,...,n-l, let d. = a. ...a. , where a. = i for all
1 L1 1ra Lj
j = l,...,m. Each such element d^ is then a member of [P(n)]"\ We
now show that d0»***»d x satisfy Axioms (la), (lb) and (lc) of
Definition 2.1, Obviously the d. are distinct, and d < d. < ■•• < d ,l o — 1 — — n -1
since this relationship holds for each of the m components of each d^.
Also, d = 9  and d = U, the zero and unit elements of [p(n)]m . o n -1 v '
Therefore the elements d ,...,d . satisfy Axiom (la) of Definition 2.1.o n-1
Now let y = y^-.-y^ be an element of [p(n)] and assume that
min{y.,l} = 0 , Jy*dX “ (yx* • *ym)‘ (dx • * -dx ) = e- Then (yd1) = y -c^1 m  ^ j
for all j = l,...,m. Therefore y. = 0 for j = l,...,m; that is, y = 9.
Thus d ,...,d satisfy (lb) of Definition 2.1. o n -1
Now suppose y = y^.-.y^ is in [p(n)]m and assume y+d^
~ ('yl " ‘ym^  + (d(i-i) *a*d(i-l) ) = di for some 1 1 1 < n-1. Then
(y +di-l> j = yj + d (i -1) = maxiy^ ,i-l} = i, for all j = l,...,m. It
follows that y. = i for j = l,...,m; that is, y, = d. . Thereforej a ij
y = d. and, hence, d ,...,d . satisfy Axiom (lc). i o n -1 J v
We turn now to the functions C ,...,C - defined on [p(n)]m . Leto’ n-1 v
the sequence of functions Do>...»D where D^ maps [P(n)]m into 
[p(n)] for all i = 0,...,n-l, be defined for y = y-.-.y^ Tn CP(n)]
by D. (y) = D. (y- . . .y ) = z. . . .z. , where for each k, 1 < k < m,i l l m i ^ i  — —
m
z, =
m
n -1 if xk = 1
0 if + i
It will be shown that the D^(y) satisfy Axioms (2a), (2b) and, together
with the elements d ,...,d ., Axiom 3. We first establish (2a).o n -1 v
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If i i j> D,(y)‘D.(y) = D.(yn...y )* D.(y,••.y ) = (z. .. .z. )m m 1 m
( z . . . . z . ). We want to show that D.(y)*D.(y) = 6. Now
m
then(D. (y)-D, (y)), » z. -z = min{z ,z. }. If z. = 0,
1 J k Lk Jk h  Jk lk
(D.(y)*D (y)) = 0. On the other hand, if z. ^ 0, then it must be1 J K 1k
that z. = n-1. Hence, y = i and, since i ^ j, y ^ j. Therefore 
k K k
z =0. So again, (D.(y)*D.(y)) = min{z. ,z. ) = 0. Thus in eithe:
Jk 1 J k \  Jk
case, (D.(y)*D.(y)) = 0. Since this holds for all k = l,...,m, iti j ic
follows that D.(y)*D.(y) = 0  ... 0 = 0 .  Therefore the elements D.(y) 3- J '— i
satisfy Axiom (2a) of Definition 2.1.
n -1
For (2b) it must be shown that 2 D.(y) = U- By definition, 
n -1 i=° 1
iS0 °i(y) " D0 (y) + ” -+ Dn-l(y) = (zo/--zo ) + * * ’ + (z(n-l) * * *z(n-l) >■ n -1 1 m N 1 v m
Th“« <iSo Di(y))k = %  +k
+ Z(n-1) . Since every component of y has
a value between 0 and n -1 inclusive, choose y = 1,  where 0 < i  < n-1.K.
Then z. = n-1 and, incidentally, z. = 0  for all j = 1,.. . ,j&-1,
k n-1. Jk
Therefore (.^ D.(y))k - • + *(jML) + ^
-j- 7
a + D k
+ z ^ _ ^  - 0 + *** +0 + (n-1) + 0 + *** +0 = n-1. Since
k n -1this holds for all k = l,...,m, it follows that 2 D.(y) =i=0 L
(n~l) »•« (n-1} ~ U. Thus the D_^ (y) satisfy (2b) of Definition 2.1.
m n -1For Axiom 3 it must be shown that 2 (d^'D^y)) = y. Using the
definition of the elements d ,...,d , for [p(n)]m , we haveo n -1
iS0 (<V V y)) = do ' V y) + - " +dn - r Dn-l(y) = •■ •Zo >
n -1
+ ••• + Thus (iS0 (d.-D1(y» ) k
= 0-z + *•• + (n-1) • z , 1N . We again assume that y, = where°k (n“l)fc k
0 < JL < n-1. Then z^ = n-1 and, incidentally, z. = 0  for all
k Jk
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n-lj = 0,...,X-1,4+1,...,m. Hence, ( 2 (d.• D.(y))) = 0-z +••• +(£-1)i=0 i l k  ^ }
,ZU-l)k + + (i+1)'z(X+l)k + "' +(n‘1)'z(n-l)k = 0-0 + -" + U - 1)
•0 ■+ -X* (n-l) + (,£.+1) *0 +•■... + (n-l)*0 = l  - y^. Since this holds
n*" 1for all k - 1,...,m, it follows that 2 (d. *D (y).) = y ■.; .y . . .vi—0 1 i 1 J k
= y. Therefore the elements d , .. . ,d .. and D (y) , . .. ,D , (y) ..satisfyo n-l o n-l
Axiom 3 of Definition 2.1.
By Theorem 2.17, the elements e ,. . . ,e , of a Post algebrao n-l °
satisfying Axioms (la), (lb), (lc) and 3 of Definition 2.1 are unique.
Consequently, d = e ,...,d = e that is, each e. = a. ...a ,
u u n—i n-l i i i 91 m
where a^ = i for all j = l,...,m. Also, by Corollary 2.11, the
j
elements CQ(y),...,Cn_^(y) satisfying Axioms (2a), (2b) and 3 are
unique. Hence, CQ(y) = Dq (y),...,Cn_^(y) = D^_^(y). Since this holds
for all elements y in [p(n)]111, it follows that C = D ,. .. ,C =o o n-l
D - ’ tb at T S . AiinTn ■Fnr»r> f- ■? nn O -i r? -Pi „ J C   — — __ _ j  _ P -r* /■ v “itlln that is, each function C. is defined for y = y ...y in [p(n)]1 m
by Ci(y) ^(y^.-.y^) " z i  > where for each k, 1 < k < m,
m
z. i.
n-l if x. = i k
0 if x, / i. k
Thus in [P(n)]m we have eQ = 0 „■ 0, e]_ = 1 ... l.-.-.e^ = (n-l) ... (n-l),.
m m m
What has been learned in this chapter will now be reviewed by
examining Definition 2.1 for the special case where P is a finite Post 
algebra. From Theorem 2.16 we know that each finite Post algebra P is a 
direct product of m Post chains P(n) for some integers m > 1 and n > 2. 
Thus its elements may be regarded as m-tuples, each of whose components
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lies between 0 and n-1 inclusive. The integer n in P(n) is the integer n
of Definition 2.1. The zero element of [P(n)]m is 0 = 0 ... 0 and the unit
m
element is U = (n-1)...(n-1). The elements e , ...,e -of Axioms 1 and 3----- o n -1
are given by e^ = .i .^ . i. for all i = 0,.,.,n-l. The relation < occurring
m
in Axiom (la) is a componentwise relation because the operations + and • 
are the componentwise maximum and minimum functions, respectively. Thus 
if y = and z = z^-.z are elements of [p(n)]m , then y < z if and
only if y^  < z^ in P(n) for all i = l,...,m.
The underlying Boolean algebra of [p(n)]m consists of all those 
m-tuples, each of whose components is either 0 or n-1. The elements 
CQ(y) ,. . . ,Cn<>1(y) are members z = z^.-z of this underlying Boolean 
algebra, where Ch (y) is the m-tuple, each of whose components z^  is n -1 if 
the ith component y^ of y is j, and whose i^ 1 component is 0 if y, ^ j.
Thus the pseudo-complement CQ (y) of an element y in [p(n)]m is an m-tuple 
whose ith component is n-1 if y = 0 , and whose ith component is 0 if 
y. 4 0 .
J l
To illustrate the above properties for specific cases, we now 
consider two examples of finite Post algebras. For our first example we 
take the 3-chain P(3) shown in Figure 2.2. The elements of P(3) are 0, 1 and 
2, where 0 < 1 < 2. The 3-chain is a distributive lattice with 9 = 0  and 
U = 2. The elements eQ = 0, e 1 = 1 and &2 - 2 satisfy Axioms 1 and 3 of 
Definition 2.1. The underlying Boolean algebra of P(3) consists of the 
elements 0 and 2. The functions CQ, and C2 mapping P(3) onto P (3)
= {0,2} are defined in Table 2.1. The function values CQ(y), (^(y) and 
C2 (y) for a given element y in P(3) satisfy Axioms 2 and 3 of Definition 2.1.
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FIGURE 2.2
THE POST ALGEBRA P(3)
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y Co (y) c ^ y ) c 2 (y)
0 2 0 0
i 0 2 0
2 0 0 2
TABLE 2.1
THE FUNCTION VALUES C± (y) , i * 0,1,2, FOR P(3)
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Finally, the pseudo-complements of 1 and 2 are both 0, while C (0) = 2, as 
can be seen in Table 2.1.
Now consider the lattice [P(3)] = P(3) X P(3) X P(3). This
3direct product is a Post algebra by Theorem 2.16. [p(3>] is considered at
length in Wojcik [30], and it is some of his work with this lattice that we 
propose to simplify with the theory that has been developed in this section. 
We know that the elements y€[p(3)] are 3-tuples where
0 < y1,y2 ,y3 < 2. The Hasse diagram of this algebra is given in Figure 2.3.
We know also that [P(3)] is a distributive lattice with 9 = 000 
and U = 222. The elements e^, i = 0,1,2, satisfying Axioms 1 and 3 of 
Definition 2,1 are given by e^ = 000, = 111 and e^  = 222. The underlying
Boolean algebra of [p(3) ] 3 consists of the elements 000, 002, 020, 022,
200, 202, 220 and 222. This Boolean algebra is shown in Figure 2.4.
Let us now calculate Gq (x ), C^(x ) and (^(x) for an element x of 
[P(3)]3. If we select the element x = 121 from this algebra, these three 
function values can be determined in the following way, which is essentially 
that used in Wojcik [30].
By Axiom 3 of Definition 2.1 we have, for an arbitrary element
x = Xj_x 2x 3 [k(3)]3,
(1) Xlx2x3 = eo-Co(xlX2x3) + e1 -C1 (x1x2x3) + e ^ C ^ x ^ )
= lll*C1 (x1x2x3) + 2 2 2*C2 (x1x2x3).
From (2b) of Definition 2.1 it follows that
(2) Cq ( x ^ x ^  + C ^ x ^ )  + C2 (x1x2x3) = 222.
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FIGURE 2.3
THE POST ALGEBRA [P(3) ] 3
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202
FIGURE 2.4
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Also, by (2a) of Definition 2.1 we have the relations
(3) Co (x 1x2x 3)-(^(x^x ) = 000,
x x ) = 0 0 0,
C1 (x1x2x3 )*C2 (x1x2x3) = 0 0 0.
Now let us adopt the following notation for the function values we are 
seeking:
Co
C
C
1
2
X^1X2X3^  = ala2a3s
(x1x2x3) = V s V
(X1X2X3> = a7a8a9>
where a^  , for all j - 1,...,9, is a member of the underlying Boolean 
algebra of P(3), which we have seen consists of the elements 0 and 2. 
This follows because the value Ck ( x ^ x  ) , for i = 0,1,2, is a member
Oof the underlying Boolean algebra of [p(3)] . From (1), (2) and (3) 
we have the following relations;
(m-, 111-a^a^a^ + 222-a^aga^ X1X2X3’
(5) 3,H0a. r a.a_a, 1 2 3 4 5 6 + a_,
(6) a a0a0 * a,a_a, = 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 0 0,
(7) ala2a3*a7a8a9 0 0 0,
(8 ) a4a5a6°a7a8a9 0 0 0.
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Note that these relations must also hold componentwise. Thus if we 
now let x = 121, from equation (4 ) we derive the following:
(a) 1-si + 2 *ay = 1 .
This implies that a_ ^ 2 and, hence, a_ = 0 because each a
‘ -1____ j
1 < j < 9, is a member of the underlying Boolean algebra of P(3)
that is, each a is either 0 or 2 . With a = 0 and with a,J / 4
necessarily being 0 or 2 , we have a, = 2 .4
(b) l-a5 + 2 .ag = 2 .
This implies ag = 2 because 1-a,. can never be 2; but it gives no 
information about a^.
(c) l-a6 + 2 »a^  = 1 .
This implies a^ # 2. Since a^ must be either 0 or 2, we have a^
This in turn implies that a, = 2 since either a, = 0 or a, =2._6_______  6 6
From relation (6) we have the following:
(a) ax*a4 = 0 .
Since a^ = 2, this implies a^ = 0.
(b) a2 *a5 = 0 .
This yields no new information.
(C) a3 .a6 = 0 .
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Since ag = 2, this implies ag = 0,
From the second components of relations (7) and (8 ) we obtain, 
respectively,
(a) a£ .a8 = 0 .
Since ag = 2, this yields a2 = 0.
(b) a5 «a8 = 0 .
Since aD - 2, we must have ar = 0. o 5
Thus we have the function values
Cq (121) = a^a^g = 000,
C1(121) = a4a5a6 = 202 ,
C2 (121) * a7aga9 = 020,
This determination of the values of the a^, j = 1,...,9, while 
correct, is long and tedious. With Theorem 2.18 available, the determination 
of the elements Cb (x) is immediate: Cq (121) = 000, C1 (121) = 202, and
C2 (121) = 020. Table 2.2 contains the values Cq (x ), C ^ x ) and C2 (x) for
O
every element x = of [P(3)] . Note that the Cb (x) , i = 0,1,2,
satisfy (2a) and (2b) of Definition 2.1, and, together with e^, e^ and e2, 
satisfy Axiom 3.
As was the case with the chain P(3), the pseudo-complement of 
r -i3each element of LP(3)] can be read from the column of function values 
C (y), which are given in Table 2.2. Note that each element of [p (3) ] 3 isu g
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TABLE 2.2
THE FUNCTION VALUES C±(y), i = 0,1,2, FOR [p (3) ] 3
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in the range of each function Ch , i = 0,1,2, as is guaranteed by Theorem
2.15. Notice also that while x *Cq (x ) is always 6 = 000, x+C (x) is usually
strictly less than U = 222. In fact, for any Post algebra P, an element x of
P which is not a member of P will satisfy x+C (x) < U. For if x+C (x)B o o
were equal to U, then since x-C^Cx) = 0, C^(x) would be the complement of 
x, thereby contradicting x £ P g. Thus the only elements x of a Post algebra 
which satisfy x +Cq (x ) = U are the members of the underlying Boolean 
algebra.
A similar result holds for the upper pseudo-complement C (C ^(x))
mentioned earlier in this chapter. Although it is always the case that
x +Co(Cr,-i = u’ it: is not generally true that x-C (C , (x)) = 0. If u a x o n-1
x € P  , then by Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.12, C (C „ (x)) = C (x) = x . On 
a o n-1 o
the other hand, if xiP_, then we cannot have x*C (C _(x)) = 0. For ifB o n-1
tthis were true, then x = Co(C^_^(x)) would be the complement of x in P, 
thus implying x 6 P^ . It follows that the elements x £ P  satisfying
x 'Co ^ n-l^X^  =  ^ are Precisely the elements of the underlying Boolean 
algebra of P.
In conclusion, we remark that the simplification given for 
[P(3) ] 3 is perfectly general for every lattice [P(n)]m because the theorems 
we have proved hold for every finite Post algebra. The amount of work
Qsaved by applying Theorem 2.18 to [(P(3)J gives only a small indication 
of the labor which would be saved in a computation of the C.(x) for an 
algebra [p(n)] where n and m are relatively large.
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3. EQUIVALENCE AND POST LATTICE STRUCTURES 
3.1. Introduction
Recently a considerable amount of work has been done using Post 
algebra as the mathematical foundation for a theory of multivalued switching 
circuits. There is a number of excellent reasons for the choice of Post 
algebras for this theory, its simplicity and generality being principal 
among them. Unfortunately, there are also several drawbacks inherent in 
this choice. Without doubt, the most serious of these is that Post functions 
may contain operation hazards, a type of temporary false output mentioned in 
Chapter 1. A good solution to this problem has been to define a certain 
equivalence relation on the various lattices of Post functions and, since it 
can be shown that each equivalence class of this relation contains an 
operation-hazard-free representative, to select that representative member 
to obtain the expression of a Boolean function in terms of operation- 
hazard-free Post functions. Thus it can be shown, that all Boolean functions 
can be realized by asynchronous networks which are free of static and 
dynamic hazards [30j.
At first this equivalence relation was defined only for each 
lattice of Post functions G[p(n):x^], the Post algebra of all one-variable 
functions defined on the chain P(n). This algebra is isomorphic to the 
Post lattice [P(n)] , the direct product of n copies of the n-chain for 
n > 2. Later this definition was extended to arbitrary finite Post 
algebras [p(n)] , and several characterizations of the equivalence classes 
of this relation were given in an attempt to discover more about its
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properties [7], The lattices [p(n)]m include each algebra G[P(n);x , . . . ,x ],1 Ic
the Post lattice of all k-variable functions defined on P(n). This algebra
k
is isomorphic to [p(n)]
The present chapter extends the definition of equivalence to 
arbitrary Post algebras, including both the finite and infinite cases. 
Previous results are also extended to the general case. In establishing 
theorems for finite Post algebras, use is often made of the representation 
theory for these lattices. Unfortunately, no such simple representation 
theory is available for infinite such lattices. Thus it is necessary to 
derive all results directly from the definition of Post algebra. The key 
to the extension of previous work for the finite case to arbitrary Post 
lattices has been the discovery that the greatest lower bound of many 
important infinite classes of elements of an infinite Post algebra always 
exists, even though the algebra may not be complete.
For our results, we are able to establish that our extended 
definition of equivalence is an equivalence relation, and that it is indeed 
a generalization of the earlier definitions of equivalence for algebras of 
Post functions. We are also able to extend the coset-like characterizations 
of the equivalence classes of this relation given previously only for 
finite Post algebras [7]. The various interval characterizations, which 
reveal so much of the nature and structure of these classes, are also 
generalized, as are the results relating these classes to the ideals and 
filters of the Post algebra [8]. Thus most of the significant theorems 
established up to now only for the finite case, are shown to be extendable 
to arbitrary Post lattices.
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3.2. Basic Results
Before our results on the relation of equivalence for elements
of a Post algebra can be established, we require an additional known fact
[11] about the functions C. of a Post algebra.i
THEOREM 3.1. C.(e.) = 0  if i ^ j and C.(e ) = U.i  J i  i
For example, in [p (3)]3, C ^ )  = c^OOO) = 000, C^e.,) = C (222) = 000, 
and C^(e^) = C^(lll) = 222, as can be seen in Table 2.2.
This section will be devoted primarily to the development of some 
of the properties of the function Cq defined on P. These results will be 
developed not so much for th£ir own sake as for their use in the sequel. 
Since elements of a Post algebra generally do not have complements, the 
pseudo-complement will be of great value. Thus we see the importance of 
the function Cq already; for by Theorem 2.6, Cq (x ) is the pseudo-complement 
of the element x of P. In this chapter, as in Chapter 2, the dual notion
•j*
of the upper pseudo-complement x = c0 (Gn_1(x)) could be employed in place 
of x = Cq (x ). However, for the reasons previously cited, we will continue 
to use Cq (x ). As we have seen, this is the largest element y of P 
satisfying x*y = 0. Hence, c0(c0(x)) = C2 (x) is the largest element y 
satisfying CQ(x)-y = 0. Since x -Cq (x ) = Cq (x ).x = 0, we have established 
the following result.
THEOREM 3.2. If x € P, a Post algebra, then x < C2 (x).~ o '
Table 3.1 illustrates this result for the lattice [p (3)]3.
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W a
2
V V a V
000 000
001 002
002 002
010 020
O il 022
012 022
020 020
021 022
022 022
100 200
101 202
102 202
110 220
111 222
112 222
120 220
121 222
122 222
200 200
201 202
202 202
210 220
211 222
212 222
220 220
221 222
222 222
TABLE 3.1
THE FUNCTION VALUES C^(y) FOR [p (3) ] 3
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It has already been shown that unlike the complement of an
element in a Boolean algebra, the pseudo-complement of an element x in a
Post algebra need not satisfy x + C q (x ) = U. Theorem 3.2 points out another
difference between complements and pseudo-complements. For if an element
x of a Post algebra has a complement x, then x = x. However, it may be
the case that another element y of this same lattice will be strictly less 
2than C (y). For example, it can be seen in Table 3.1 that the element 
3 9y = 001 of [P(3)] is strictly less than C^(y), which is 002.
If x < y, Theorem 2.6 can also be used to derive the following 
relationships between the pseudo-complements of x and y.
THEOREM 3.3. If x,y£P and x < y, then C (y) < Cq (x ).
PROOF. If x < y, then x-Co(y) < y*Co(y). Since y*C (y) = 9, it 
follows that x-CQ(y) = 9, Therefore by Theorem 2.6, CQ(y) < C (x).
This result is completely analogous to the corresponding rule for complements 
in a Boolean algebra.
2Applying Theorem 3.3 twice shows that Cq is an order-homomorphism.
2COROLLARY 3.4. Cq is an order-homomorphism on P; that is, if x < y,
then C^(x) < C^(y). o — o
We turn now to consequences of Theorem 2.8. Among other things, 
this result informs us that each function defined on P maps it into P , 
the set of all elements in P having unique complements. In particular, C 
maps P into Pfi. Thus every element Cq (x ) has a unique complement C (x).
By the definition of pseudo-complement, Cq (x ) = C (C (x)) = C (x). Hence,
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(^(x) Co(Co(Go(x)» - C^(Co(x)) - G^(x) - Go(x). The last equality follows 
because C (x) F . This establishes the next result.O Jj
THEOREM 3.5. If x € P, then C3 (x) = C (x) .o o
Thus while Theorem 3.2 shows that a double pseudo-complement cannot be 
removed with impunity, Theorem 3.5 demonstrates that the index of comple­
mentation can be reduced by 2 provided the resulting element is still in P .B
In fact, these are the only members of the Post algebra for which this can 
, , 2be done. For if Cq (x ) = x, then by Theorem 2.8, x ^ P ^  Thus by Theorem 3.2, 
if x £Pb, then x < Cq (x ). Table 3.1 shows this for [p(3)]3.
We turn now to the analogue for the pseudo-complement of one of 
DeMorgan's laws. The DeMorgan laws, x + y  = x-y and x*y = x+y, do not apply 
in general in a Post algebra P because an element of P may not have a 
unique complement. However, the corresponding laws for the pseudo­
complement, CQ(x+y) = Co(x).Co(y) and CQ(x-y) = Cq (x ) + C (y), are valid 
in every Post lattice.
THEOREM 3.6. If x,y G P, then CQ(x+y) = Co(x)»C (y) .
PROOF. Since x < x + y  and y < x+y, it follows from Theorem 3.3 
that CQ(x+y) < Cq (x ) and CQ(x+y) < Cq (y) . Hence, CQ(x+y) < 
Co(x).Co (y). For the converse inequality, (x+y)-[c (x)-G (y)]
= x * Cq (x) • (y) + y *Co(x) *Go (y) = 0+9 = 0. Therefore by Theorem 2.6,
c0 (*)'c0 (y) < C (x+y), and the theorem follows.
The other DeMorgan law will be established after we have developed
2some of the fundamental properties of C , the function C composed witho o
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• . 2itself. It will be seen later that it is C , rather than just C , that iso J o
the key to our development. We have already shown in Corollary 3.4 that
2 . 2 C is an order-homomorphism. It will now be shown that C is a lattice- u o
homomorphism.
2THEOREM 3.7. The function Cq is a lattice-homomorphism of P onto P^ ; 
that is, for all x,y£P,
(!) C^(x+y) = C2 (x) + C2 (y),
(2) C^(x-y) = C^(x)-C^(y),
(3) C2 (x*) = (C2 (x))*.
2PROOF. Since C maps P into P_ , so must C . Now if b € P , then o B o  B2 = 2CQ(b) - b - b. Thus maps P onto P^. We turn now to condition (1).
2 _______ _Employing Theorem 3.6, C (x +y) = C (x+y) = C (x)*C (y) = C (x)o o o o o
+ CQ(y) = C2 (x) -I- C2 (y) .
Condition (2) will require a little more labor. First let
2 2 o oz = Co(x.y)-Co(x)-Co(y). Then (x-y)-z = (x-y)-C^x-y)-C*(x)-C'(y)
2 2= 9*Co(x)*CQ(y) = 9. Therefore (x*y)-z = (x-z)-y =0. It follows
from Theorem 2.6 that x-z < C (y). But by definition, z < C2 (y).o — o J2 ?Thus we also have x-z < Cq (y). Consequently, x-z < C (y)-C'(y) = 9;
that is, x *z = 9. Again using Theorem 2.6, z < C (x). Since z— o2 2 < gq (x ) bY definition, we have z < Co(x)-C*(x) = 9. Therefore
z = Gn (x *y)#G (x)’c^(y) = • This implies that C (x-y) < C (C2 (x)u o o o — o o2 3*c0 (y)) • By Theorem 3.5, CQ(x-y) = C (x-y). Now since x-y < x and 
x-y < y, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that Cq (x ) < C (x-y) and 
CQ(y) < Cq (x*y). Hence, C (x) + CQ(y) < C (x-y). Therefore by
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2 3Corollary 3.4, C^(C^(x) + C^(y)) < C^(x-y). Using Theorem 3.6 we obtain 
2 2 3
C0 (C0 « * C0 ^  — G0(x ’y) = C (x-y) . Consequently, C (x-y) =
2 2C (C (x)-C (y)). Employing Theorem 3.6 again yields C (x.y) = C2(C (x) u u  o o o2 Q+ C  (y)). Taking pseudo-complements we obtain C (x-y) = CJ(C (x) +C (y))u o o ov / ow//
= Co(Co(x)+Co(y)) = which establishes (2).
Condition (3) follows readily from Theorem 2.6: C2 (x*)
= C^(Co(x)) = (P(x) = Co(C^(x)) = (C^(x))*.
Using condition (1) of Theorem 3.7 we can now establish the 
analogue for pseudo-complements in Post algebra of the DeMorgan law 
x-y = x + y  for elements of a Boolean algebra.
THEOREM 3.8. If x,y£P, then C (x-y) = C (x) + C (y).o J o o J
PROOF■ By Theorems 3.5 and 3.7, CQ(x-y) = C2 (x-y) = C (C2 (x-y))
~ Co<Go<x>-C0 (y)). Since Co(x), CQ(y)6 Pg, Cq (x ) ’CQ(y) 6 Pg. Therefore
Co(x*y) = Go(x)'Go(y)° Using DeMorgan*s law and Theorem 3.5 again, we
obtain CQ(x-y) = CT(x) + C*(y) = <F(x) + C^(y) = Cq (x ) + C (y).
Thus the analogues for pseudo-complements of both of DeMorgan's laws are 
valid in arbitrary Post algebras. This completes the development of results 
preliminary to the introduction of the definition of equivalence for elements 
in a Post algebra.
Although they will not be employed in the sequel, it is worth 
mentioning that the upper pseudo-complement satisfies analogues of both of 
DeMorgan's laws too. For addition, co( C ^ ( x  +y) ) = CQ(Cn 1 (x))-Co(C (y));
while for multiplication, C ^ C ^ ( x - y ) ) = c0 (Gn-l(x)) + G0 (Gn-l(y))- This 
is an example of the dual properties of these two types of complements.
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3.3. The Relation of Equivalence
Let P be a Post algebra and let R be the collection of all 
elements x of P such that if b 6 P„ and x < b, then b = U. Although noD
notation will be used to distinguish the particular Post algebra to which 
R is referring, this will always be clear from the context. Employing the 
class R, we now define what it means for two elements of an algebra P to 
be equivalent.
DEFINITION 3.9. If x,y6 P, we say x is equivalent to y, denoted by 
x ~ y, if and only if there exists an element r in R such that 
x • r = y • r .
As an example of equivalent elements in a Post algebra, consider the members
x = 201 and y = 102 of the lattice [p(3)] . This algebra, illustrated in
Figure 3.1, is isomorphic to the lattice of one-variable Post functions
defined on the chain P(3). The set R for [p(3)]^ consists of the elements
111, 112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221 and 222. The elements x = 201 and
y = 102 are equivalent because r = 121 is in R and x*r = y*r. On the other
hand, the elements z = 012 and w = 112 are not equivalent. For if there
exists an r = r,r„r„ such that 012 *r = 112*r, then 0-r„ = l-r„. This 12  3 1 1
implies r^ = 0, which shows that r cannot be a member of R.
In [P(3)]^ the sets of equivalent elements partition the algebra, 
as can be seen in Figure 3.2. This suggests that the relation of equivalence 
for elements of a Post algebra is an equivalence relation. This is indeed 
the case; but before it can be shown we need several preliminary results.
The first of these, although not difficult to establish, is one of the most
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significant results in the entire chapter. For it is this theorem which 
guarantees that the greatest lower bound of certain classes of elements 
always exists, even when the Post algebras in which these classes are 
contained are not complete.
2THEOREM 3.10. If y 6 P, then C (y) is the smallest element of P whicho B
is greater than or equal to y.
2 ?PROOF. By Theorem 3.7, C (y) €P ; and by Theorem 3.2, y < C (y) . Nowo b  — o
let b be any element of P satisfying y < b. We must show C (y) < b.B — O
Since b £ P , C2 (b) = b = b. Therefore b-C2 (y) = C2 (b)*C2 (y) = C2 (b-y)B O  O O O o J
by Theorem 3.7. As y < b, C2 (b.y) = C2 (y). Hence, b-C2 (y) = C2 (y):o O O o y/2that is, Co(y) < b.
Thus we have shown that glb{b £ P^ I y < b} exists for every y in P and, in 
2fact, equals CQ(y). This seemingly innocuous result therefore guarantees
that the greatest lower bound of each such class exists, even though the
class may be infinite and the algebra of which it is a subset may not be
complete. This theorem lies at the foundation of many results in the
sequel. Note that it could also have been established by using the fact
2that the operator C is an order homomorphism. For if b G P and y < b,o B —2 2 = then CQ(y) < ^(b) = b = b.
According to Theorem 3.10, the class R may be described as 
I 2 2[x€P|c (x) = u} . Since C (x) = U is equivalent to C (x) = 0 by Theorem 3.5,U o o J 3
R can also be described as {xGPjc (x) = ©} . Because these results will beo
used often in the sequel, we record them here.
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COROLLARY 3.11. For any Post algebra P, R = C~1 (9) = C~2 (U).o o
This result is illustrated for [P(3) ] 3 in Tables 2.2 and 3.1. We have thus 
identified the elements of R by the values of their pseudo-complements.
Our next result, the key to establishing the transitivity of the 
relation of equivalence, is also an important result in its own right, as
it shows that the class R is closed under the multiplication operation of
Post algebras.
THEOREM 3.12. Let r ^ ^ i P .  If r ^ r ^ R ,  then r ^ ^  B .
PRjOOF. If r1 ,r2 €R, then by Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.11,
Co^rl’r2^  = c0 r^l^'C0 r^2^  = = BY Corollary 3.11 again,
rr r2 €R-
Using Theorem 3.12, the next result follows immediately by mathematical 
induction.
COROLLARY 3.13. If r ,...,r 9 R, then r- . . . . *r. £ R.i k  l k
With U serving as the multiplicative identity, we have thus shown that 
(R,*) is a monoid.
We are now ready to show that the relation of Definition 3.9 
is an equivalence relation.
THE OREM 3.14. The relation of equivalence for Post algebras P is an 
equivalence relation.
PROOF. Certainly x-r = x-r for any r £ R. Also, R $ 0 because U£R. 
Thus equivalence is reflexive. The symmetry of equivalence is a
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trivial consequence of the symmetry of equality. For transitivity, 
let x,y,z £ P and assume x ~ y and y ~  z. Then there exist elements 
r ^ j ^ G R  such that x-r^ = y-r^ and y-r2 = z-r2* We must find rGR 
such that x-r = y.r. Let r = r^-r2. Then by Theorem 3.12, r£R. 
Also, x-r = x-(r1 *r2) = (x-r1)*r2 = = (y*r2) -r^ =
= z-(r^*r2) = z•r. Thus x ~  z.
It will now be shown that Definition 3.9 is equivalent to the 
following definition of equivalence for elements of a finite Post algebra 
[p(n)]m given in DuCasse and Metze [7].
DEFINITION 3.15. If x,y £ [p(n)]m , we say x is «¿-equivalent to y,
denoted by x - y, if and only if there exists an element s £S
= {x = x,. . .x £ [p(n) ] m| 0 < x. < n -1 for all i = 1,...,m} such that I m l ~
x-s = y•s.
We wish to show that Definitions 3.7 and 3.15 are equivalent for 
the Post lattices [p(n)]m . It is clear from these definitions that any 
differences between them involve the sets R and S. The proof that they 
are equivalent will essentially be a proof showing R = S for [P(n)]m .
THEOREM 3.16. Let x,y £ [P(n)]m . Then x ~ y if and only if x « y.
PROOF. If x ~  y, then there exists r €R such that x-r = y-r. To show
x «=* y, it suffices to prove that r £ S . Let r = r^...rm and assume
r. = 0 for some i, 1 < i < m. Define an element b = b....b by taking j - _ 1 m y
b^ = n-1 for i ^ j and choosing b^  = 0. Then b^[p(n)]m and r < b.
In fact, b £ [p (n)]m , the underlying Boolean algebra of [P(n)]m .B
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Since b ^ U, we have contradicted the choice of r. Therefore r 0j
for all j = 1,. .. ,m; that is, r 6 S. As x°r = y.r, it follows that 
x w  y.
Now assume x ¡=y y. Then there exists s G S such that x*s = y.s.
To show x ~  y, it suffices to prove that s £ R . Let b£[p (n)]m andB
assume s < b. As s. > 0 for all j = l,...,m, it follows that b. > 0,J J
j = l,..,,m. Since b£[p (n)]m, we must have b, = n-1 forB J
j = l,...,m; that is, b = U. Therefore s£R and, since x-s = y • s,
x y.
Thus the concept of equivalence for elements of an arbitrary Post algebra 
P is indeed a generalization of the relation «¿-equivalence for lattices 
[p(n)]m . It was shown in DuCasse and Metze [7] that Definition 3.15, when 
restricted to Post algebras [p(n)]n, the lattices of one-variable functions 
defined on the chain P(n), is equivalent to the definition of equivalence 
given in Wojcik [30] for these algebras. Hence if we restrict ourselves 
to the lattices [p(n)] , it follows that Definition 3.9 is equivalent to 
the definition of Wojcik and Metze.
Having shown that the relation of Definition 3.9 is an equivalence 
relation, we turn now to an investigation of its equivalence classes.
3.4. An Equivalence Class Characterization
To simplify the notation of this section, we will denote 
fx £ p|x ~  y} by [y] for y 6 P. We now introduce a structure somewhat 
resembling the familiar cosets of group and ring theory.
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DEFINITION 3.17. Let P be a Post algebra and let x € P- Define the 
left product of R by x, denoted x-R, to be {x-r|r€R}. Similarly, the 
right product R-x is defined to be {r-x|r£R}.
Since the multiplication operation of a Post algebra is commutative, 
it follows that x-R = R*x. This is analogous to the situation for cosets in 
abelian groups and commutative rings. As an example of products x-R in a 
Post algebra, consider again the lattice [p (3) ] 3 of Figure 3.2. Now 
x = 012 £ [p (3) ] and R = {ill,: 112, 121, 122,,211,-.21?, 221, 222). Thus
x ' R = {012-111,  012 .112,  012-121,  012*122, 012-211,  012-212,  012*221,
012-222} = {Oil, 012}. The element y = 022 is also a member of [P(3)]3;
moreover, y€[PB(3)]3, which is {0 0 0, 0 0 2, 0 2 0, 0 2 2, 2 0 0, 2 0 2, 2 2 0, 2 2 2}.
Again using Definition 3.17, y-R = {022-111, 022-112, 022-121, 022-122,
022-211, 022-212, 022-221, 022-222} = {011, 012, 021, 022}. Checking
Figure 3.2, we observe that the equivalence classes of [p(3) ] 3 determined
by 012 and 022 are both equal to {Oil, 012, 021, 022}. Therefore 022-R
is precisely the class determined by 022, whereas 012-R is a proper subset
of the class determined by its representative 012. It will be shown
eventually that the reason for this is that 022 £ [p (3)]3, while 120 is not.B
The products x-R — R-x appear to be related to R in somewhat the 
same way that cosets of subgroups of groups are related to subgroups.
However, there are several important differences. One very familiar 
property of cosets of a subgroup, that of equal cardinality, is not true of 
the products x-R. For example, In [p(3)]3, J200-r | = 2; whereas |i22-r | = 4 . 
Another significant difference is the fact that there is no choice of
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representatives for the products x-R. For the largest element of x*R is 
x*U = x. Thus if y(Ex-R and y i  x, then x9y*R.
We now wish to characterize the equivalence classes of the 
relation of equivalence for Post algebras in terms of the classes x*R. Before 
this can be done, however, we need two preliminary results. Corollary 3.11 
identifies R as the set of elements of P whose pseudo-complements are 9. We 
now characterize R as the class of all sums of elements of P and their 
pseudo-complements.
T.F.MMA 3.18. For any Post algebra P, R = [x 9 p (x = z+C^Cz) for some
z 9 P} .
PROOF. Let x€R. By Corollary 3.11, c0(x) = 9* Then x = x+9
= x+C (x) . For the converse inclusion, let x = z +Cq (z) for some
2z 9 P. Using Theorem 3.6 we obtain C (x) = C (z+C (z)) - C (z)*C (z)o o o o o
= C (z) *Cq (z) = 9. By Corollary 3.11, x€R.
The second preliminary result needed for the proof of our next theorem 
gives a necessary condition for two elements of a Post algebra to be 
equivalent in the sense of Definition 3.9.
LEMMA 3.19. If x,y 9 P and x ~  y, then C (x) = C (y) •
PROOF. If x ~ y, then there exists r£R such that x*r = y*r. Thus
C (x-r) = C (y.r). Employing Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.11 we have o o
Cq (x • r) = CQ(X) + cQ r^  ^ ~ C0 x^') + 0 = c0(x)' Similarly, CQ(y*r)
= CQ(y)- Hence, Cq (x ) = cQ(y)-
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Using Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19, we can now characterize the equivalence 
classes of the relation of Definition 3.9 in terms of the sets x*R.
THEOREM 3.20. If y 6 P, then [y] = C^(y)-R.
2 2 PROOF. If x £ C Q(y)*R, then there exists r £ R such that x = C (y)°r.
It must be shown that there exists s £ R such that x*s = y*s. We claim
s can be taken to be (x+Cq (x ) ) *(y + CQ(y))-r. By Lemma 3.18, x +C q (x )
and y + C Q(y) are both elements of R. Therefore by Corollary 3.13,
(x + Cq (x )) • (y +CQ(y)) *r € R. Also, x*s = [c^(y) *r] • [ (x + Cq (x ) )
* (y+ CQ(y) ) *r] = x ‘ y ’ Cq (y> *r + x-Co(y) *C^(y)-r + Cq (x ) •ycj(y) *r 
2 v 2+ Cq (x )*Co(y)*Co(y)*r. By Theorem 3.2, y*C (y) = y. Therefore
2 2 2 x 'y*c0 (y)*r = x-y-r and Cq (x )*y*Co (y)*r = C (x)*y*r. Since C (y)
-------------- 2 2“ CQ(y), it follows that x*Co (y)•Cq (y)•r = 0  and Cq (x )'C (y)*C(y)•r
= 0. Consequently, x*s = x*y*r + Co(x)*y*r. Now y*s = y  (x +C q (x ))
’ (y +CQ(y)) •r = x*y*r + x*yCQ(y) *r + Cq (x ) *y*r + C (x) *y*Co(y) *r.
As x-y^ Cq (y) • r = Cq (x ) *y *C (y) * r = 0, it follows that y • s - x*yr
+ C (x) *yr = x*s . Thus x ~  y.
For the inverse inclusion, assume x £ [y]. Then there exists
r £ R such that x-r = y*r. It must be shown there exists s £ R such
2that x = CQ(y)*s. We claim s can be taken to be x +C q (x ). By Lemma
3.18, x +Cq (x ) € R. Also, C^(y) *s = C^(y) * (x +CQ(x)) = C^(y) *x
2 2 + C (y)*C (x). By Lemma 3.19, C (x) = C (y). Therefore C (y)•s o o o o o
= C^(y)*x + C^(y)*Co(y) = C^(y)*x. Since Cq (x ) = CQ (y), then
2 2 2 2C (x) = C (y). Hence, C (y)*s = C (x)*x = x by Theorem 3.2. Aso o o o
2s 6 R, it follows that x EC (y)*R.
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In DuCasse and Metze [7], Theorem 3.20 was proved for the case P = [p(n)]m .
For that result we used the fact that for each y £ [P(n)]m , there is an
element Y€[p_(n)]m satisfying (1) y < Y, and (2) Y is the least such B
element of the underlying Boolean algebra of P. Such an element always 
exists because every finite lattice is complete. Thus Y is merely the 
greatest lower bound of the set of all elements of [P^n)]0 which are 
greater than or equal to y. Although no specific mention of greatest lower 
bounds was made in the proof of Theorem 3.20, Theorem 3.10, which establishes 
the existence of the greatest lower bound of the class of all elements of PD
which are greater than or equal to an element y of P, was used extensively. 
While not mentioned explicitly, it lies at the foundation of the proofs of 
Lemmas 3.18 and 3.19, the cornerstones on which Theorem 3.20 is constructed.
As an example of this result, consider the element 201 of [p(3)]3.
2Co(201) = Cq (020) = 202. Thus [20l] = 202*R = {101, 102, 201, 202}. Now
consider 200 £[p(3)]3. 0^(200) = Cq (022) = 200. Therefore [200] = 20Q-R
= f 100, 200} . The fact that [200] = 200*R follows because 200 £ [p,, (3)]3.
More generally, this holds for any element in the underlying Boolean
algebra of an arbitrary Post lattice. If the element y £ P of Theorem 3.20
2 =is a member of P , then C (y) = y - y. This establishes the following B o
result.
COROLLARY 3.21. If b € P„, then [b] = b-R.B
It is interesting to compare the product y*R with the class [y], 
where y is an arbitrary element of P. If we consider the elements 012 and
o
022 of [p (3)] , then 022*R = [022], whereas 012-R is a proper subset of
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[ 0 1 2 ] .  C o r o l l a r y  3  . 2 1  g u a r a n t e e s  t h a t  b  • R  = - [ b ]  f o r  e v e r y  b  E  P B  f o r  a n y  
P o s t  a l g e b r a  P .  W e  w i l l  n o w  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h a t  t h e  p r o d u c t  y · R ,  w h e r e  y  i s  
a n y  e l e m e n t  o f  P ,  i s  a l w a y s  c o n t a i n e d  i n  [ y ] ,  e v e n  t h o u g h  i t  m a y  n o t  b e  
e q u a l  t o  t h i s  c l a s s .  
T H E O R E M  3 . 2 2 .  I f  y E P ,  t h e n  y · R  S  [ y ] .  
R ! i l l Q ! .  I f  x  E  y · R ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  e l e m e n t  r  E R  s u c h  t h a t  
x  = - y · r .  W e  m u s t  p r o d u c e  a n  e l e m e n t s  i n  R  h a v i n g  t h e  p r o p e r t y  t h a t  
x , s : : ;  Y • S .  L e t s : : ;  r .  T h e n s  E R  a n d  X • S : : ;  x · r  =  ( y . r ) · r  =  y • r  =  y • s .  
T h e r e f o r e  x  E  [ y  J .  
T o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  t h e o r e m  f o r  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3
,  t h e  c l a s s e s  y • R  h a v e  b e e n  
c o m p u t e d  f o r  e a c h  e l e m e n t  o f  t h i s  l a t t i c e .  T a b l e  3 . 2  c o m p a r e s  t h e s e  
p r o d u c t s  w i t h  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  [ y ] .  
T h e o r e m  3 . 2 2 ,  w h i l e  g i v i n g  t h e  g e n e r a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  a  
p r o d u c t  y • R  a n d  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  y ,  f a i l s  t o  a c c o u n t  f o r  
t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i n  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3
,  t h e  p r o d u c t  0 1 2 · R  i s  p r o p e r l y  c o n t a i n e d  i n  t h e  
c l a s s  [ 0 1 2 ] .  I n  f a c t ,  b y  c h e c k i n g  T a b l e  3 . 2  w e  f i n d  t h a t  x · R  i s  a l w a y s  
p r o p e r l y  c o n t a i n e d  i n  [ x ]  w h e n e v e r  x ~ [ p  ( 3 ) ]
3
.  I t  w i l l  n o w  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  
B  
t h i s  p r o p e r t y  o f  t h e  u n c o m p l e m e n t e d  e l e m e n t s  o f  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3  
i s  s h a r e d  b y  t h e  
u n c o m p l e m e n t e d  e l e m e n t s  o f  e v e r y  P o s t  a l g e b r a .  
T H E O R E M  3 .  2 3 .  I f  y  E  P  a n d  y  E  P B ,  t h e n  y ·  R  i s  a  p r o p e r  s u b s e t  o f  [ y ] .  
P R O O F .  B y  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 2 ,  y • R  S  [ y ] .  S i n c e  y  ~ c ! ( y ) ,  i f  y f t . P B  t h e n  
2  
y  <  C  ( y ) .  A s  t h e  g r e a t e s t  e l e m e n t  
0  
o f  y • R  i s  y • U  =  y ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
2  
C  ( y )  f t . y , R .  B y  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 0 ,  [ y ]  =  
0  
2  2  
C  ( y ) • R .  T h e r e f o r e  C  ( y ) · U  
0  0  
2  
=  C  ( y )  E  [ y ] ,  a n d  t h e  t h e o r e m  f o l l o w s .  
0  
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y  
y • R  
[ y ]  
0 0 0  [ 0 0 0 }  
[ o o o }  
0 0 1  [  0 0 1 }  
[ 0 0 1 ,  0 0 2 }  
0 0 2  
[ 0 0 1 ,  0 0 2 }  . [  0 0 1  , '  0 0 2 }  
0 1 0  [  0 1 0 }  
.  f  0 1 0 ,  0 2 0 1  
0 1 1  [ 0 1 1 }  · .  0 1 1 , . 0 1 2 ,  0 2 1 ,  0 2 2 }  
0 1 2  [ 0 1 1 ,  0 1 2 }  
[ 0 1 1 ,  . 0 1 2 , .  0 2 1 · ,  0 2 2 }  
0 2 0  [ 0 1 0 ,  0 2 0 }  
.  [ 0 1 0 ,  0 2 0 }  
0 2 1  
[ 0 1 1 ,  0 2 1 }  [ 0 1 1 ,  0 1 2 , _ 0 2 1 ,  0 2 2 }  
0 2 2  
[ 0 1 1 ,  0 1 2 ,  0 2 1 ,  0 2 2 }  [ 0 1 1 ,  0 1 2 ,  0 2 1 ,  0 2 2 }  
1 0 0  
p o o }  
[ l o o ,  2 0 0 }  
1 0 1  
1 0 1 }  
[ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 ,  2 0 1 ,  2 0 2 }  
1 0 2  
[ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 }  
[ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 ,  2 0 1 ,  2 0 2 1  
1 1 0  
f  1 1 0 }  
[ 1 1 0 ,  1 2 0 ,  2 1 0 ,  2 2 0  
1 1 1  
1 1 1 }  [ 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 2 1 , 1 2 2 ,  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 }  
1 1 2  
[  1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 1  
[ 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2 2 j  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2  
1 2 0  [  1 1 0 ,  1 2 0 }  [ 1 1 0 ,  1 2 0 ,  2 1 0 ,  2 2 0 }  
1 2 1  
[  1 1 1 ,  1 2 1 1  
[ 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 2 1 , 1 2 2 }  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2  
1 2 2  [ 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 2 1 , 1 2 2 }  [ 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2 2 ,  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 }  
2 0 0  
[  1 0 0 ,  2 0 0 }  [  1 0 0 ,  2 0 0 }  
2 0 1  [ 1 0 1 ,  2 0 1 }  [ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 ,  2 0 1 ,  2 0 2 1  
2 0 2  
[ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 ,  2 0 1 ,  2 0 2 }  [ 1 0 1 ,  1 0 2 ,  2 0 1 ,  2 0 2 }  
2 1 0  
[ 1 1 0 ,  2 1 0 j  
[ 1 1 0 ,  1 2 0 ,  2 1 0 ,  2 2 0 }  
2 1 1  [ 1 1 1 ,  2 1 1  [ 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2 2 ,  
2 1 2  
[  1 1 1  ,  1 1 2  ,  2 1 1 ,  2 1 2  J  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 }  
[  1 1 1  ,  1 1 2  ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2  2  ,  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 j  
2 2 0  
[  1 1 0  ,  1 2  0  ,  2  1 0  ,  2  2  0  J  
f  1 1 0 ,  1 2 0 ,  2 1 0 ,  2 2 0  
2 2 1  
[ 1 1 1 ,  1 2 1 ,  2 1 1 ,  2 2 1 }  1 1 1 ,  1 1 2  ,  1 2 1  ,  1 2  2  ,  
2  1 1  ,  2  1 2  ,  2  2  1  ,  2  2  2 }  
2 2 2  
[ 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2 2 ,  
[  1 1 1 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 2 1 ,  1 2 2 ,  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 }  
2 1 1 ,  2 1 2 ,  2 2 1 ,  2 2 2 }  
T A B L E  3 . 2  
T H E  S E T S  y · R  F O R  y  E  [ P ( 3 )  ]
3  
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T h i s  r e s u l t  c a n  b e  r e a d i l y  c h e c k e d  f o r  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3  
i n  T a b l e  3 . 2 .  
U s i n g  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 2 1  a n d  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 3 ,  w e  q u i c k l y  o b t a i n  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .  
T H E O R E M  3 . 2 4 .  I f  y  E  P ,  t h e n  y · R  =  [ y ]  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  y  E  P B .  
P R O O F .  I f  y E P B ,  t h e n  y • R  =  [ y ]  b y  C o r o l l a r y  3 . 2 1 .  N o w  a s s u m e  
y ~ P B .  B y  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 3 ,  y , R  i s  a  p r o p e r  s u b s e t  o f  [ y ] .  T h e r e f o r e  
y • R  =  [ y ]  i m p l i e s  y  E  P B ·  
T h e o r e m  3 . 2 0  s h o w s  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  p r o d u c t s  c
2
( y ) • R  
0  
w h i c h  p a r t i t i o n s  t h e  P o s t  a l g e b r a  P .  I n  f a c t ,  b y  L e m m a  3 . 1 9  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  
o f  a l l  d i s t i n c t  c l a s s e s  c
2
( y ) · R  p a r t i t i o n s  P .  F o r  i f  x  ~  y ,  t h e n  
0  
2  
C  ( x )  =  
0  
2  2  
C
0
( y ) .  B y  T h e o r e m  3 . 7 ,  C
0  
m a p s  P o n t o  P B .  B u t  f o r  b -E P B ,  
c
2
( b )  =  
0  
b .  T h u s  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  a l l  d i s t i n c t  e l e m e n t s  c
2
( x )  i s  p r e c i s e l y  
0  
t h e  s e t  P B .  
p a r t i t i o n s  P .  
T h e r e f o r e  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  c l a s s e s  b · R  =  [ b ] ,  w h e r e  b E P B ,  
T h i s  i m p l i e s  t h a t  e a c h  c l a s s  c
2
( y ) • R  c o n t a i n s  a  u n i q u e  
0  
e l e m e n t  o f  P B .  
T H E O R E M  3 . 2 5 .  E a c h  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s  [ y ]  
2  
e l e m e n t  o f  P B '  n a m e l y  C
0
( y ) .  
2  (  )  .  .  
C  y  · R  c o n t a i n s  a  u n i q u e  
0  
B y  w a y  o f  i l l u s t r a t i o n ,  c o n s i d e r  t h e  P o s t  a l g e b r a  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3
.  T h e  
u n d e r l y i n g  B o o l e a n  a l g e b r a  o f  t h i s  l a t t i c e  i s  i s o m o r p h i c  t o  B ( 2
3
)  a n d  c o n s i s t s  
o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  0 0 0 ,  0 0 2 ,  0 2 0 ,  0 2 2 ,  2 0 0 ,  2 0 2 ,  2 2 0 ,  a n d  2 2 2 .  T h u s  t h e  
d i s t i n c t  c l a s s e s  [ y ]  o f  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3  
a r e  t h e  p r o d u c t s  O O O · R ,  0 0 2 · R ,  0 2 0 · R ,  
0 2 2 · R ,  2 0 0 • R ,  2 0 2 • R ,  2 2 0 · R  a n d  2 2 2 · R .  T h e s e  c l a s s e s  a r e  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  
a n d  t h e i r  u n i o n  i s  t h e  e n t i r e  l a t t i c e .  A l s o ,  e a c h  c l a s s  b · R  c o n t a i n s  
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e x a c t l y  o n e  e l e m e n t  o f  [ P B ( 3 ) ]
3
,  n a m e l y  b ,  a s  i s  g u a r a n t e e d  b y  T h e o r e m  
3 . 2 5 .  
A c c o r d i n g  t o  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 4 ,  t h e  o n l y  e l e m e n t s  x  o f  a  P o s t  a l g e b r a  
P  w h o s e  l e f t  p r o d u c t s  x · R  a r e  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  o f  t h e  r e l a t i o n  o f  
D e f i n i t i o n  3 . 9  g e n e r a t e d  b y  t h e m  a r e  t h e  m e m b e r s  o f  P B .  T h u s  u n l i k e  c o s e t s  
i n  g r o u p s  a n d  r i n g s ,  t h e  o n l y  e l e m e n t  o f  t h e  p r o d u c t  b · R  w h i c h  m a y  b e  u s e d  
a s  a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  i s  b  i t s e l f .  T h e r e f o r e  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  
o f  t h e  p r o d u c t s  c
2
( y ) · R  i s  p r e c i s e l y  t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  B o o l e a n  a l g e b r a  o f  P .  
0  
T h i s  s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  [ y ]  a r e  r e a l l y  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  P B .  
T h e  r o l e  p l a y e d  b y  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  P B  i n  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  c l a s s e s  
w i l l  b e  s e e n  e v e n  m o r e  c l e a r l y  i n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n .  
3 . 5 .  I n t e r v a l  T h e o r e m s  
T h e o r e m  3 . 2 0  c h a r a c t ~ r i z e d  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  [ y ]  i n  t e r m s  o f  
2  
p r o d u c t s  C  ( y ) · R .  U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  t h i s  r e s u l t  g i v e s  l i t t l e  k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  
0  .  
s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e s e  c l a s s e s .  I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  w e  w i l l  i n v e s t i g a t e  r e s u l t s  
w h i c h  y i e l d  c o n s i d e r a b l e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  r e l a t i o n  o f  e q u i v a l e n c e  
f o r  P o s t  a l g e b r a s .  O u r  f i r s t  t h e o r e m  s h o w s  t h a t  e a c h  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s  o f  
t h i s  r e l a t i o n  i s  a  s u b l a t t i c e  o f  i t s  P o s t  a l g e b r a .  F i r s t ,  h o w e v e r ,  w e  
e s t a b l i s h  t h e  a n a l o g u e  o f  T h e o r e m  3 . 1 2  f o r  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  a d d i t i o n .  
L E M M A  3 . 2 6 .  L e t  r
1
, r
2  
E P .  I f  r
1
, r
2  
E R ,  t h e n  r
1  
+ r
2  
E R .  
P R O O F .  L e t  b E P B  a n d  a s s u m e  r
1  
+ r
2  
: s ; :  b .  S i n c e  r
1  
: s ; :  r
1  
+ r
2
,  r
1  
: s ; :  b .  
T h e r e f o r e  b  =  U  a n d ,  h e n c e ,  r
1  
+ r
2  
E R  b y  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h i s  c l a s s .  
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A s  w i t h  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n ,  t h e  s u m  o f  a n y  f i n i t e  n u m b e r  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  R  i s  
a g a i n  a  m e m b e r  o f  R .  F o r  o u r  t h e o r e m ,  h o w e v e r ,  L e m m a  3 . 2 6  w i l l  b e  
s u f f i c i e n t .  
T H E O R E M  3 . 2 7 .  E a c h  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s  [ y ]  i s  a  s u b l a t t i c e  o f  P .  
P R O O F .  L e t  y
1
, y
2  
E [ y ] .  I t  m u s t  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  y
1
· y
2  
a n d  y
1  
+ y
2  
a r e  
m e m b e r s  o f  [ y ] .  S i n c e  [ y ]  =  c
2
( y ) · R ,  t h e r e  m u s t  
0  
e x i s t  r
1  
, r
2  
E R  s u c h  
2  2  
t h a t  y
1  
=  C
0
( y ) , r
1  
a n d  y
2  
=  C
0
( y ) • r
2
.  
2  2  
=  C
0
( y ) • ( r
1
- r
2
) ,  a n d  y
1  
+ y
3  
=  C
0
( y ) · r
1  
N o w  Y 1  ' Y 2  
2  
+  C  ( y ) .  r 2  
0  
2  2  
=  ( C  ( y ) · r  ) · ( C  ( y ) · r )  
0  1  0  2  
2  
=  C
0  
( y )  ·  ( r
1  
+ r
2
) .  B y  
T h e o r e m  3  . 1 2 ,  y
1  
- y
2  
E R ;  a n d  b y  L e m m a  3  . 2 6 ,  y
1  
+ y
2  
E R .  T h u s  [ y ]  i s  a  
s u b l a t t i c e  o f  P .  
W e  a r e  n o w  r e a d y  t o  l o o k  a t  a n  i n t e r v a l  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  
c l a s s e s  [ y ] .  T h i s  t h e o r e m  w i l l  s h o w  t o  w h a t  a  g r e a t  e x t e n t  t h e s e  c l a s s e s  
a r e  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  P B .  I t  w i l l  a l s o  g i v e  m o r e  i n s i g h t  i n t o  
t h e  n a t u r e  a n d  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e s e  c l a s s e s  t h a n  a n y  p r e v i o u s  r e s u l t .  T h e  
t h e o r e m  w i l l  b e  e s t a b l i s h e d  t h r o u g h  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  p r e l i m i n a r y  r e s u l t s ,  t h e  
f i r s t  o f  w h i c h  i s  t a k e n  f r o m  E p s t e i n  [ 1 1 ] .  
T H E O R E M  3  . 2 8 .  
n - 1  
c
1
( y )  •  ~ C .  ( x ) .  
i = l  1 .  
I f  x , y  E  P ,  t h e n  c
1  
( x • y )  
n - 1  
=  c
1
( x ) ·  ~ C . ( y )  +  
i = l  1 .  
W i t h  t h e  a i d  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t ,  w e  c a n  n o w  g i v e .  a n  i n t e r v a l  
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  c l a s s  R .  T h e  c o n c e p t  o f  i n t e r v a l  i s  d e f i n e d  f o r  
P o s t  a l g e b r a s  j u s t  a s  i t  i s  f o r  o t h e r  l a t t i c e s .  I f  x , y E  P  a n d  x  ~ y ,  t h e n  
t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ x , y ]  i s  d e f i n e d  t o  b e  [ z  E  P i x ~  z  ~ y } .  T h e  i n t e r v a l  [ x , x ]  
i s  m e r e l y  t x } .  A s  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  a n  i n t e r v a l  i n  a  P o s t  a l g e b r a ,  c o n s i d e r  
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[ 0 1 0 ,  0 2 1 7  i n  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3
.  T h i s  i n t e r v a l  c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  0 1 0 ,  0 1 1 ,  
0 2 0  a n d  0 2 1 ;  f o r  t h e s e  a r e  t h e  m e m b e r s  z  o f  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3  
s a t i s f y i n g  0 1 0  <  z  <  0 2 1 .  
N o t i c e  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 1  t h a t  t h e  s e t  R  o f  [ P ( 3 ) ]
3  
i s  a n  i n t e r v a l .  I n  f a c t ,  
R  =  [ 1 1 1 ,  2 2 2 ]  =  [ e
1
, u ] .  I t  w i l l  n o w  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  t h i s  r e l a t i o n  h o l d s  i n  
a n y  P o s t  a l g e b r a .  
L E M M A  3 . 2 9 .  I n  a n y  P o s t  a l g e b r a  P ,  R  = · [ ~
1
, u ] .  
P R O O F .  I f  x E [ e
1
, u ] ,  t h e n  e
1
: : :  x  ~ u .  S i n c e  C
0
( e
1
)  =  9  b y  T h e o r e m  3 . 1  
t h e n  e
1  
E R  b y  C o r o l l a r y  3  . 1 1 .  A s  e
1  
~ x ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  [ e
1  
, U ]  S R  
b y  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h i s  c l a s s .  F o r  i f  b E P  a n d  x  <  b ,  t h e n  e
1  
<  b .  
B  - -
T h u s  b  =  U  a n d ,  h e n c e ,  x  E R .  
F o r  t h e  c o n v e r s e  i n c l u s i o n ,  l e t  r  E R ,  T o  s h o w  r  E  [ e
1
, u ] ,  i t  
s u f f i c e s  t o  p r o v e  t h a t  e
1  
~ r .  B y  A x i o m  3  o f  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  P o s t  
a l g e b r a  e  • r  =  e  · C  ( e  · r )  +  e  · C  ( e  • r )  +  · · ·  +  e  · C  ( e  , r ) .  
'  1  o  o  1  1  1  1  n - 1  n - 1  , 1  
n - 1  
A c c o r d i n g  t o  
n - 1  
T h e o r e m  3 . 2 8 ,  c
1
( e
1
· r )  =  c
1
( e
1
) · i ~ l c i  ( r )  +  c
1
( r )  
n - 1  
·  ~ C .  ( e
1
) .  
i = l  1 .  
B y  A x i o m  ( 2 b )  o f  · D e f i n i t i o n  2  . 1 ,  ~ C .  ( r )  =  U .  S i n c e  
i = O  1 .  
n - 1  
r  E R ,  w e  k n o w  b y  C o r o l l a r y  3  . 1 1  t h a t  C  ( r )  =  9 .  T h e r e f o r e  .  ~ C .  ( r )  =  U .  
o  1 . = l  1 .  
n - 1  
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  
n - 1  
c
1
( e
1
· r )  =  c
1
( e
1
) • U  +  c
1
( r ) · i ~ l c i  ( e
1
)  =  c
1
( e
1
)  +  c
1
( r )  
- . ~  C .  ( e
1
) .  B y  T h e o r e m  3 . 1 ,  c
1
( e
1
)  =  U .  
i = l  i  
H e n c e ,  c
1
( e
1
• r )  =  U  +  
n - 1  
c
1
( r ) ·  ~ C . ( e
1
)  =  U .  U s i n g  A x i o m  ( 2 a )  o f  
i = l  1 .  
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 1 ,  
c
1
( e
1
• r )  
• C j ( e
1
· r )  =  0  f o r  a l l  j  =  0 , 2 , 3 ,  . . .  , n - l .  S i n c e  c
1
( e
1
· r )  =  U ,  t h e n  
C  ( e  • r )  =  C  ( e  · r )  =  C  ( e  · r )  =  • · ·  =  C  ( e  • r )  =  9 .  T h e r e f o r e  
o  1  2  1  3  1  n - 1  1  
e  · r  =  e  · C  ( e  · r )  +  e  • C  ( e  · r )  +  e  · C  ( e  • r )  +  · · ·  +  e  · C  ( e  · r )  
1  o  o  1  1  1  1  2  2  1  n - 1  n - 1  1  
=  0 · 0  +  e  · U  +  e  , 0  +  . . .  +  e  , 0  =  e  ;  t h a t  i s ,  
1  2  n - 1  1  
e
1  
<  r .  
S i n c e  
r : : :  U ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  R S  [ e
1
, u ] .  
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T h e  n e x t  r e s u l t  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  w o r k  p r e l i m i n a r y  t o  t h e  i n t e r v a l  
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  c l a s s e s  [ y ]  
2  
=  C  ( y ) • R ,  
0  
L E M M A  3 . 3 0 .  I f  x , y , z E P ,  t h e n  x • L y , z ]  =  [ x • y , x , z ] .  
P R O O F .  I f  a  E x , [ y , z ] ,  t h e n  a  =  x • w  f o r  s o m e  w  s a t i s f y i n g  y  <  w  <  z .  
N o w  y  ~ w  i m p l i e s  x · y  ~ x · w ,  a n d  w  ~ z  i m p l i e s  x , w  <  x • z ,  T h e r e f o r e  
a  E  [ x  •  Y ,  x  •  z  J .  
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  i f  a E [ x , y ,  x , z ] ,  t h e n  X • Y  < a <  X • Z ,  S i n c e  
x • z  ~ z ,  a ~  z .  A s  y E [ y , z l ,  y  < · z ,  ' . [ ' h e r e f ° o r e  a + y ' < : , z :  ,  
- -
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  a  + y  E  [ y , z ]  b e c a u s e  y  ~ a  + y .  B y  d i s t r i b u t i v i t y ,  
x •  ( a  + y )  =  x • a  +  x • y .  S i n c e  x , y  ~ x  a n d  x • y  ~ a ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
x • y  ~ x , a .  H e n c e ,  x • a  +  x · y  =  x • a .  A s  a ~  x • z  ~ x ,  w e  h a v e  x , a  =  a ;  
t h a t  i s ,  a =  x • ( a + y ) .  B e c a u s e  a + y E [ y , z ] ,  a E x , [ y , z ]  a n d  t h e  t h e o r e m  
f o l l o w s .  
N o t e  t h a t  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t ,  n o n e  o f  t h e  s p e c i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  
a  P o s t  a l g e b r a  w a s  u s e d  e x c e p t  i t s  d i s t r i b u t i v i t y .  T h u s  L e m m a  3 . 3 0  i s  
v a l i d  f o r  a n y  d i s t r i b u t i v e  l a t t i c e .  
W e  a r e  n o w  p r e p a r e d  t o  s h o w ' . t h a t  e a c h  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s  o f  t h e  
r e l a t i o n  o f  D e f i n i t i o n  3 . 9  i s  a n  i n t e r v a l  w h o s e  e n d p o i n t s  a r e  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  
t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  B o o l e a n  a l g e b r a  o f  t h e  g i v e n  P o s t  l a t t i c e .  U s i n g  L e m m a s  
3 . 2 9  a n d  3 . 3 0 ,, .  t h i s  r e s u l t  i s  i m m e d i a t e .  
2  2  
T H E O R E M  3 . 3 1 .  I f  y E P ,  t h e n  [ y ]  =  [ C  ( y ) • e
1
, c ,  ( y ) ] .  
0  0  
2  2  2  
P R O O F .  B y  L e m m a  3 . 2 9 ,  C  ( y ) • R  =  C  ( y ) , [ e
1
, u ] .  B y  L e n n n a  3 . 3 0 ,  C  ( y )  
- - 0  0  0  
• [ e
1
, u ]  =  [ c ! ( y ) • e
1
, c ! ( y ) ] .  T h e r e f o r e  b y  T h e o r e m  3 . 2 0 ,  [ y ]  =  [ c ! ( y ) - e
1
,  
2  
C o ( y ) ] .  
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2 qTable 3.3 lists all the equivalence classes C (y)*R of [p(3)] and the
2 2corresponding intervals [c^(y)*e^,0^(y)]. Theorem 3.31 demonstrates how 
the notion of equivalence for members of a Post algebra introduced in this 
chapter can be expressed in terms of elements and functions given in the 
definition of these lattices.
A result analogous to Theorem 3.31 can be established for every
set y.R.
THEOREM 3.32. For each element y £ P, y*R=  [c2(y)*e^,y].
PROOF. Using Lemmas 3.29 and 3.30, y.R = yCe^u] = [y-e ,y]. Since 
2 2y < c0 (y), y*e]_ < Co(y)*e1. But by Theorem 3.22, y.R c [y] . Therefore 
2 oby Theorem 3.31, C^Cy)^ < y.er  Hence, ~ Co(y)*e1, and the
theorem follows.
Using Theorem 3.31 we can easily establish a result which leads 
to a necessary and sufficient condition for two elements of a Post algebra 
to be equivalent.
LEMMA 3.33 . Let x>y 6 P. If (x) = Cq (y), then x ~  y .
PROOF. If C (x) = C (y), then C2(x) = C2(y). Therefore C2(x)*enU O o O Q 1
= c (y).e It follows that [c2(x).e ,C2(x)] * [c2 (y)•e,,C2(y)]. By k J -L o ± o  o l o
Theorem 3.31, [x] = [y] and, hence, x ~  y.
Combining Lemmas 3.11 and 3.33, we obtain the following relationship
between the notion of equivalence and the function C .o
THEOREM 3.34. Let x,y G P. Then x ~  y if and only if C (x) ~ C (y).
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C2(y)o C2 (y)-R [Co (y)'e l ’Co (y)]
000
002
020
022
200
202
220
222
{ooo}
fool, 0 0 2}
(OIO, 020}
(Oil, 012, 021, 022}
{lOO, 200}
tlOl, 102, 201, 202} 
fllO, 120, 210, 220}
{ill, 112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221, 222}
[ooo, ooo] 
[001, 002] 
[010, 020] 
[Oil, 022] 
[lOO, 200] 
[101, 202] 
[110, 220] 
[ill, 222]
TABLE 3.3
THE CLASSES C2(y)-R OF [P(3)]3 AND THE INTERVALS [c2(y)-e ,C2(y)]
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-1  -2It has already been shown in Corollary 3.11 that R = Cq = Cq (U) 
in any Post algebra P. Employing Theorem 3.34 we can give a similar 
characterization for each equivalence class [y] in P. In fact, [y] = {x•€ p | 
Co(x) = Co(y)} = C'hc^y)).
COROLLARY 3.35. For each y6P, [y] = C^1(Co(y)).
This generalizes an earlier result for finite Post algebras [9].
It was shown in Theorem 2 .15 that C maps P onto P_ . Thus it iso B
-Ireasonable to inquire what C (b) is for each b € P  . Using Corollary 3.35o B
we can give an answer to this question in terms of the equivalence classes 
[y]. For it follows from this result that C (b) - Cq (b) = C (CQ(b)) = 
[b].
COROLLARY 3.36. For each b € P„, c“1(b) - [b].-------------- B o
This also generalizes a similar result for finite Post algebras [9].
Another consequence of Theorem 3.34 is that x ~  y if and only if
2 2 -2C (x) = C (y). Thus as a generalization of the result R = C (U), we obtain o o o
[y] = C^(y)-R = C^2(C^(y)>.
This section continues with two additional interval characteriza­
tions of the classes [y]. Although neither of these results illuminates 
the form of the equivalence classes as clearly as does Theorem 3.31, each 
of them is vital in enabling us to relate these sets to more well-known 
structures in a Post algebra, thus facilitating the investigation of the
relation of equivalence.
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THEOREM 3.37. If y € P, then [y] = [9,C2(y)] - U [6,b], where
2 0 b € A
A ^ Ik € P|x € Pg and x < Co(y)].
9 9PROOF. If x €[y], then by Theorem 3.31, co(y)*e1 < x < C (y) . Since 
20 < x, x € [0,C (y)]. To show x£ U [©,b], assume the contrary. Then
b € A
there exists $€P such that p. €PD, 3 < C (y) and x€[0,3l. Hence x < 3
D O  _
It follows that C (y)*e < x < 3 < C2(y), implying 3 € [c2(y)-e ,C2(y)].^ A o O X o
According to Theorem 3.25, each class [y] contains a unique element of
2 2 ?P , namely C (y);. This implies 3 = C (y), which contradicts 3 < C (y).
Therefore'x£ U[6,b] and, hence, x 6 [9 ,C.Z (y) ] - U [© ,b j 
b € A ° b€A
Now if x € C©,C (y)] - U [0,b], then x€[0,C2(y)] and x í U [9,b].
b € A ° b€A
2 2 9In that x € [Q,C (y)], x < C (y). It remains to show that C (y)*e- < x.o — o o 1 —
2 2Assume the contrary. Then either x < Co(y)-e^ or x and C (y^e^ are
2 2not comparable. If x < C (y)*e1, then x £ [y] . As x ~  C (x), ito 1 o2 2follows that CQ(x) £[y]. Since x < Co(y), it follows from Theorem 3.10
2 2 2 2 9 that C (x) < C (y). Because C (x) ¿ [y], it must be that C (x) < C (y). O O o o o w2Also, x G[0,Co (x )] by Theorem 3.2. Therefore there exists 3 € P,
2 2namely Cq (x), such that 3€Pg, 3 < CQ(y), and x€[9,3], Thus
x€ U [9,b], a contradiction. Consequently, x cannot be strictly 
b € A 2 2
less than C (y)*e . Now assume that x and C (y)*e are not comparable.u x O X
2Then again xf [y]; for C (y) *e^ •< z for every z in [y]. Hence, an
argument like that of the previous case can be applied here to show
2that our current assumption is false. Thus x and c0(y)'e  ^are
2 2 comparable. Since x < CQ(y)*e1 is false, it follows that C ^ y ) ^  < x.
2Together w^th x < C (y), this implies x € [y].
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As an example of this theorem, consider the class [y] = [l20] of
[P(3)]3. The elements of this class are 110, 120, 210 and 220. The
2 2 ?element CQ(y) is Co(120) = 220. Thus [9,C (y)] = [000, 220] = {000, 010,
020, 100, 110, 120, 200, 210, 22o}. The set A is {000, 020, 2Q0}.
Therefore U [9,b] = [000, 000] U [000, 020] U [000, 200] = {000]lj{000, 010, 
b G A
020] U f000, 100, 200} — {OOO, 010, 020, 100, 200}. It follows that
(y)] - U [9,b] = {1 1 0, 120, 210, 220) = [02l].
° b G A
Notice that in the example just given, including the element 000
in the set A accomplishes nothing. The reason for this is that [000, 000]
ci [000, 020]. More generally, if a,b ^  P , where P is an arbitrary Post
algebra, and a < b, then [9 ,a] c  [9,b]. Thus in Theorem 3.37, we need only
consider for the set A those elements of P^  which are covered by (y) inB ow
9Pg5 that is, those elements b GP^ satisfying b < CQ (y) for which there 
exists no element 3 G P^ which satisfies b < 3 < C2 (y). Hence if we letD O
A1 = b^ ^  PBIG0(y) covers b in Pg}, the following simplification of Theorem 
3.37 is immediate.
COROLLARY 3.38. For each y € P, [y] = [9,C2 (y)] - U [6,b], where A
f I 2 , b S A ,  • 1
~ 1b G P^|G (y) covers b in P„j. 1B o B
The next result is somewhat similar to Theorem 3.37 in that it 
determines a class [y] by taking the relative complement of a union of 
intervals in another such set which contains all these intervals. However, 
for this result the interval [0,C2(y)] is replaced by [c2(y)-e ,u] and each 
C e . b ]  is replaced by [b*e^,u]. Thus, somewhat loosely speaking, :
Theorem 3.37 and the following result are, in a sense, dual notions.
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THEOREM 3.39. For each y € P, [y] = [c2 (y)*e , u ] -  U [b- 
, , 2 o i  b € A ,
A' = {b.€PB |Co(y) < b}.
,U], where
PROOF. If x€[y], then by Theorem 3.31, C2(y)-e1 < x < C2 (y) . Since
2x < U, x€[Co(y)-e1,U]. It must be shown that x| U [b-e ,u]. Assume
b 6 A ’ 1
the contrary. Then there exists 3 £ P such that 3€P , C (y) < 3  andB o
x S ^ - e ^ u ] .  Thus 0-e.^  < x. Consequently, C ^ ( y ) < x < C^(y),
implying that 3 ^  € [c^(y)-e^C^Cy)] = Cy] . But 0-e1 €[p-e ,P] = [0].
Since two equivalence classes are either identical or disjoint, it
2follows that [y3 = H3IJ • By Theorem 3*25, 3 = C (y) , a contradiction.o
Therefore xí U [b-e ,u] and, hence, [y] e  [c2(y)-e, ,ü] - U [b-e,,u]. 
bSA' 2 ° b S A ’For the inverse inclusion, let x € [c (y)*e ,u] - U [b-e ,U] .
r 2 ° 1 b€A' 1
Then x 6 [C (y)-e ,U] and x g U [b-e ,u], Since x € [c2 (y)-e.,ü],
2 _ b€A' 1 2 °
C0(y)-eb < x. It suffices to show that x < CQ(y). Assume the contrary.
2 2 2Then either C (y) < x or x and C (y) are not comparable. If C (y) < x,o o o W 3
2 p
then x£[y]. As x ~  Co(x), it follows that C (x) £ [y]. Since
C2 (y) < x, then C2 (y) < C2 (x) . Also, x € [x] = [c2 (x)-e ,C2(x)]. In u o o o l o
that Cq (x ) < U, [c^(x)•e^,Cq (x)] c  [Gq (x )*e^,u]. Therefore
2 2 x € [Cq (x )-e1,U]. Thus there exists 3 € P, namely C (x), such that
2
^ ^ PB5 C0(y) < and x £ [3 *e1 ,u] . Consequently, x€ U [b-e ,u], a
b € A* 1
contradiction. As a result, x cannot be strictly greater than C (y).
2Now assume that x and C (y) are not comparable. Then again x £ [y],
2because z < CQ(y) for every z € [y]. Thus an argument similar to that
of the previous case can be applied here to show that the present
2assumption is false. Therefore x and C (y) are comparable. Since
2 _ 2 CQ(y) < x is false, it must be that x < C (y). Together with
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2C0(y)*e^ < x, this demonstrates that x $ [y].
As was the case with the set A of Theorem 3.37, the set A' may be
larger than necessary. For if a,b€P„ and a < b, then a-e, < b-e, . ItB 1 ~ 1
follows that [b-e^U] c  [a-e^tf]. Thus in Theorem 3.39, only those
2elements of P which cover C (y) in P need be considered for the set A 1.■D O Bi o
Therefore if we let Aj = {b€Pg|b covers CT(y) in Pg] , the following result 
is immediate.
COROLLARY 3.40. For each y 6 P, Ty]
A' = {b£P |b covers C^(y) in P }.1 B o B
[chy)-e ,U] - 'U [b-e-.U], 
b e A' L
where
The past two sections have witnessed the development of a number 
of characterizations of the equivalence classes Eyl. Several of these will 
be employed in the next section to relate these classes to various ideals 
and filters of the Post algebra.
3.6. Ideals and Filters
It has already been shown that the classes [y] can be related to 
the elements and functions given in the definition of Post algebra. Using 
Lemma 3.29, Theorem 3.20, and Corollaries 3.38 and 3.40, these classes can 
also be expressed in terms of ideals and filters of the lattice P. Recall 
that a nonempty subset I of a lattice L is said to be an ideal of L if 
x,y€l implies x + y 6 I, and x € I, y € L imply x-y€I. Thus if x€l and 
y < x, then y€l. An ideal is called principal if it consists of all
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elements y in L satisfying y < x for a given x in L. Such an ideal is 
denoted by (x) . As an example of a principal ideal in a Post algebra, 
consider (2220) in [p (3)] , the lattice of Figure 3.3. The elements of 
[P(3)]4 are 4-tuples, each of whose components lies between 0 and 2 
inclusive. In Figure 3.3, the large pair of numbers identifying nine 
sublattices of [p (3)] , each of which is isomorphic to [p(3)]^, give the 
first two components of each element of this sublattice. The remaining 
two components can be determined from the third and fourth coordinates of 
various points identified in the figure. Now according to the definition of 
principal ideal, (2220) = {0000, 0010, 0020, 0100, 0110, 0120, 0200, 0210, 
0220, 1000, 1010, 1020, 1100, 1110, 1120, 1200, 1210, 1220, 2000, 2010,
2020, 2100, 2110, 2120, 2200, 2210, 2220}. It is ideals generated by 
elements of P^ , like 2220, which are of special importance in the sequel.
Since 0 < y for all elements y of a Post algebra P, it follows 
that (x) - [0,x]. Therefore Corollary 3.38 can be restated in the following 
form.
COROLLARY 3.41. For each y € P, [y] = (C2 (y)) - U (b), A as before.
° b € A 1 1
To illustrate this result, consider the class [y] = [1210].
2 2Then CQ(y) — 2220. Thus the ideal (CQ(y)) is the one given in Figure 3.3. 
Now A = {0220, 2020, 2200}. Thus U (b) = (0220) U (2020) U (2200) = [0000,b € Af
0010, 0020, 0100, 0110, 0120, 0200, 0210, 0220}uf0000, 0010, 0020, 1000, 
1010, 1020, 2000, 2010, 2020} (J {0000, 0100, 0200, 1000, 1100, 1200, 2000, 
2100, 2200} = {0000, 0010, 0020, 0100, 0110, 0120, 0200, 0210, 0220, 1000, 
1010, 1020, 2000, 2010, 2020, 1100, 1200, 2100, 2200}. Hence,
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[1210] » (2220)- U (b) — {lllO, 1120, 1210, 1220, 2110, 2120, 2210, 2220]. 
b €
This class is shown in Figure 3.4. Using Theorem 3.31, the computation of 
the class C1210] is easily checked. With C^(y) = 2220, C^Cy)^ = 1110.
Thus [1210] = [1110, 2220] = {lllO, 1120, 1210, 1220, 2110, 2120, 2210,
2220}.
Another way to characterize the classes [y] of a Post algebra P 
is to use filters of the lattice P. A nonempty subset F of a lattice L is 
called a filter of L if x,y€F implies x-ypF, and x£F, y £ L  imply 
x+y£F. Thus if x€F and x < y, then y£F. A filter is called principal 
if it consists of all elements y in L satisfying x < y for a given x in
L. Such a filter is denoted by (x). As an example of a principal filter
in a Post algebra, consider <1020) in [P(3)]^. According to the definition 
of principal filter, <1020> = {l020? 1021, 1022, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1220,
1221, 1222, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2120, 2121, 2122, 2220, 2221, 2222}. As with 
ideals, the filters of most interest to us are the ones generated by 
elements of the underlying Boolean algebra of P.
Since y < U for every element y of a Post algebra P, it follows
that (x) = [x,0]. Therefore we have the following formulation of Lemma
3.29.
COROLLARY 3.42. In any Post algebra P, R = (e^).
4Consider, for example, the algebra [p(3>] . In this lattice, e1 = 1111.
Thus R = ( e ) = <1111).
Employing Theorem 3,20 and Corollary 3.42, we immediately obtain the 
following characterization of the equivalence classes [y] of a Post algebra.
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COROLLARY 3.43. For each element y£P, [y] = C2(y)*(e^)f
To illustrate this result, consider the element y ■= 2012 of [P(3)]\ Then 
2
CQ(y) = 2022. Since (e^ = <llll) = {1111, 1112, 1121, 1122, 1211, 1212,
1221, 1222, 2111 , 2112 , 2121 , 2122 , 2211 , 2212 , 2221 , 2222],  [2012]
= 2022• (e^) = {1011, 1012, 1021, 1022, 2011, 2012, 2021, 2022}. This
equivalence class is shown in Figure 3.5. The computation of [2012] can
2 2be readily checked using Theorem 3.31. As C (y) = 2022, C (y)'-e = 1011.o o 1
Therefore [2012] = [lOll, 2022] = [lOll, 1012, 1021, 1022, 2011, 2012, 2021,
2022}.
Finally, we can also reformulate Corollary 3.40 in terms of
filters.
COROLLARY 3.44. For each y 6 P, [y] = <C2(y)-e ) - U <b*e >.
° 1 be A' 1
To illustrate this result, consider the element y = 0012 of [p(3)]\ Then
c (y)o = 0022 and, hence
2, s
■ Co(y) ‘el = 0011. Thus (c2(y)*e^> = [0011, 0012,
0021, 0022, 0111, 0112, 0121, 0122, 0211, 0212, 0221, 0222, 1011, 1012,
1021, 1022, 1111, 1112, 1121, 1122, 1211, 1212, 1221, 1222, 2011, 2012,
2021, 2022, 2111, 2112, 2121, 2122, 2211, 2212, 2221, 2222}. Now the set
A{ is [0222 , 2022} . Therefore: U <b«e > = <0111> U <1011) = [0111, 0112, b £ A ' 1
0121, 0122, 0211, 0212, 0221, 0222, 1111, 1112, 1121, 1122, 1211, 1212,
1221, 1222, 2111, 2112, 2121, 2122, 2211, 2212, 2222} U{lOll, 1012, 1021,
1022, 1111, 1112, 1121, 1122, 1211, 1212, 1221, 1222, 2011, 2012, 2021,
2022, 2111, 2112, 2121, 2122, 2211, 2212, 2221, 2222} = {Olll, 0112, 0121
0122, 0211, 0212, 0221, 0222, 1011, 1012, 1021, 1022, 1111, 1112, 1121,
1122, 1211, 1212, 1221, 1222, 2011, 2012, 2021, 2022, 2111, 2112, 2121,
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2122, 2211, 2212, 2221, 2222}. Hence, according to Corollary 3.44, [0012]
= <0Q11> - (<0111> U < 1 0 1 1 > )  = {0011, 0012, 0021, 0022}. This result can 
also be obtained by employing Theorem 3-31, as has been done previously.
This chapter has dealt with a generalization of the relation of 
equivalence for one-variable functions defined on a Post chain. In the next 
chapter we will return to the original relation and investigate the possi­
bility of alternate realizations of a Boolean operator on B(2n) in terms 
of Post functions.
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4, applications to h a z a r d-free implementations
4.1. Introduction
It has been found that functions defined on Post algebras can be
profitably employed in the solution of some of the problems associated with
Boolean operators. One such application makes possible the static and
dynamic hazard-free implementation of a: Boolean function. The Post functions
employed in this realization must, however, be free of operation hazards.
This severely restricts the class of Post transformations available to us;
for only a small fraction of these transformations have implementations
which do not possess this type of temporary false output.
The original set of such operation“hazard-free Post functions
employed in the hazard-free realization of Boolean operators were the 
2elements C (sO'e^ which were shown in Chapter 3 to be the lower endpoints
2 2of the intervals [c (x)*e^,Co(x)]. Each such interval, if will be 
remembered, is an equivalence class of the relation of equivalence for 
Post algebras. It has recently been discovered, however, that there is 
always more than one way of expressing a given Boolean operator f in a 
hazard-free form using Post functions. Each different realization of f 
utilizes members selected from large classes of operation-hazard-free Post 
functions, which in this chapter will be identified as certain subintervals 
of the algebra P on which these functions are defined. This chapter also 
investigates the costs of these various hazard-free implementations of a 
Boolean operator and compares them to determine a least expensive form for
each such function.
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4.2. Hazard-Free Realizations of Boolean Functions
Finding the least expensive realization of a given Boolean 
function has long been a popular topic of research in switching theory.
Now that a way has been found to use Post operators in the hazard-free 
implementation of a Boolean function f [30], it is only natural to inquire 
whether there might exist alternate expressions for f in terms of these 
operators. It will be shown in this chapter that there do indeed exist 
other such realizations, and the costs of these various expressions will be 
compared,
Before looking at these different realizations, however, an 
outline will be given of the way in which a Boolean operator can be 
expressed in a form free of static and dynamic hazards in terms of Post 
functions which are free of operation hazards; that is, which have no 
transitions between nonadjacent signal values. After it has been shown how 
one such realization can be obtained, this expression will be employed to 
find other hazard-free implementations constructed from different Post 
functions. Finally, the costs of all these expressions will be compared.
We now outline the process which yields a single hazard-free 
realization of a Boolean function. Let f(x^,..,,xfc) € f [b (2n):x^, . . . ,  
the class of all k-variable Boolean operators defined on the finite lattice 
B(2 ). This delimits the class of transformations which can be handled 
using this method: the mappings considered can be functions of any number
of variables, but they must be defined on finite Boolean algebras. It will 
be seen shortly that this is necessary due to a representation theory 
available in the finite case, but not in the infinite. The first step in
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obtaining a static and dynamic hazard-free realization of f(x^,...jX^) is
simply to write it as a composition of one-variable functions defined on the
same Boolean algebra B(2n), A good way to do this is to use the canonical
sum-of-products form. The one-variable Boolean operators f(x^) £ F[B(2n):x„]
are then mapped by an isomorphism onto GB[P(2n) :x^ ,] , the class of those
elements in the Post lattice of one-variable operators defined on the 2n-
chain P(2n) which have complements. The lattice G[p(2n):x.] is isomorphic 
2n
to [p(2n)] , the direct product of 2n copies of P(2n).
Next a certain relation is defined in G[P(2n):xil: two elements
f and g of this algebra are defined to be equivalent, denoted f ~ g, if 
C (f) = CQ(g). This is easily shown to be an equivalence relation, and, 
of course, is the relation generalized in Chapter 3. As was shown in 
Theorem 3.25, each equivalence class determined by this relation contains 
a unique element of G [p(2n):x^]. The important feature of the way this 
relation partitions G[p(2n):x^] is that each equivalence class [x] also
contains a unique function, all of whose values are either 0 or 1, namely,
2Cq (x)•e^. These transformations can then be used in place of the members 
of GB[p(2n);x.] in the representation of f(x^,...,x:). The significance 
of this replacement is that each of the operators assuming only the values 
0 and 1 can be realized by a circuit free of static and dynamic hazards [30]. 
Hence, f(x^,...,x^) also has such an implementation.
Thus every Boolean function defined on a finite Boolean algebra 
can be realized by an asynchronous network which is free of static and 
dynamic hazards. Employing the method outlined above, one obtains a 
unique representation of a given operator. Later in this section it will
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be shown that there is always more than one way of expressing a given
Boolean function f on B(2n) in a hazard-free form using Post functions.
Each different realization of f will utilize members selected from different
classes of Post functions having no transitions between nonadjacent signal
values. In the next section the costs of these various characterizations
will be calculated and compared to find the least expensive among them.
As we have seen, the transformations of particular interest in
this section are those defined on chains P(n), where n > 2. To introduce
the concept of an operation hazard for a k-variable Post function, consider
a k-tuple v - each of whose components v. satisfies 0 < v. < n-1.
J J
Such vectors can be considered to be the k-tuple arguments of operators 
g(xl»*'OJ\ )  defined on chains of n nodes; that is, of members of 
G[p(n):x1,...,xk]. Two k-tuples u = and v = v^. .vk satisfying
0 < Uj, Vj < n-1 for all j = l,...,k are said to be adjacent if |u-v|
k | *
j Uj j — For examPle» if n = k = 3, consider the vectors u = 001
3 * *
and v = 012. Since 1uj_vj' = 1> u and v are adjacent. On the other
hand, no two of the vectors 100, 102, and 111 satisfy the condition
k
A ' V Vjl ~ ^* Employing the concept of adjacency, the definition of 
operation hazard as it applies to a k-variable Post function can be defined.
DEFINITION 4.1(a). If u and v are adjacent argument vectors of the 
xunction g(x^,...,x^) defined on P(n) and jg(u)-g(v)| > 2, then 
g(x^,...,x^) is said to contain an operation hazard.
In an asynchronous circuit implementing a function g(x^,...,x^), 
the output changes from g(u) to g(v) when the input vector changes from
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u to v. If |g(u)-g(v)| > 2, signal values other than g(u) and g(v) may
appear temporarily at the output of the network during the transition from
g(u) to g(v). Therefore any asynchronous circuit realizing the function
g ( x 1> . . .,xk) will produce an operation hazard.
This, together with the representation theory for finite Post
Blattices, explains why the elements of G [p(2n) :x_^ ] cannot be used to obtain 
a hazard-free realization of a Boolean operator f (x-,. . . ,x, ) . SinceJ- K,
G[p(2n):xi] = [P(2n)] n, each member of this lattice of one-variable
transformations can be regarded as a 2n-tuple, each of whose components
lies between 0 and 2n-l, endpoints inclusive. To see how an n-tuple
corresponds to a function, consider the one-variable operator g defined on
P(3) by g(0) = 1, g(l) = 2, and g(2) = 0» This function can be represented 
/  \ 120as g(x) - x , or, equivalently, as the 3-tuple 120. Definition 4.1(a), 
restricted to one-variable transformations g, states that g has an operation 
hazard if there exist u,v€P(n) satisfying |u-v| < 1 and |g(u)-g(v)| > 2.
In the example above, |1-2| = 1 and |g(l)-g(2)| = |2-o| = 2. Therefore g 
has an operation hazard.
It follows from the representation theory for G[p(2n):xi] that
the mappings in the underlying Boolean algebra of this lattice can be
represented by 2n-tuples, each of whose components is one of the extreme
Bvalues 0 or 2n-l. So for g 6 G [P(2n):x.] we can write g(x.) = g ...g1 r o 2n -1 ’
where g = g(j) for all j = 0,...,2n-l. This demonstrates that those 
transformations assuming only the extreme values 0 and 2n-l can never be 
used in a hazard-free implementation of a Boolean operator; for all elements 
of G [P(2n):x_^], except for the zero function and the function which assumes
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only the value 2n~l, have at least two adjacent components in their 2n-tuple 
representations, one of which is 0 and the other 2n-l. Due to the assumed 
linear ordering of the circuit signal values 0,...,2n-l, all intermediate 
signal values will be traversed in a transition between 0 and 2n-l. Thus 
every g £ G  [P(2n):xi], g not identically 0 or 2n-l, has operation hazards. 
This means these mappings cannot be implemented by circuits free from static 
and dynamic hazards [30].
The Post operators of interest in the sequel are those which do 
not have operation hazards.
DEFINITION 4.1(b) . A function g ^ , . . . ^ )  defined on P(n) is said 
to be operation-hazard-free, denoted 0-H-F, if for any adjacent 
argument vectors u and v, |g(u)-g(v)| < 1.
If temporary false outputs are to be avoided, 0-H-F functions are the only 
operators which can be employed in general in multi-stable asynchronous 
networks.
Definition 4.1(b), restricted to one-variable functions g,
states that g is 0-H-F if whenever 0 < u, v < n-1 and |u-v| < 1, then
|g(u)-g(v)| < 1. Thus if g = gQ...gn_^ is the n-tuple representation of
a one-variable operator on P(n), then g is 0-H-F if |g.-g. | < 1 for alli i +1
i = 0,...,n-2. For example, the one-variable functions 012, 211, and 000 
defined on P(3) are all 0-H-F. It is now clear that those functions, each 
of whose components are 0 or 1, which were employed as substitutes for 
members of G LP(2n):x^J in the representation of a Boolean operator were 
operation-hazard-free. As has been pointed out, these 0-H-F mappings have
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implementations which are free of static and dynamic hazards. Since each
■nof these functions g-e^, where g € G [P(2n) :x^] and is the constant
function, all of whose values are 1, take on only the values 0 and 1,
MAXing and MINing them together yields no operation hazards. This shows
why the Boolean operator f(x^,...,x^), expressed as a composition of
these transformations, can be implemented in a hazard-free form.
It should be noted that there are always other collections of
O-H-F functions in G[P(2n):x^] besides the g«e^, which comprise the interval
feQ,e^] = each member of which assumes at most two adjacent values.
In G[p(4):xil, for example, there is the class .[e-,e2] = £ 1111, 1112, 1121,
1122, 1211, 1212, 1221, 1222, 2111, 2112 , 2121, 2122, 2211, 2212, 2221,
2222} „ An important question is whether or not these other classes in
G[p(2n):x_^! can be employed to realize Boolean operators in the same sense
as the functions whose only values are 0 and h  It should be clear from
the n-tuple representation that the set of all one-variable functions
defined on P(n), each of which assumes only the values i and i+1,
0 < i < n-2, is precisely the interval [e.,e. -] in the lattice G[P(n):x].i i+1
To show that the elements of [ e ^ e ^ ] ,  i > 1, in G[P(2n):xi] are
sufficient to realize any Boolean operator on B(2n), it suffices to prove
2that the function 90s) = °Cq (f) defined on f €|[0,e^3 is an
isomorphism of this interval onto [e.,e ]. The proof will be carried out1 i+I
in an arbitrary lattice [p(n)]n.
THEOREM 4.2. Let f gfS.e,] <= [P(n)]n and let cp : [9,eJ - [e. ,e ]I 1 1 1+12be defined by 9 (f) = e± + ei+1‘co(f) , 0 < i < m-2. Then 9 is an 
isomorphism of [9,e^] onto [e^,e^ ].
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PROOF. Obviously cp is well-defined and maps [9,e_] into [e.,e.1 x 1+12To see that this mapping is one-to-one, assume e. +e. ,/C (f-)i i+i o i
= ei +ei+l‘Co^f2^  for Some f l ’ f 2 ^ ^  ,el^  ' Then 1 + (i+1) *Co(fi. )
= i + (i+1)*C ( £^ ) for all j = l,,..,n. There are two cases. If
2 ^ 2  2 C (f ) = 0, then i = i+(i+l)-C (f0 ). It follows that C (f0 ) = 0. O X .  o z . O Z .
J j 2 JThus f^  ~ f 2 ~ 0n the other hand, if C (f ) = n-1, then i+1
2 ^ 2 j- i + (i+1) “co(f2 ). Therefore CQ(f2 ) = n-1. Thus f^ = = 1.
j ° j _ J jHence, f.. - f0 . In that P(n) is finite, cp maps [0,e..] onto [e. ,e ]X z 1 1 1  +1
The transformation cp also preserves the MAX and MIN operations. 
For cp(V f2) - e.+ ei+1.C2o(V f2) = a, + [e.^-C2(£,)]• [e.+1 -C2(£,)]
= [ei +ei + i Co(fl)]'[ei +ei + i Co(f2)] = tp(f1)-<P(f2). Also, cp(fi+f2)
" ei +ei+l'Co < W  " ei +el+l-(Co(fl)+Co(f2 »  " [ei +ei+l-Co(fl)^ 
+ [et +ei+1-C2 (f2)] = cp<fx) +cp.(f ).
Therefore cp is an isomorphism and, consequently, any interval of functions 
Cei,ei+i^ G[p(2n):x^] may be used as an alternative to [0,e^] in the 
hazard-free realization of Boolean operators on B(2n).
The sets of mappings [e.,e. _] in G[P(2n):x.] are thus seen to1 l~ri 1
be distinguished classes of this lattice. Indeed, they possess additional
desirable properties. If, in the hazard-free implementation of Boolean
functions, we consider only those sets of Post operators which already
contain all the elements necessary to realize any arbitrary function on 
nB(2 ) so that no additional transformations need by synthesized, then the 
intervals are the minimal such classes. In fact, among such
classes, these intervals are the only collections which should be employed
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the standard form we adopt for this function is
i + (i+l)-C ( S  C (x)), (a)
0 j € J J
where J ~ ( j | o  < j < n-l and Ch (g^) = n-l} . The + sign in i+1 denotes the
usual addition operation for real numbers. For example, let n = 5, £ = 2,
and take g to be 22121. It follows that g is in the interval [e^,e2] 
r 5= L l l l l l ,  22222] c [p(5)] . To find its standard form, we need only
determine the set J. Since i = 1, it suffices to calculate C^(g.) for
j = 0,...,4. As C1(g2) = C1(g4) = 4 and C ^ )  = C ^ )  = C ^ )  = 0, it
follows that J = 12,43. Therefore the standard form of g is 1+2-C (C„(x)o 2
+ C4 (x)).
According to our cost criterion, the cost of this realization is
11. Here we have adopted the policy of counting the Ch gates as having one
input lead, a generalization of the common practice for inverter gates in
Boolean algebra. The circuit for this realization is given in Figure 4.1.
As can be seen from the figure, constant functions are also pictured as
having a single input lead. Notice that if y is any operator in [ e ^ e ^
c [p(5)]5 having precisely two function values equal to 1, then it is
tedious but routine to determine that the cost of the standard form of y
is the same as the cost of g. This means that there are (at least) (^ ) = 10
5mappings among the 2 = 32 transformations in whose standard forms
have the same cost, namely, 11. It should be clear from the representation 
theory that in the interval [e. ,e ], 0 < i < n-2, of the Post algebra 
[p(n)] , there are always (^ ) operators which have precisely £ function 
values equal to i. Furthermore, it should be clear from the expression (a)
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in the implementation of Boolean operators; for any other class, even 
though it may consist solely of O-H-F elements, will always contain at 
least two functions which when MAXed or MINed together give rise to 
operation hazards. Now that it has been shown that any of the 2n-l intervals 
of O-H-F functions [e.,e ] in G[P(2n):x.] can be used in the hazard-free1 l T l  1
realization of Boolean operators, the costs of these sets will be compared.
4.3. Relative Costs
If we wish'to be able to realize any k-variable Boolean operator
on B(2 ) in a form free of static and dynamic hazards, it will be necessary
to have available all the elements of some interval [e.,e. from the Post
X x+1
lattice G[p(2n):x^l. Therefore it will be necessary to compare the costs
of entire intervals of O-H-F Post functions. Fortunately, all these
operators can be put into an easily recognizable standard form from which
cost comparisons can be made. Our cost analysis will be carried out in an
arbitrary lattice of functions G[p(n):x] = [p(n)]n. Let g be a member of
such an algebra of transformations and assume g lies in the interval
^ei,ei+l^‘ ^ ie cost criterion we adopt for these Post functions is a
straightforward generalization of the standard criterion for Boolean
operators. It is the total number of inputs to all logic elements in a
network.. It. will be assumed that the functions (sometimes called
settlement operators) and constant functions are not available as inputs.
Assume the number of occurrences of the value i in the n-tuple
representation g ...g of g is i, where 0 <  Jl <  n , If 1 < < [ ~ 0  , o n-i _ — — 2
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FIGURE 4.1
STANDARD FORM FOR g = 22121 €[P(5)]5
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that all these (^ ) operators have standard forms of equal cost when
1 < & <  L“y ]  • It will be seen shortly that this is true in fact for any
value of i  satisfying 0 < Z < n. We will have to be careful to include
all these transformations when computing the cost of an interval [e.,e.i l+l
We turn next to the case where [“ "] + 1 < i  < n-1. In this case
the standard form we adopt for g = g ...g „ iso n-1
i + (i+l)• S c (x), (b)
k € K K
where the set K = {k| 0 < k < n-1 and Ci+1(f-) = n-l}. For example, let 
n = 5, 1 ’ 3, and choose g to be 23223. Then g is a member of the interval 
^e2,e3^  = (-22222, 33333] C [p(5)]^. To find the standard form of g, note 
that C3 Cs1) = C3 (g4) - 4, while C3(gQ) = C3(g2> = C ^ )  = 0. Thus 
K = {l, 43 and, hence, the standard form of g is 2+3'(C2(x) +C,(x)).
According to our criterion, the cost of this realization is 10.
As was the case with our previous example, there are other mappings in 
Ce2 ,e31 having the same cost as g. Indeed, there are (at least) (^ ) * 10 
such transformations. As was the case for i  in the range 1 < i  < , if
r* n 1 *i «L~n“ J +1 < X < n-1, there is always a set of (.) operators in [e. ,e, .] ^ ¡ L x  i+l
c [p(n)] , all of which have standard forms that have the same value under 
our cost criterion.
Now consider the case where i  - 0. In this case g is the constant 
function, all of whose values are i+l. There is exactly (n) = 1 such 
operator in each interval re.,e.,_], i = 0,...,n-2, and the cost of this 
transformation, whose standard form is the constant value i, is 1. Finally,
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if i - n, then g is a constant function, all of its values being i+1.
Again, there exists just ( ) = 1 such mapping in each interval [e.,en l i + l *
and again its cost is 1. Table 4-1 gives the standard forms for all the 
functions in the interval [ e ^ e ^  of the lattice G[p (4):x ] = [P(4)]4 .
Under our assumption that settlement operators and constant 
functions are not available as inputs, the cost of expression (a) for
1 ^ 0, n-2 and 2 < i  < [ ^ '3 is 2i+7; while for i  = 1 it is 8. This
r» — 1follows because in the case where 2 < < [—^ ■], there are l  components
8 -^he n-tuple representing g £ [e_^  , e^_^] which have the property that
ci(Sj) “ Thus there are a total of Z Ch operators in the summation in
expression (a) and, hence, a total of 1 input leads to these gates. Since
the outputs of these transformations feed into a MAX gate, we obtain an
additional i  leads, giving a total of 2&, This maximum is then complemented
and fed into a MIN gate with a constant function, which itself requires one
lead. This gives a total of 2f,+4. This minimum is then MAXed with a
constant, yielding a final total of 2$ +7 leads. The reason the case
where & = 1 does not fit the pattern established for the other values
n * 1satisfying 1 < i, < [~^ r ] is that there is only a single C. function in
2 C (x) in the standard form (a). Thus there is no MAX gate into which 
j € J J
the C. feed. Using reasoning similar to that for the case 2 < i  < ,
we obtain a total of 8 input leads for the standard form of g when Z =. 1»
Arguing as above, for i ^ 0, n-2 and Dy^1] +1 < i  < n-2, the cost
of (b) is 2(n-\£) + 6; while for l  = n-1 it is 7. Of course, for l  = 0 and
2 = n the cost is 1, as has already been noted. Since there are 
(¿) = n! / V. (n-i) ! functions having i  values i and n-Z values i+1, the total
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FUNCTION STANDARD FORM
1111 1
1112 1+2-C3(x )
1121 1 +2 *C2(x)
1122 1 + 2 - ( C 2 ( x ) + C 3 (x ) )
1211 1 + 2 *C^(x)
1212 l+2*(C1(x) +C3(x))
1221
1222
l+2-(C1(x) +C2(x))
1+2-C2 (x) o'
2111 1+2-C (x) o
2112 1 + 2’ (CQ(x) +C3(x))
2121 1 +2- (Co(x) +C2 (x))
2122 1 +2'Cq (C1(x ))
2211 1 + 2 - ( C q (x ) + C 1 ( x ) >
2212 1 + 2 - C q (C2 (x ))
2221 1 + 2 *Co (‘C3
2222 2
TABLE 4.1
STANDARD FORMS OF THE FUNCTIONS IN THE 
INTERVAL [e ,e ] OF g[p (4):x ]
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cost of all Post operators in the interval [ e . , e . i  ^ 0, n-2, is_ i i l+l
■  ^ n-2
1-0  +8-(l) + je?2 (2i + 7),(i ) + f [2(n-/)+6]-(“) +7-(n^ )  +1.("), 
which simplifies to
¿ = [i~] +i
t2^ ] n-2
2 + 15n + S (2i+7)-(") + S [2(n-i) +6] • (") .
JÎ-2
(O')
i = C2^] + 1
Next consider the case where i — Q. In this instance we are 
dealing with functions in the interval [ e ^ e ^  = [0,e ]. These are the 
transformations which were employed in the original work on hazard-free 
realizations of Boolean operators by Post functions. The costs of standard 
forms for these mappings can be computed in the same way as for elements 
of the intervals [ e ^ e ^ ] ,  1 < i < n-3. For i = 0 and 2 < i  <  i 1— ], the 
cost of expression (a) is 2^+4; while for jJ - l,it is 5. For i = 0 and 
[___] +1 < l  < n-2, the cost of (b) is 2 (n-jfc) + 3; while for i  « n-1 it is 4 
As was the case for i ^ 0, n-2, for ¡L = 0 and i  = n the cost is 1 when i = ( 
Since there are (^ ) functions having i  values i, the total cost of all 
mappings in the interval [0,6^] is
fSfh n 2
2 +9n + S (2£+4) • (") + S [2(n-£) +3]‘(") . (g)
Xj— l  r - n - 1  *
H = C ^ ]  + 1
Finally, consider the case where i = n-2. These are the trans-
formations which assume only the values n-2 and n-1. For i = n-2 and
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n ■* 12 < & < [~2~1 ? the cost of (a) is 2i+4; while for & = 1 it is 5. For 
n 1i = n-2 and [-j-] +1 < 4 < n-2, the cost of (b) is 2(n-j&) + 2; while for
X = n-1 it is 4. Once again, for i  = 0 and & = n the cost is just 1.
Therefore the total cost of all functions in the interval [e „,e ,]n-2 n-1
= [e 9,U] is n-z
[— ]L 2 J n-2
2 + 9n + iE2 (2i+4)*(J) + S [2(n-X) + 2]-(“).
+ 1
(Y)
Table 4.2 summarizes these calculations of the costs of standard
forms of functions in the intervals [e.,e. ,_] of the lattices G[p(n):x].l i+1
From the expressions (o') , (3), and (y), it is clear that the interval of 
transformations [e^^jU] never anY more expensive than any of the other 
intervals and, except for the case n = 3, it is always the least costly. 
Notice that although our purpose has been to calculate the cost of entire 
intervals of Post functions, Table 4.2 shows that every Boolean operator 
defined on B(2n) has a least expensive realization in the interval
i-en_2,U  ^ of the al§ebra G[P(2n):x], To get a better idea of the relative 
costs of the various intervals of O-H-F Post functions, consider the 
following differences:
(a)-(3) = 6n + 3
n-1
[— ]
2 n «-2S (”) + 3- 4=2 l rn_i ,4 = + 1
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i = 0 0 <i <n-2 i = n-2
A = 0 1 1 1
II 5 8 5
2<X<[Sfi] 2i +4 21  +  1 2i+4
P — l + l<X<n~2 2 (n-i) +3 2 (n-,£) +6 2 (n-i) +2
i = n-1 4 7 4
i  = n 1 1 1
TABLE 4.2
COSTS OF STANDARD FORMS OF FUNCTIONS 
IN THE INTERVAL Cei,ei+1] OF g CP(n) ::x]
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= 3-(2n-2);
(«)-(Y) = 6n + 3- S (*) + 4- 
jN2 ^
= 3*(2n-2) +
2
n-2
(ß)-(y) = 2 (*) .
■je = + 1
These differences demonstrate that the original choice of 0-H-F
representatives was, in fact, nearly the best, even though no thought was
given to the cost of an expression at the time this choice was made. The
only better choice is the interval of functions [en_2,u]. It is, therefore,
this interval which should be selected for the hazard-free implementation
of Boolean operators. The difference O)-(Y) is now of particular interest
since it shows the saving obtained by employing [e 0 ,u] instead of [ 0 , e 1 -n-2 1
The accompanying Table 4.3 shows the costs of the sets [e.,e. inl i-KL
G[p(n):x] for small values of n.
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n (a) 0) (Y) (P)-(Y)
3 29 29 0
4 122 80 74 6
5 287 197 187 10
6 647 461 426 35
7 1423 1045 989 56
8 3090 2328 2174 154
9 6647 5117 4871 246
10
________
14,219 11,153 10,526 627
TABLE 4.3
COSTS OF SETS [e.,e 1 IN c[p(n):x]i 1+1
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5. QUOTIENT ALGEBRAS AND EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
5.1. Introduction
This chapter will primarily be concerned with the lattice^ 
homomorphic images of the equivalence classes [y] of the relation 'of equiva­
lence defined for Post algebras in Section 3.3. Before this investigation 
can be started, however, a theory of quotient algebras of Post lattices 
must be developed. The purpose of the next section is to detail some 
elementary concepts of ideal theory for Post algebras P and to apply these 
results to obtain factor lattices of P.
Section 5.3 examines the congruence classes of the congruence 
relations used to define the quotient algebras of P. Each such class is 
characterized as an interval whose endpoints are determined by a member of 
the ideal with respect to which the quotient is formed. A theory of 
cosets of ideals in Post lattices which generalizes the existing theory 
for Boolean algebras is then developed.
The final section of this chapter relates equivalence classes 
of a Post lattice P to equivalence classes of its quotients. It is shown 
that the image of an equivalence class of P under the canonical homomorphism 
defined with respect to the ideal used to form the quotient of P is an 
equivalence class of the factor lattice. The result establishing this also 
identifies the image class in the quotient. The preimages of equivalence 
classes of factor lattices in the parent algebra P are also studied, and 
each is determined to be an interval which is the union of a certain 
collection of equivalence classes of P. The reason for considering quotient
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lattices is that the parent algebra may be more easily investigated through 
its smaller and structurally simpler factors.
5.2. Quotient Algebras of Post Lattices
In this section we will construct a theory of factor lattices of a 
Post algebra in a manner analogous to methods used in other algebraic 
systems. In the case of such structures as groups, rings, Boolean algebras, 
etc., a theory of quotient structures can be developed by defining a 
relation in the algebraic system modulo a certain distinguished subset of 
the system, and then showing that this is a congruence relation. In the 
case of groups, the distinguished subsystems are the normal subgroups, and 
in the case of Boolean algebras they are ideals. The quotient structure 
is obtained by taking as its elements the equivalence classes of the 
congruence relation and by defining operations on these classes in such a 
way as to make the structure of the same type as the original system. This 
is possible because the defined relation is in fact a congruence relation.
Since the construction of quotients of Post algebras will most 
closely parallel the development of the same theory for Boolean algebras, 
a brief review of this material will now be given. If B is a Boolean 
algebra and I is an ideal of B, then two elements x and y of B are said to 
be congruent modulo I, denoted x = y, if x©y$I, where x © y  = x*y + x-y.
The relation = is a congruence relation and, hence, its equivalence classes 
partition B. If x is an element of B, the equivalence class determined by
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x is denoted by [[x]]. The quotient structure B/l has as elements the
equivalence classes of the congruence relation = with operations A V and
1 I I_.T
■ defined for equivalence classes [[x]] and [[y]] by [[x]].A [[y]]
= [[x A y]] , [[x]]V[[y]] = [[xVy]] and [[x]] = [[x]] .
As defined above, B/l is a Boolean algebra under the operations 
+ and 1 having [[e]] as its zero element and [[u]] as its universal 
element, where 9 and U are the zero and universal elements, respectively, of 
B; B/l is called the quotient algebra of B by I. It should be noted that 
if x £ B, then [[xl] = x©I = {x©i|i€l}. This is easily demonstrated by 
employing the associative property of the operation 0, Much will be said 
later concerning the analogue of this result for Post algebras.
We now begin the development of the theory of quotient lattices 
of a Post algebra P by defining on P a relation modulo an ideal I of P.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let x,y£P and let b£Pg. Define x to be congruent
to y modulo (b) , denoted by x = y, if C. (x) ©C. (y) € (b) for all('b^ 1 1
Recall that each function CL maps the Post algebra P into, in
fact onto, its underlying Boolean algebra P^. Thus it makes sense to talkB
of the ring sum of two elements in the range of one of the functions C ,
since each such element has a unique complement in P. As an example of
congruent elements in a Post algebra, consider the members x = 01 and 
2
y = 21 of [P(3>] , where (b) is the ideal (20) = {00, 10, 20}. We have 
Co(01) © Cq (21) = 20 © 00 = 20 € (20), C.^01) © 0^(21) = 02 © 02 = 00 € (20), 
and G2(01) © 02(21) = 00 © 20 = 20 £ (20). Therefore by Definition 5.1,
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01 = 21. Further checking reveals that 00 = 10 = 20, 01 = 11 =21,
( 20) (20) ( 20) ( 20) (20
and 02 = 12 = 22. However, 01 ^ 02 because 0,(01) 00,(02) = 02 0 00
( 20 ) (20 ) ( 20 ) 1 1
” 02 i  (20).
We now wish to establish that the relation = is an equivalence(b)
relation on the Post algebra P on which it is defined. Before doing this,
however, recall that the zero element 9 is a member of every ideal of P.
This will be used to demonstrate the reflexivity of = .
(b)
THEOREM 5.2. The relation = of Definition 5.1 defined on a Post(b)
algebra P is an equivalence relation on this lattice.
PROOF. According to Definition 5.1, x = y is equivalent to C.(x)0C.(x)
(b) 1 i
€ (b) for all i = 0,..„,n-l. But since a 0a = 9 for every element
a G PB and since 9 € (b), it follows that C. (x) 0 Ch(x) € (b) for all
i = 0,...,n-l; that is, x — x.
(b)
To establish symmetry, note that x^=^y is equivalent to
C-(x) © C.(y) 9 (b) for all i = Q,..„,n-1, and y - x is equivalent to 
1 1 (b)
(^(y) 0 Ch(x) 6 (b) for all i = 0,...,n-l. Since the ring sum operator
is commutative, C (x) © C.(y) = C.(y) 0 C.(x) for each i . Thus x = y r i i i  (b)
implies y = x.
(b)
For transitivity, x = y is equivalent to C.(x) 0 C.(y) £ (b) and(b) l i
y = z is equivalent to C.(y) 0 C.(z) £ (b), each holding for all (b) i i
i = 0,...,n-l. Since C.(x), C. (y) € P , then not only is ©definedi i B
for these elements, but C.(x) 0 C.(y) € P . as well as being a member1 1 ij
of (b). Similarly, C.(y) 0 C.(z) is in P as well as (b). Thereforei i  B
[Ch (x) 0Ch (y)] 0 [cb (y) © Ch (z) ] is defined, and is an element of (b) .
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Now [c.(x) ® C± (y>] ffi Cc (y) ® C . ( z ) ]  « C (x) © (C. (y) ® ( C .  (y)) © c. ( z )
= C1(x) © 0 © Ci (z) = Ci(x) © C±( z ) . Thus C^x) © C (z) € (b) for all
i = 0,...,n-l; that is, x = z.
(b)
If we adopt the notation [[x]] for {y€P|y = x}, it follows from
( b )
Theorem 5.2 that every element z of P is in at least one class [[x]], namely 
the class [[z]]„ One immediate consequence of the next theorem is that each 
element of P is a member of exactly one such class.
THEOREM 5.3. Let x,y € P and let b£Pg. Then the following results 
hold:
(1) [[x]] = [[y]] if and only if x = y,
(b)
(2) [Cx]] = [[y]] or [[x]]n[[y]] « 0.
PROOF. For (1), first assume [[x]] = [[y]]. Since x€[[x]], then
x € CCy]]• Therefore x = y. Conversely, if x — y, then for any
(b) (b)
2 ©[[x]], z©[[y]]. For z € [[x]] implies that x = z. Since s is an
(b) (b)
equivalence relation, y s z ; that is, z€[[y]]. Thus [[x]] c [[y]].(b)
Similarly, [[y]] C [[x]] and, hence, [[x]] = [[y]].
To establish (2), assume [[x]]D[[y]] # 0 and let 
z € [[x]] fl C[y] J. Then x = z and y - z. Therefore x = y. By part (1),
(b) (b) (b)
this implies [[x]] = [[y]].
The following result is immediate.
COROLLARY 5.4. The classes [[x]], for x € P, partition P.
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Before quotient lattices of the Post algebra P can be constructed,
it must be shown that the relation — defined on P is actually a congruence(b)
relation, and not merely an equivalence relation. To facilitate the proof, 
the next result, taken from Epstein [11], will be employed.
LEMMA 5.5. For all elements x,y£P, the following identities are valid 
for all i = 1,...,n-l:
(1) C (x+y) = C  (x)- S c (y) + C (y)..s C,(x),
L J=0 J 1 J=0 J
(2) C (x-y) = C (x) • S C . (y) + C, (y) • S C . (x) .
1 1 j=i J 1 j-i J
Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 evaluated CQ(x+y) and C (x*y), respectively. Together
with Lemma 5.5, these results enable us to compute C. (x+y) and C (x*y) forl i J
all i = 0,...,n-l.
Theorem 3.10 demonstrates that an entire class of greatest lower
bounds exists in every Post algebra, whether that lattice is complete or
not. This result shows that there is a least member of P which is greater
than or equal to any given element of P. Using Lemma 5.5, a corresponding
result can be established for the collection of all elements of P whichB
are less than or equal to a given element of P; that is, this collection 
of elements has a least upper bound.
THEOREM 5.6. If x € P, then C ,(x) is the largest element of Pn — t 3
is less than or equal to x.
n-2PROOF. Certainly C - (x) €P . Also, since x = T. e -C (x) + Cn-i B j=l j J n-
C n q W  1 Now assume b € Pg and b < x. Taking i to be n-1 in
which 
1(x) ,
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n-lLemma 5.5, equation (2), yields C .(x-y) = C . (x)• £ C (v) 
n-l 1,-1 “-1 j=n-l L y;
+ = Cn - l< x ) -C„ - l ^  + V l W ' V l W  -  Cn. i ( * )
•Gn„l(y)- Since b < x, then b*x = b. Hence, C -,(b*x) = C (b)n-l n-lv
*Cn-l(x) = Gn-l(b)’ By Theorem 2 -l2> C (b) = b * Therefore 
b ‘c„-i(x) = b or> equivalently, b < G , (x) .n x — n-l'
Having established this lemma, we are now ready to show that =
(b)is a congruence relation. Since every element x of a Post algebra P has a
pseudo-complement Cq (x ), to show that = is a congruence relation it must(b)
be shown that this equivalence relation is compatible not only with the
operations + and of P, but also with the function C . This is what we do 
next.
THEOREM 5 ,7_. The relation — defined on a Post algebra P is a
( b )
congruence relation on P; that is, it is an equivalence relation on P 
and also satisfies
(i) x = y implies C (x) = G (y),(b) o (b) ovjr/’
(i:L) X/ M y’ 2/?\w imP1y (x-z) = (y-w),1D/ (b)
(iii) x (b)y> z(b)w imply (x + z>(^ )(y +w>.
PROOF. According to Theorem 5.2, = is an equivalence relation. To(b)
establish (i) it suffices to show that Ci(CQ(x)) ® C. (C (y))€(b) for 
each i, 0 < i < n-l. First consider the case where i = 0. Since 
Co(x)’ Go(y)€PB’ ifc follows that CLCC^x)) = C^(x) = Cq (x ) and 
Gi(Go<y)> G0 (y>* Using familiar properties of the ring sum operator, 
we obtain C (C (x)) ® C  (C (y)) = C2 (x) © C 2(y) = C (C (x)©C2(y))
j-, u q O O  o w
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W x>0Co ^ >  c0(x) 0 Co^>* But x = y implies Cq (x ) © C (y)
€ (b) by definition. Therefore CL(Cq (x )) © CL(C (y)) € (b) if i = 0.
Now assume 0 < i < n-1. Since C (3) = 0 for all 3 € P and allB
integers i satisfying 0 < i < n-1 by Theorem 2.12, then C (C (x))l ' o
® ^i(co(y)) = 9 © 0 = 0. But 0 6 (b), as 0 is a member of every ideal
of P. Therefore C.(Co(x)) © (L (Cq (y)) € (b) for all i = l,...,n-2.
Finally, assume i * n-1. In that C ( 3 )  = 3 for all 3 € Pn x 2
W * »  0 Gi(c0(y)> = C q (x ) © CQ (y) As Cq (x ) © CQ (y) € (b) , it 
follows that Cn-1(Co(x)) © Cn_1(Co(y)) € (b) . Thus C.CC^x))
0 Gi(Co (y)) € (b) for aH  i = 0,. . . ,n-l; that is, C (x) = C (y) .o (b) o w/
In order to establish (ii), the equality given in (2) of Lemma
5.5 will be used. Since x ^ y  and z =^w, we know that (L(x)
® Gi(y) £ (b) and CL (z) 0 CL (w) 6 (b) , each holding for all i = 0,...,n-l.
It must be shown that C.(x.z) 0 C. (y-w) € (b) , i = 0,...,n-l*. Employing
Lemma 5.5, equation (2), C (x-z) © CL(y*w) = C.(x-z)*C (C.(y-w))
i n l 1 1 o i w  /
+  Co (C ( X . Z ) ) . C (yw) =  [[C ( x ) . “ | . c  (z) +C.(z).nZ1C.(x)].[C (C.(y)) 
n-1 n-1 J j=i J 0 1
+ Co(j£iCj(w))^ ^ C0(Ci(w)) + Co(jSiGj (y))^ + fCCo(C. (x)) •
n-1 n-1
+  C o Q i ’C j ( z ) ) ] 'CCo (Ci (z)) +  C ( V C (x))]-[C.(y)-nS1C.n-1 J i J 1 J-i J
+ U w ) -  S c  (y)])1 J=i J
(w)
n ■” 1
[ c .  (x) • ( i Cj (z) ) • Co (C. (y) ) • Co (C. (w) ) ] (1)
(3)
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+ [ c .  ( x )  r
n-1 n-1 n-1•( 2  C ( z ) )  
j=i J
• c  ( S . c . ( w ) )  0 j = i  J • c  ( . S . c . ( y ) ) ]0 J = 1  J (4)
+ [ c  ( z ) n-1*( S C ( x ) )
j = i  J •C (C ( y ) ) - C  0 1 0 ( c . (w))]l (5)
+ [ C . ( z )
n-1 n-1• ( . 2  C , ( x ) )  j = i  J •C ( C . ( y ) ) - C ( 2 c  ( y ) ) ]  j = i  J (6)
+ [ c . ( z ) n-1•(. 2  C ( x ) )  j = i  J • C ( V c  (w))0 J=1 J ’ Co ( C . ( w ) ) ] (7)
+ [ C ^ z )
n-1 n-1 n-1• ( . S . C . ( x ) )  j = i  J *C ( 2  C (w)) j = i  J •C ( . 2  c .  ( y ) ) ]  0 j = i  J (8)
+ [ C . ( y )
n-1
' ( A  C4 (w)) j = i  J •Co(V x)>'Co (G± ( z ) ) 3 ( 9 )
+ [ c . ( y )■
n-1 n-1
' ( C (w)) 
J=i J
• C o ( C . ( K ) ) . c o ( 2  C . ( x ) )] j = i  J (10)
+ [ c  ( y )•
n-1 n-1
( (w))<
J=L J ■ C ( . S . c  ( z ) )  ° j = i  J •Go (Ci ( z ) ) ] (ID
+ [ ( ^ ( y ) -
n-1 n-1 n-1( S c . ( w ) ) • j = i  J C ( 2  c . ( z ) ) °  j = i  J •C ( S C . ( x ) ) ]0 j = i  J (12)
+ [ C . ( w )  • 1
n-1
( . s . c . ( y ) > -  
j = i  J
C (C.(x))'C  i O 1 v o C C . ( z ) ) ] (13)
+ [ c .  (w) •l
n-1 n-1
( j = i Cj  (y ) ) ’C ( C . ( x ) ) " C 1 0 1 o C . 2 . C , ( x ) ) ]  j = i  J (14)
+ [ c . (w) •
n-1 n-1
( A c ( y ) ) •J=1 J Gn ( . ? . C . ( z ) ) <  °  j = x  J C (C. ( a ) ) ]O 1 (15)
+  [ c . ( w )  •i
n-1 n-1 n-1
( j £ i c j ( y ) ) - C ( . 2 .  C . ( z )  ) •o vj = i C ( 2  C ( x ) ) ]  . °  J - i  J (16)
We will demonstrate that C (x*z) © C.(y.w) € (b) by showing that 
each summand (1) through (16) is a member of (b). First consider the
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product labeled (1). Since the entire product is always less than or
n-1
equal to any partial product, C,(x)•( £ C.(z))«C (C.(y))-C (C.(w))1 j=i J o N i w ' 7 ox i v "
< C1(x).Co(G1 (y)). But C.(x) © C.(y) = C.(x).Cq (C.(y)) + Cq(C (x))
•^(y) . Therefore Gi (x) *Cq (Ci (y)) < C^x) © C (y) and, hence,
Ci(x)*( s G (z))»Co(Gi(y)) (G (w)) < C (x) ® C.(y). Now x = y  implies 
J " x , (b)
Cj_(x) © C (y) 6 (b), which in turn implies that C. (x) • (n£ C (z))
1 j=i J
*Go(Ci(y)).Co(Ci(w)) € (b).
For the product labeled (2), a similar argument holds. In fact,
ci(x)'(jSiGj(z» ' c0(ci(y)),co(j5icj(y)) - ci^x>*G0(ci(y>) - ci^x^
© C^Cy). Since (h(x) © (h (y) £ (b), then Ch (x)*( £#(k(z))*C (C.(y))
*cn( \ c .(y)) € (b).0 J=i J
The product number (3) presents a somewhat more difficult problem.
n-1 n-1First note that C (w) < £ C .(w). This implies that C ( £ C (w))
j=i ¿-1 ° 3
< c0(ci(w))- Therefore Cq( £ C (w )).Cq(C (w )) = Cq( £  C .(w)) and,
n-1 n-1 ° j“i J
hence, C. ( x )  • ( . ^ C .  (z)) »Cq ( £.0 . (w) ) .Cq (C. (w ) ) =C.(x)
•(”s c (z))-C ( V c  (w)) = C (x).(nE1C.(z) ) . ( V c  (C, (w))). The
dummy subscript in the last term of the last product has been changed
from j to k to avoid confusion when this product is distributed over
n-1the terms in the sum ,1,0.(z). Following this application of the
3 ~~1 3 i -, n-1 n-1distributive law,,.we are left with C. (x) • ( £ C.(z))-C ( £ C.(w))
n-1 n-1 1 j=i 3 ° j=i 3
■Co<Ci(w)) = ci (x)*j£iLk!JiCo(Ck(w))'cj(2)3- Now for each j,
. n-1i < j < n-1, we have tt.C (C (w)) < C (C.(w)). Thus for each i,k-1 O K .  O J J ’
n ” 1i < j < n-1, it follows that ( tt C (C (w)))°C.(z) < C (C. (w))-C - (z) .
n-1 n-i k-i n-1 J ~ ° 3 J
Therefore (^^CQ (C^(w) ) (z) ] < ^  (C0(Cj (w> ) :C. (z) ) and, hence,
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n-1 n-1 n-1
ci(x)'(jli[(k2ico(ck (w)):i'cj(z)]) S C.(X).( S. (Co(C (w))-C (2))). 
Consequently, C. (x) • ( (z) )-Cq (w ) ) .Cq (Ci (w) ) <C.(x)
’ (w))'C (z))) < 2 (C (C.(w))-C (z)). From the definitionJ-1 U J J j = i ° J  J
of ring sum, C (z)»C (C.(w)) < C . (z) © C .(w). As this holds for allj o j ~ j jn°l n-1j, 1 < j < n-1, it follows that .2.(c.(z)-C (C.(w))) < 2 (C.(z)
n~l  ^ ° n-1 j=i J
© C  (w)). Consequently, C (x)•(*2 C.(z))-C (2c.(w))-C (C. (w)) nix 1 j~i J 0 j=i J
— , ( 0 • (z) © C (w)). By hypothesis, z = w. Therefore C (z)J=i J J (b) j
© C . (w) £ (b) for all j = 0,...,n-l. In particular, C , (z) © C . (w) € (b) 
J J j
for all j = i , . . .,n-l. Since (b) is an ideal of P, this yields
.S (C (z)©C.(w))G(b). Hence, C. (x) • ( 2 Q . (z)) • C (^^C (w)) j=i J J 1 j=i J 0 j=i j
*Co (Ci(w)) € (b)-
Part of the argument employed to show that the product (3) is a
member of the ideal (b) may be used to establish that the summand (4)
n-1 n-1is also an element of (b). Since C. (x)• ( 2 C .(z) )-C ( 2 C (w))
n-1 n-1 ^n-l j==i J 0 j=i j
*Co(J-iCi(y)) < C.(x)-(n2 c (z))*c (n2.C„(w)) and since J“1 J L j=i J 0 j=i Jn-1 n-lJC.(x)-( C.(z))*C (_EiC .(w)) £ (b), as was shown above,.it follows x J“1 J - 0 J-i Jn-1 --■» - 1that n-1 n-1C (x).( E C (z))»C ( 2 C.(w))-C ( 2 C.(y)) € (b).J-lJ ° j=i J ° j=l J
The argument that the product (5) is an element of (b) is similar
to the proof for the summand (1). We have C.(z)•( £ C .(x))-C (C.(y))1 j=i J 0 x
• W w ) )  < Ci (z).Co(Ci(w)) < C^(z) © C (w), which is a member of
n “ 1
(b). Therefore C.(z)*( S C.(x))*C (C.(y))*C (C.(w))€(b).-1- j=i J 0 1  0 1
The proof for product (6) is similar to the proof for (3). Since
ci(y) < J  C.(y), then C (J^C (y)) < C (C. (y)). Using this, the J —1 J O j= 1 j O L
analogue of DeMorgan’s law for the pseudo-complement, and the
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n “ 1distributive law, we have C (z)•( S C.(x))-C (C.(y))-C ("¿T (v))
n-1 n-l J n-l° 1 ? j=i J
- ci(2)-(j^ Cj(x)).Co(^iCj(y)) = ci(z)-(jSiCj(x))-(j2.Co(Ck(y)))
= Ci(2>;("|;[(gco(Ck (y))).Cj(X)]) < ^[(^„(^(y))).C.(x)].
SlnCG k=iCo<'Ck (y)) - V V y)) f°r eaCh ^  1 - j - n“1> U  follows 
^  ^ (“5iCo<Ck <y»>-Cj <->l ^ % « o (C < "fkc.ix)J J J J ' 1 J
® Cj(y))» which is a member of (b) . Therefore C. (z) • ( ^ C . (x))
•C (c (y))-C ( V c  (y)) e (b) . v ° 1=1 Jn " 1 n - l
Since Ci(z).(^SiCJ(x)).Co (jSiCj(w))-Co(C.(w)) < C. (z) -cych (w))
< C.(z) ® ChCw), which is a member of (b), then product (7) is an
n “ 1element of (b) . As Cq ( _ . (w)) < c0(ci(w)), product (8) is less than
or equal to CL (z) * (CL (w)) . Now since CL(z)>C (C.(w)) < c, (z)
0 C.Cw), which is a member of (b) , then C. (z) • ( ^ C .  (x))-C ( ^ C  (w)) 
n-l 1 j=i J 0 j=i j•C ( S C  (y)) € (b).
° J=i J
The arguments for products (9) and (10) are similar to that for 
(1), (11) is similar to (3), and (12) is similar to (8). The proof 
for (4) could also have been done this way. In addition, (13) is 
similar to (1), (14) is similar to (3), (15) is much the same as 
(1), and (16) is like (8). Thus all the summands (1) through (16) 
are elements of (b). Since (b) is closed with respect to the + 
operation, Ch(x-z) © (L(y.w) Ç (b) . As this holds for all 
i = 0, . . . ,n-l, it follows that (x*z) = (y-w).
(b )
In order to establish equation (iii) of the theorem, the equality
given m  part (1) of Lemma 5.7 will be used. To showv(x+z) = (y+w)
(b) ’
it suffices to prove that (^(x+z) © CL (y +w) € (b) for all
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i - Q, v.. ,n-l. Using Lemma 5.5, CL(x+z) © C (y+w) can be expanded 
to a sum of sixteen terms, each of which can be shown to be a member of 
(b) using arguments similar to those employed to verify equation (ii). 
The reason the same approach can be used is that the factors
appear in the expansion of C±( x + z )  ©(^(y+w), are less than or equal 
to the terms C (C (x)), C (C (y)), C (C.(z)), and C (C.(w)),O l  03, o iX n-1respectively, just as were the factors C ( 2 C.(x)), C ( \  c (y)) 
n-1 n-l ° j =i J ° j=i j
 ^o ^  ^i C ^ ) y and C ( S C (w)), which appeared in the expansion of
J J w j  —i  J
Ch (x - z) © CL (y *w) . Once the sixteen terms have been shown to be
members of (b), it follows that their sum is also an element of (b),
and, hence, so is CL(x+z) © Ch(y+w). Since this holds for all
i, 0 < i < n-l, we have (x+z) = (y+w) .(b)
Now that has been shown to be a congruence relation on Post 
algebras, we can begin the construction of quotient lattices of these 
structures. Consider the principal ideal (b) of a Post algebra P generated 
by the element b £ Pg, where b ^ U, the universal element of P. Denote by 
P/(b) the collection of all equivalence classes of the congruence relation 
(=). Define operations + , and Cq for arbitrary elements [[x]] and 
CCy]] of the set p/(b) as follows:
[[x]] + [[y]] = [[x+y]],
C W ]  • f[y]] = [[x®y]],
c0 (CM]) = [[Cq (x)]] . 
(b)
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
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Our next objective is to show that the set P/(b), together with
the operations + , ■ and CQ defined in (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) above, is(b) (b) (b)
a Post algebra. Before this can be done, however, it will be necessary to 
establish the following result.
THEOREM 5.8. If x € P, r 6 R, b € Pg and x*r € (b), then x € (b).
PROOF. If x-r G (b), then x»r < b. By Lemma 3.29, e^ < r. Therefore 
x 'el < x*r and, hencej x«e^ < b. It follows that x*e^sb = 0, or, 
equivalently, (x-b)*e^ = 9. By Axiom (lb) of Definition 2.1, x*b = 0, 
Consequently, x < b  = b; that is, x 6 (b).
Actually, not all of Theorem 5.8 will be needed to establish that 
P/(b) is a Post algebra: only the special case where r = e^ will be used.
THEOREM 5.9. Let P be a Post algebra and let (b) be the principal 
ideal generated by the element b 6 P D, b + U. Then P/(b) is a Post 
algebra under the operations + , • and C defined by equations
<b> <b> (bj(5.1), (5.2) and (53) , respectively!.
PROOF. All the axioms for a Post algebra must be verified for P/(b).
We begin by showing that the operations + , • and C are well-
(b) (b) (b?)defined. Suppose [[x^]] - [[x2l] and [[y^]] = [[y^]] are equivalence
classes of the relation  ^ defined on P. It must be established that
[tXi]](+[[yi]] = [[x2]](+ [[y2]]. = [[K2]](b)[[y2]]
and Co ([[x1]]) = CQ ([[x2]]). Since [[x-]] = [[x„]] and [[y ]]
. (b.) (b)
= [[y2l], it follows that x ;= x and y = y0. By Theorem 5.7, z 1 (b) 2 1 (b) 2
part (iii), ( x 1 +y1) = ^ (x2 +y2) • Therefore [[x^ +y1]] = [[x2 +y2]].
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Consequently, [[x ]] + [[y ]] = [[x ]] + [[y ]], Similarly, by 1 (b) 1 L (b) L
Theorem 5.7, part (ii), [[x^] - [[x2]] and [[y^ ,]] = [[y2]] imply
Xl’yl (b) X2 oy2 ■ Thus ^ xi°yi^ = and, hence, [[x^]]
(¿) [^yl] ] = ^ x2 ^ ( b ) ^ y2^" Alsos using Theorem 5.7, part (i),
C[x1]] = CCx2]] implies that C (x ) = C (x?). It follows that
CCc(xi>]] = C[c (x„)]], and, consequently, that C0 ([[x1]])
(b) 1
= C0 ([[x2]]).
(b)
Next the lattice axioms will be established for P/(b). The first
of these to be considered is the associative law. If [[x]], [[y]] and
[[z]] are elements of P/(b), then ([[x]] + [[y]]) + [[z]] = [[x+y]](b) (b)
(+[[z]] = [[:(x + y) +z]] = [[x + (y +z)]] = [[x]] + [[y+«]] = [[x]]
+ ([[y]] + [[z]]), demonstrating that the operation + defined on (b) (b) (b)
P/(b) is associative. Similarly it can be shown that the operation 
(¿) is associative; that is, ([[x]](^ )[[y]])^ [[z]] = [[x]] £
(b)^Z^^* Turning now to the laws of commutativity, for addition we
have for the classes [[x]] and [[y]], [[x]] + [[y]] = [[x+y]]
(b)
= CCy+x]] = [[y]] + [[x]]. Similarly, for the operation of multi-(b)
plication in P/(b), [[x]] • [[y]] = C[y1] • [[x]]. Finally, the(b) (b)
absorption law must be established. For the congruence classes
[[x]] and [[y]], [[x]] ; ([[x]] + [[y]]) = [[x]] • T[x +y]](b) (b) (b)
= [[x-(x+y>]] = [[x]]. Similarly, [[x]] + ([[x]] • [[y]]) = [[x]].
(b) (b)
It follows that the quotient P/(b) is a lattice.
The next step is to show that the lattice P/(b) is distributive 
uud that it contains a zero element and a unit element. For elements
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[ M L  [[y]] and [[z]] of p/(b), [[*]]• '([[y]] + [ M L  = [[x]](b) (b)
(¿JCy + z]] = [[x-(y+z)]] = [[x*y +x-z]] = [[x-y]] + [[x-z]]
(b )
= [[x]](i)[[y]](+[[x]](i)[[z]]. Similarly, C[x]](+ ([[y]] • [[*]])
= ([[*]](+[[y]])(i)([[*]] +[[«]]). Therefore the lattice P/(b) is 
distributive. It is easily demonstrated that the classes [[0]] and 
[[u]] are the zero and unit elements, respectively, of p/(b), where 
9 and U are the zero and universal elements, respectively, of P. For 
the class [[0]] we have [[*]]£ [[0]] = [[x-0]] = [[©]]. Thus [[9]]
< C M ]  for every class [[x]] in P/(b). For the class [[u]],
[ [ x ] ] ( i ) [ [ u ] ]  = [ [ x - u ] ]  = [ [ x ] ] ,  and, hence, [ [ x ] ]  <  [ [ u ] ]  for every 
element f [ x ] ] i P / ( b ) .
It will now be shown that the classes [[eQ]],...,[[en_^]] of 
P/(b) satisfy Axioms (la), (lb) and (1c) of Definition 2.1. The class 
H e o]] ~ CCS]] is the zero element of P/(b) and the unit element is 
[[en^]] = [[U]]. Now consider the elements e_. and e. , 0 < i < n-1, 
i*■ Since < e^^^, it follows that e^ °e^ _j_^  = * Therefore
CCei]](b)CCei+l]] " [CV ei+l]] - He.]]; that is, [[e.]] < [[e.+1]]. 
Thus Axiom (la) is satisfied.
Now let [[x]] € P/(b) and assume CCx]] ; [[e ]] = [[0]]. It must(b) 1
be shown that [[x]] = [[9]]. From [[x]]'[[e ]] = [[0]], we have
[Cx.ejL = [[0]]. Therefore x-e1 s 0; that is, C^x-ep ® <^(9) € (b)
for all i = 0,. . .,n-l. In particular, C^x'e^ © C (0) € (b) and
C1(x*e ) 0 G (0) 6 (b). Since C (0) = U, C (x-e.) © C (9) =
C0(x*e1) 0 U = c0(x,e1) = Co(Xiei>■ Hence, C^x-e^ 6 (b).
2 2Consequently, C (x-e..) < b. Since x-e. < C (x-e..), then x-e < b.o i — 1 — o 1 1 —
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By Theorem 5.8, x < b. Employing Theorem 3.10, C2(x) 9 (b). But
C (x) © C (9) = C (x) © U = C (x) = C2(x). Therefore C (x) © C (9)
€ (b) . It remains to show that Cb(x) ©CL (9) 9(b) for i = l,...,n-l.
Since Ci(9) = 9 for all i satisfying 1 < i < n-1, it suffices to show
that C£(x) 9 (b) for i - l,...,n-l. Because C^x-e^ © C 1(9)€(b) and
Cl^X 'el^  ® C^(9) = C^(x*e^) © 9 = C^(x*e^), it follows that
C.(x-e )9(b). Now by Lemma 5.5, part (2), C. (x-ej » CL (x) * S c.fej 
n-1 1 1 1 1=1 J 1
+ C1(e1)*jSiCj(x). Since = U and C b ^ )  = 9 for all i = 0,2,
n-1 n-1 n-1...,n-l, C (x-e ) = C (x)-U + U- 2 C.(x) = CL(x) + 2 C .(x) = E c  (x).
n-1 1 J=1n J- l  j=1 J J=1 J
Hence, C^(x) Since C^(x) < £ C. (x) for all i satisfying
i=l 1
1 < i < n-1, it follows that CL(x) 9 (b) for all i = 1,. . , ,n-l.
Therefore Cb (x) © Gi(9) 9 (b) for each i, 1 < i < n-1. As it has
already been shown that Co(x) © Cq (9) 9 (b) , we have CL (x) © C (x) 9 (b)
for all i = 0,...,n-l; that is, x = 9. It follows that [[x]] = [[9]],(b)
demonstrating that Axiom (lb) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied.
To establish (lc) of this definition, let CCxll 9 P/(b) and assume
^ X^ ( b ) ^ ei~l^ = [[ei]] for Some i y  1 < 1 < n-i. It must be shown
that [[x]] - [[e^]]. From [Cx]] + [[e. .]] = [[e.l] we obtain(b) 1”-L i
[ [ x + e = [[e.]]. Hence, x+e. . )= e. , or, equivalently, 
Cj(x + e i_i) ©0j(e^)9(b) for all j = 0,...,n-l. It must be shown 
that for each integer j, 0 < j < n-1, C.(x) © C.(e. ,) 9 (b). Now 
if j = i, then C. (x) © C (e ) = C. (x) © U = C.'(x) = C (C. (x)) . On
■L L I  1 i O X
the other hand, if j ^ i, then Cb(x) © C b ^ )  = CL(x) © 9 = Cb(x).
Therefore it suffices to show that C (C. (x)) 9 (b) and that C (x) 9 (b)o i jN v '
for all j = 0,...,i~l, i+l,...,n-l. First consider the quantity
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C. (x+e ,) © C. (e ). Now C (x+e. ) 0C,(e.) -C. (x+e. ) © u1 1 i i  l i-i i i i # l-l
= C^C.Cx+e.^)) = Co(C.(x)-kEoCk (ei_1) + C. (e.^) - J ^ x ) )
= +9) = Co(Ci(x))3 employing Lemma 5.5, equation (1).
Since C^(x+e^_^) ® ^i^ei^ £ (b) j so is Cq (CL(x )) £ (b) . It remains to
show that Cj 00 € (b) for all j = 0,...,i-l, i+.l,. .. ,n-l. Now consider
the sum C. , (x+e. ,) 0 C he.). We have C. , (x+e. ,) © C. „ (e. ) ii, i i  i-l l i-i i-i i-lv i
= = C..1W ^ ( e i.1) + > ' S Ck (x) = Ci-lW
;U + U 'k=0Ck (X) = Ci-l(x) + kSjCk(x) = k?oCk (x)- “  follows that1 -1 i ~ 1^ (k) . Since C (x) < S C. (x) for all j satisfying 0 < j < i-1 K—U *• j k=0 x -
it must be the case that C.(x) £ (b) for all j = 0,...,i-l. To complete
the proof, consider the sum C.(x+e ) 0C.(e.), where j satisfiesJ i”i J i
0 J S  j ^ i“l and j ^ i. In this case we have C.(x+e. ,)
j J 1"1
® C.(e.) = c y x + e . ^ )  = + C j C j . p - ^ W  = C,(x)
*1 SnClr^ ei -i) * Now if j < i"1» then .2 C. (e. ,) ~ 6. On the other k=0 K i i j k=0 k i~l
hand, if j > i, then 2 C (e. ) = U. Thus if j > i, then C.(x+e. ,)k=0 Kix-i j i - 1
® C A e ±) = C (x) . Therefore C.(x) £ (b) for each j, i+1 < j < n-1.J J J
Consequently, we have shown that C (C.(x)) £ (b) and that C.(x) £ (b)o 1 J
for all j = 0,...,i-l, i+1,...,n-1. As has been shown, this is 
sufficient to demonstrate that [[x]] = [[ej]. Thus Axiom (lc) of 
the definition of Post algebra has been established for the lattice 
P/(b),
To establish Axioms (2a), (2b) and Axiom 3 for P/(b), it is first
necessary to define n functions from this lattice into itself. Note
that there are precisely n such functions which are required because
there are n classes [[e [[e .]]. We define these functions,o n-1 9
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which will be denoted by CD ,. . ., Cn„]_ , for each class [[x]] in P/(b)
(b) (b)
by C^([[x]]) = C[C,(x)]] for all i = 0,..„,n-l. Notice that this is 
(b)
just an extension of the definition of the function CQ, which has
(b)'
already been defined in equation (5-,3). This justifies the use of
the symbol CQ for the initial operator in the sequence C0 ,...,C
(b) (b) (b)
To prove that these n functions are well-defined, which has already been
done for CQ 9 it must first be shown, that if x = y, then for each 
(b) (b)
i, 0 < i < n-1, C„(x) s C.(y). To do this it suffices to show that for - - i (b) i
each i, 0 < i < n-1, C . (C„ (x)) © C . (C. (y) ) 6 (b) for all j = 0, . . . ,n-l.J t J ^
First consider the case where j - 0= Then C (C„(x)) 0 C (C.(y))J o r o i J
= G0(ci (x) © Gq (C.£ (y))) = Cq (C| (x) © C±(y)) = C.(x) © C± (y) , using
familiar properties of the ring sum operator. Now C_^ (x) © Ch (y) € (b)
because x,=Ny. Hence, C (C.(x)) © C (C„(y)) € (b) . Next consider the (b) o i v ov i x
case where 0 < j < n=l, In this case, G^(G^(x)) © C^(C_^(y)) = 9 © 9
= 9, employing Theorem 2.12, Since 0€ (b), it follows that C^(C^(x))
© Cj(C^(y)) € (b) for all j = 1,,,,,n“2 . Finally, take j = n-1. Then
Cn ® Gr i(Gi(y)) = C (x) © C (y), which is an element of (b)
because x = y. Therefore C -(C.(x)) © G ,(C.(y)) € (b). Consequently, (b)" n“X 1 n-1 l
Cj(C^(x)) © C_. (C^  (y)) € (b) for all j = 0,...,n-l. Since this holds
for each integer i, 0 < i < n-1, it follows that C.(x) = C.(y) for all- - 3 r (b) i
i = 0,...sn-'l. It Is now a trivial matter to show that the functions
,Gn“l are single-valued„ For suppose [[x^]J and [[x£HD are
gvjuj.voj.cutc txaoijco of the r el a. t l o n ~ and that(b) 1 l
Then x, x0. Therefore for each i, 0 < i < n-1, C.(x,) ■= C.(x0) by 1 (b) 2 ~ i l ( b ) i 2
what has been established above. Hence, [[c^(x^)]] = [[c^ , (x£)]] ,
o1! ,  2 - 1 ,
c 0 ....•>cn - l  are
(b) (b)
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or, equivalently, q  ([[x ]]) = C.([[x?]]) for all i = 0,...,
(b)n-1.
I t  will be shown next that the functions C , ...,C s a t i s f y
(b) (b)Axioms (2a) and (2b) of Definition 2.1, and, together with the classes
^Ce0ll j • • •} j Axiom 3 as well. For (2a), assume i 4 j and
consider the product q  ([[x]]) • C. ([[x]]) for some element [[x]]
...(b) (b)
of P/(b). Now C* ([[*]]) ; C. ([[x]]) = [[c.(x)]] • tCc.(x)]]
rr (b) K J (b) (b) J
- L i q ( x )  -C (x)]] - [[9]], the zero element of P/(b). Thus Axiom
(2a) is satisfied. For (2b), consider the sum 2 C.([[x]]). Then
n-1 n-1 n_i 1=0 (b1)
. Eh C.([[x ]]) = .2 [Cq (x)]] = [[ 2 C (x)]] - [[u]], the universal i-u i-U i=o 1
element of P/(b). Therefore Axiom (2b) holds for this lattice. It 
remains only to verify Axiom 3. To see that this holds, consider the
sum i?o(C[ei]](b) C1 ( [ W ] )- We have iSo(C[ei]](b) ci 
n“l (b) 1 1 , (b)
=i=o(CCei]](i)[Cci(x)]]) = i20[[ei-ci (x)]] = [[i£o(ei ,ci(x))]] = [Cx]L 
using Axiom 3 for the Post algebra P. Therefore Axiom 3 also holds for
the lattice p/(b>. Thus it has been established that P/(b) is a Post
algebra with respect to the operations + , • and C
(b) (b) (b°)
Note that the integer n associated with the quotient lattice 
P/(b) is the same as the integer n of the algebra P. The reason for
excluding the case b — U from the hypotheses of Theorem 5.9 is that
P/(U) = P/P, which is isomorphic to the one-element lattice. It is immediate
from. Definition 2.1 that this degenerate structure is not a Post algebra.
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To conclude this section we present an example illustrating
Theorem 5.9. Let P be the Post algebra [P(3)]4 and choose b to be the
element 0022. The lattice [P(3)] and the principal ideal (0022), which
consists of the elements 0000, 0001, 0002, 0010, 0011, 0012, 0020, 0021
and 0022, are illustrated in Figure 5.1. Checking for elements which are
equivalent with respect to the congruence relation = , the following
(0022)
equivalence classes are tedious but routine to compute:
r-*-» o o o o o o o I—5 00G2, 0010, 0011, 0012, 0020, 0021, 0022},
foioo, 0 1 0 1, 0102, 0110, 0111, 0112, 0120, 0121, 0122},
ÍG2Q0, 0201, 0202, 0210, 0211, 0212, 0220, 0221, 0222},
flOOG, 1001, 1002, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1020, 1021, 1022},
Í1X00, 1101, 1102 s 1110, 1111, 1112, 1120, 1121, 1122},
(1200, 1201, 1202, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1220, 1221, 1222},
[2000, 2001, 2002, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2020, 2021, 2022} ,
[2100, 2101, 2102, 2110, 2111, 2112, 2120, 2121, 2122},
Í2200, 2201, 2202, 2210, 2211, 2212, 2220, 2221, 2222}.
We may denote these clas ses by [[0000]], [[OlOOl], [[02001], [[lOOOl],
[[1100]], [[1200]], [[2000]], [[2100]] and [[2200 !], respectively. Note
that, the greatest lower bound, of the elements of each class has been used, in
the representation of that class. It is significant that in an arbitrary
Post algebra P, every class [[x]], regardless of the ideal (b), always
contains a greatest: lower bound. This will be demonstrated in the next
section. The equivalence classes in [P(3)]4 of the relation = are
(0022)
shown in Figure 5.2. As guaranteed in Theorem 5.9, these nine classes
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FIGURE 5.1
[P(3)]4 WITH THE IDEAL (0022) SHADED
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FIGURE 5.2
THE EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF THE RELATION = IN [Pi3)1^
( 0022>
WITH THE G.L.B. OF EACH CLASS SHADED
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form a Post algebra, which in this case can be verified to be isomorphic 
to [p(3)] . This Post lattice is given in Figure 5.3. The correspondence 
CCoOij]] <— > i j, where 0 < i, j <2, is easily shown to be an isomorphism
/. r\
between the quotient lattice [p (3)] /(0022) and the Post algebra [P(3>] .
5.3. The Structure of Congruence Classes in Post Algebras
In Theorem 5.9 it was shown that the quotient of a Post algebra P
by an ideal (b), where b € P^ and b ^ U, was itself a Post algebra. In this
section a characterization is given of the equivalence classes of the
relation = which is somewhat similar to the coset representation used for (b)
groups, rings and Boolean algebras. In the case of Boolean algebras,
cosets of an ideal I of the lattice have the form x © I, where © is the
ring sum operator and x is an arbitrary element of the algebra. Eventually
we will obtain coset-like structures representing the equivalence classes
[[x]]. First however, an interval characterization of these classes will
be given. To lay the groundwork for this theorem, several preliminary
results are necessary. The first of these gives a necessary and sufficient
*
condition for two elements of a Post algebra to be equal.
LEMMA 5.10. Let x,y€P, a Post algebra. Then x = y if and only if 
CL(x) = Ch (y) for all i = 0,...,n-l.
PROOF. If x = y, then certainly Ch(x) = CL (y) for all i = 0,...,n-l, 
as each function CL is single-valued. Conversely, if (x) = C.(y),
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[ [ 2 2 0 0 ] ]
[ [ 2 1 0 0 ] ] [ [ 1 2 0 0 ] ]
[ [ 2 0 0 0 ] ] [ [ 0 2 0 0 ] ]
[ [ 1 0 0 0 ] ] [ [ 0 1 0 0 ] ]
[ [ 0 0 0 0 ] ]
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FIGURE 5.3
THE QUOTIENT ALGEBRA [P(3)]4/(0022)
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then e *C.(x) - e. -C.(y). By Axiom 3 of Definition 2.1, x = He.1 3- 1 1 i=Qin-1•C. (x) = £ e. -C. (y) = y.1 i=0 1 1
Since eQ = 9, it is clear that C. (x) = (y) for i = l,,..,n-l is also
necessary and sufficient for x to be equal to y.
As results preliminary to the interval characterization of the
classes [[x]], analogues of two familiar theorems for Boolean algebras are
also needed. Since it is possible to extend these results somewhat for
Post algebras, these more generalized forms will be considered. The
theorems for Boolean algebras we wish to extend are the absorption and
consensus properties x + x*y = x + y and x-y + x*z + y• z x-y + x-z,
respectively. In attempting to generalize x + x-y =» x +y to Post algebras,
it seems natural to try substituting G (x) for x. However, if weetfrfeno
attempts to establish this modification, wé quickly' discover that ...
x +C q (x ) = U is needed if the analogue for the standard proof in Boolean
algebra is used. Since x +Cq (x ) = U is not generally true, it might be
suspected that the modification x+C (x)*y = x + y  is also false. This iso
in fact the case. If we take x = 120 and y = 200 in [P(3)]3, then 
x + Co(x)*y = 120 + 002-200 = 120 and x + y  = 120 + 200 = 220. On the 
other hand, if we dualize the expression x +C (x) -y — x +y except for C , 
we obtain x -(Cq (x ) +y) = x-y. Since x*C (x) = 9, the analogue of the 
standard proof for Boolean algebras establishes the truth of this equality. 
Dualizing [11] this result we obtain x + C  (C ,(x))-y = x+y. Just as 
Cq (x ) = Gn„^(c0(x)) the largest element z G p  satisfying x-z = 0,
G0(Gn_^(x)) smallest element w G P  such that x +w = U as was seen in
Chapter 2. Thus x has no unique analogue for Post lattices.
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Now consider the expression x°y + x-z + y-z - x»y + x.z for
Boolean algebras. Past experience would indicate that the analogue for
Post lattices of this result should be x°y + C (C ,(x))*z + y»z = x-vo n-1 J 7
+ CQ (Cn_^  (x) ) * z . Taking the dual of this expression yields (x+y)
• (Cq (x) + z) = (y + z) = (x+y) • (C (x) +  z )  3 which is easily verified by an
argument analogous to that used to establish that (x + y)•(x + z)•(y + z)
= (x + y) ° (x + z) for Boolean algebras. Thereforesby the principle of
duality for Post lattices, x-y + C (C _ (x))-z + y°z = x.y + C (C , (x))-z.o n - 1  7 o n-1
The next result summarizes this discussion.
LEMMA 5.11. Let xsy,z€P, a Post algebra. Then the following results 
hold for P:
(1) x + co(V i (x))‘y = x + y >
(2) x«(CQ(x) + y) = x-y,
(3) x°y + CD (^ n-i(x> >0 2 + y ° z = + Co(Cn-l(x))’
(4) (x +y) • (x +C (z) ) • (y + z) = (x+y)- (x +C q (z)) .
It might be suspected that the expression x-y + C (x)-z + y*z = x.y 
+ Cq (x)■z is true for Post lattices. To see that this is not the case, 
consider the elements x = 111, y = 222 and z = 222 of [p(3)]3. Then 
x.y + Cq (x)•z + y.z = 111-222 + Q00°222 + 222-222 = 222 and x.y + C (x)-z 
= 1 1 1.
Not all of Lemma Soil will be employed, in the interval charac­
terization of the classes [[x]]. Only special cases of (1) and (3) where
x € P  will be used. When xGP^, C . (x) = x. Thus C (C ,(x)) = x. n a n-1 o n-1
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Cases (1) and (3) will then assume the same form as the corresponding 
results for Boolean algebras, as is shown in the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.12. If x,y 6 P and b 6 P , thenB
(1) b + b*x = b + x ,
(2) b -x + b  -y + x -y = b - x + b • y .
With these preliminary results available, it is now possible to 
show that each equivalence class [[x]] is an interval whose endpoints are 
determined by the element b € P , b ^ U, with respect to whose ideal (b) 
the quotient is formed.
THEOREM 5.13. Let bGP^, b / U. Then for any [[x]]GP/(b), [[x]]
= [x -b, x +b] .
PROOF. To show [x-b, x+b] C [[x]] , first let yG[x-b, x+b]. Then 
x-b < y < x+b. Now consider the expression x-b + y-b. Employing 
Corollary 5.12, x-b + y-b = x-b + y-b + x-y = x-b + y* (x +b) = x-b 
+ y = y. To prove that y€[[x]], it will be established that C. (x)l.
© C.(y) G (b) for all i = 0,...,n-l. Substituting x-b + y-b for y will
help derive these membership relations.
First let i = 0. Then C (x) © C (y) = C (x)-C2(y) + C2(x)-C (y)o o o o ov o
= C (x)-C (x-b+y.b) + C2 (x) - C (x • b + y - b) = C (x) - fc2 (x) * b + C2 (y) * b] 
u u o o o o o
+ C2(x)-[(Co(x) +b)-(CQ(y) + b)] = CQ(x)-C2 (y)-b + C2(x)-[Cq (x )•Cq (y)
+ CQ(x)-b + Co(y)*b] = Cq (x )’Co(y)-b + Cq (x)°Cq (y) • b = b*[c (x)
2 2*C (y) +C (x)-C (y)] = b-(C (x) © C  (y)). Therefore C (x) 0 C (y) u u o  o o o o
< b; that is, C (x) © C (y) G (b). o o
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Now let i satisfy 1 < i < n-2 . Then C^ (x) © ^(y) = C (x)
'c0(ci(y)) + c0(ci(x» ' ci<y> = G± ^  ”c0(ci(x °^  + y*b)) + CQ(Ci (x))
i i•Gi(x.b+yb) = Ci(x) •CQ(Gi(x-b) - E ^  (y-b) + C± (y-b) • (x-b))
+ c0 ^Ci ’ ^ Ci (x "b) “ j50Cj + CL (y-b) 'j?QCj (x*b)] = Ch (x)
•C ([c.(*)■“£.n(b) + C  (b).Vc.(x)]' S [ c . ^ - V c  (b) +C.(b)° 1 J=1 j 1 j=i J j-0 J k=j k J
= ¿.ck (y)] + [c 1(y);V c  .(b) + C (b)-Vc .(y)]-.s [c « - “¿ V  (b) k=j « n_1 1 j=i J L j=l J J=0 k=j k
+ C (b)• S_Ck (x)]) + C (C. (x))°{[c. (x)*nS C.(b) + C.(b) *^  C .(x)]
i k==Jn~l n-l j=i J n-l 1 J=i J
• S [C .(y)* E C (b) + C (b)-nE C( (y)] + [c. (y )-^  G . (b) + C. (b) J~0 J k=j K J k=j k i j=i J 1
n-1 1 „ n-l _ _ n-l
* C .(y)]3 [c.(x)• E G (b) + C .(b)• E C. (x)]}, using Lemma 5.5 j-i J j=0 3 k=j k j k=j k
repeatedly. To simplify this expression, first consider the term
n-l _ n-l _ _ _
,^.C.(b). By Lemma 5.6, E C .(b) = G (b), which is b by Corollary j=i J i=l J n-l J Jn J - n-l _2.13. Also1 j since 1 < i < n=-2, C. (b) = 0 . Therefore C. (x) • C . (b)
_ n-l _ 1 n-l 1 ^
+ ci(b)• E C (x) = C.(x)-b. Similarly, C.(y)- E.C.(b) + C. (b), i -i J  ^ _ i =i 1 in-l J l n-l J n~i
* E C (y) = C (y)*b. The sum 2 [ c . ( y ) -  E C, (b) + C.(b)* E r (y)]J L J  ^ j~° J k-j k J k=j k
is somewhat more difficult to evaluate. First notice that if j = 0,
then Co(y)-^Ck (b) + CQ(b)-Vc^y) = c0 (y)'U + b-U = CQ(y) + b.
ri1On the other hand, if 0 < j < i, then C .(y)• E C, (b) + C.(b)
n-l  ^ ^
* ^ cv(y) = because j < i < n-l implies C.(b) = 9 by Lemma 5.6.
k=j K i J n 1 J
Therefore 2  [ c  . ( y )  • E.C (b) +  C . (b) ^ E  C. ( y )  ] = C (y) +  b  ^ j=0 J k=j k . J k=j k o
+ jL Cj(y)‘b = C0 (y) + b + b" (y) = Co(y) + b + Icj ( y )  = b
i
+ E C.(y) using Corollary 5.12, equation (1). It follows that j=0 J .
C (x) © C (y) = C (x)-C (C (x)-b-(b + Ec.(y)) +C.(y)-b-(b •*“ „  ^ i o i j =0 J i
+ E C  (x))) + C (C (x)) • [c. (x)-b*(b+ E C.(y)) + C. (y)-b.(b + E C.(x))] J=0 J o i i , j=0 J i . j=0 J
= C. (x)*C (C (x)-b + C,(x)-b- E C .(y) + C.(y)-b + C.(y)-b* E C .(x)) o r r j=0 J i i j=0J
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r - _ 1+ C (c (x))-LC (x)-b + C.(x)-b- EC.(y) + C.(y)*b + G.(y)-b . ± 1 1 i =0 J i- i1 _ J
• !0V x)] = Ci(x)-Co (Ci(x)-b + (y) -b) + Cq (C. (x ))-[c . (x )-b
+ C. (y)-b] = C (x) * [c (C. (x)) + b] • [C (C. (y)) + b] + C (C. (x))J- ■*- O X 0 1  O l
•C.CyVb) = ci (^)°co (Ci(K))»C0(Ci(y)) + C. ( x ) - C ^  (x))-b +  C±(x )  
■Co (C±( y ) ) * b  + Ci(x).b.b + Co(Ci(x))*Ci(y).b = C±(x)•Cq (Ci(y))•b 
+ G0(Ci(x))'Ci(y)-b= b-(Ci(x).Co(Ci(y)) + Cq (C± (x ) )-C. (y) = 
b*(C^(x) © C^(y))„ This demonstrates that C^ ,(x) © C. (y) < b for 
all i = l,...,n-2; that is, C„ (x) © C  (y) € (b).i i
Finally, let i = n-1. Employing Lemma 5.5 we have C ,(x)n-1
® Cn-l(y) = C„-lW t .(C, l W )  + Co(Cn-l(x))'Cn-l(y) = V l (x) 
'Co(Cn-l(x-b + y "b)) + Co(Cn-l(x))'Cn-l(x'b + y 'b) = Cn-l(x) 
•Co(C„-l(x))-b + Cn-l(y)<b) + Co(Cn-l(x))’[Ci,-l(x)-b + Cn-l(y)‘b]
= Cn.l(x)'C(Co(Cn-l(x))+b)-(Co (Cn~l(y)) +b)] + Co (Cn-l(x))-Cn-l(y)-b
= Cn-l(x)-Co(Cu-l(y))“b + Co(Cn - h x))'Cn-l(y)-b = b ’ (Cn-l(x) 'Co(Cn-l(y))
+ Co^Gn-l^X^  Gn“l ^ ^  = b’ G^n“l^X  ^ ® Gn-l^y^ ‘ implies that
Gn - 1 ^  0 ^ “l ^  - b’ °r eclu:Lvalently* that Cn_1(x) © C (y) £ (b) .
Thus it has been shown that C^x) © C. (y) € (b) for all i = 0,...,n-l.
Consequently, y = x; that is, y€[[x]].(b)
For the converse inclusion, let y€[[x]]. Then C± (x) © C^y) € (b)
for all i = 0#...,n-l. The plan of this part of the proof is to show
y = x°b + y.b by proving that C±(y) = C (x-b + y-b) for each i,
0 < i < n-1. First consider the case where i = 0. Since C (x)o
® CQ(y) € (b), it follows that (Cq (x ) © C (y)) + b = C (x)*C2(y)
2 ^+ C (x)*C (y) + b = bo Therefore b = b*[c (x)*C (y) + C2(x)*C2 (y)1. o o o o  o o
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Thus C (x-b+yb) = (C (x)+b)-(C (y) + b) = C (x)-C (y) + C  (x)-b o o o o o o
+ C0(y)-b = Co(x).b + Co(y)-b = Cq (x )-b-[Cq (x )-c ,(y) + C^(x)-C^(y)]
+ Co(y)'^ Co(x)'Co(y) +C^(x)-Co(y) + b] = Co(x)-Co(y)-b + C^(x)'Co(y)
+ CQ(y)-b = Co (y)-[Co(x)'b + b + C^(x)] = Co(y)'[Co(x) + C^(x) + b]
= Co(y)-[u + b] = CQ(y).
Next choose i satisfying 0 < i < n-1. Then ^(x.b + y*b)
= (x)•b + Cb (y)*b, as was shown in the first part of the proof. Since
C.(x) © C (y) 6 (b) for each i, 1 < i < n-2, then b = C.(x)-C (C„(y)) i  i  — — i  o i
+ C (C (x)) 'C (y) + b and b = b*[c. (x) -C. (y) + C (C. (x)) *C (C. (y))] .o i i l i y o i o x i w / 'J
It follows that C. (x*b + y-b) = C.(x)•[c.(x)-C.(y) + C (C.(x))
i  i  i  o i
•^(C.Cy))]^ + Ci(y)-[C1(x)-Co(Ci(y)) + Cq (C. (x))-C. (y) + b] = C.(x) 
•Ci(y)-b + CQ(Ci(x))'C£ (y) + C±(y)-b = Ch (y)•[b + b-C^x) + Cq (C±(x ))1 
= C.(y)*[b + C (x) + C (C (x))] = G.(y)•[b + u] = C.(y).x  -L O X  X X
Finally, take i = n-1. Now Cn_^(x) © ^(y) € (b) implies that
b = b + Cn.1(*)-C0 (Cn.1(y)) + Co (Cn.1(x)).Cn.1(y) and b = b - C c ^ «
'Cn-1 (y) + Co^Cn“l^X^  ‘c0 C^n-l^y^ ^  * Therefore C _^(x*b + y-b)
= cn-l(x)'b + b ‘Cn-l(y) = Cn-l(x)-b'CCn-l(x>-Cn-l(y) + Co(Cn-l(x))
•Co(Cn-l(y))] + C n-l(y)‘[b + C n-l(x)-Co (Cn-l(y)) + Co(Cn-l(x))-Cn-l(y)]
= Cn-l(x)-Cn-l(y)'b + Cn-l(y)-b + C0 (Cn-l(x) >'Cn-1(y) = Cn - h y) 
*^ cn-l(x)*b + b + c0 (Cn_1(x))] = C (y). Hence, C^x-b + y-b)
= Ci(y) for all i = 0,...,n-l. By Lemma 5.10, y - x-b + y-b.
Consequently, x.b < y. Also, y = x*b + y-b < x + b. Therefore
x*b < y < x+b; that is, y€[x»b, x+b]. Thus it has been shown that
[[x]] = [x*b, x+b].
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Theorem 5,13 provides an interval characterization of the classes 
[[x]]. It is also possible to relate these classes to the ideal (b) used 
in forming the quotient of a Post algebra. This relationship can be 
expressed in somewhat the same way as equivalence classes in Boolean 
algebras can be written as sums x © I, where I is the ideal with respect 
to which the quotient is formed. Before this is possible, however, the 
following preliminary result, analogous to Lemma 3.30, must be established.
LEMMA. 5.14. If x,y,z£P, then x+[y,z] = [x+y, x+z].
PROOF • If a€x+[y,z], then there exists an element w, y < ::w < z, 
such that a = x +w. Now y < w implies x + y < x + w, and w < z implies 
x + w < x + z. Therefore a € [x + y , x+z].
Conversely, if a G [x+y, x+z], then x +y < a < x + z . As x+y  
< a, y < a. Since y < z, then y < a<z. Thus a*z 6 [y,z]. By 
distributivity, x+a*z = (x+a)*(x+z). From x < x + z and a < x + z, 
it follows that x + a < x+z. Therefore (x+a)'(x+z) = x+a. Since 
x < K + y < a > we have x+a = a. Hence, x+a-z = a. It follows from 
a • z 6 [y, z] that a6x + [y,zl.
Lemma 5.14, like Lemma 3.30, uses only the special lattice property of 
distributivity possessed by Post algebras. Thus it also holds for 
arbitrary distributive lattices.
With Lemma 5.14 available, it is now a simple matter to relate 
the classes [[x]] to the ideal (b).
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THEOREM 5.15. Let b€Pg, b 4 U, then for ^ny [[x]]€P/(b), [[x]]
= x -b + (b) .
PROOF. Using Theorem 5.13, Corollary 5.12, and Lemma 5.14, [[x]]
= [x-b, x+b] = [x'b+0, x-b+b] = x-b + [0,b] - x-b + (b) .
As an example of this theorem, consider the Post algebra [p(3)]^ 
and the element 0022 € [>B(3)]4 . Let x be 1021. Then x-b = 1021-2200 
= 1000 and, hence [[l02l]] ** 1000 + (0022) * {l000, 1001, 1002, 1010, 1011, 
1012, 1020, 1021, 1022}.
Now consider the special case of Theorem 5,15 where the element 
x is a member of the ideal (b). In this case, x-b = x. On the other hand, 
if x £ (b), then x-b ^ x. This follows because x ^ b, whereas x-b < b.
Hence, x + (b) ^ x-b + (b) since these are two intervals with different
lower end points. Consequently, x + (b) 4 [[x]]. Therefore we have 
established the following result.
THEOREM 5.16. [[x]] = x + (b) if and only if x 6 (b),
Even though [[x]] = x + (b) only if x € (b), it is always true 
that x + (b) c [[x]]. In fact this is easy to see,. For x + (b)
= x + [9,b] = [x, x+b]. Since x-b < x, then [x, x+b] C [x-b, x+b]
=  C M ] .
THEOREM 5.17. For every element x € P, x + (b) C [[x]].
According to Theorem 5.16, if x £ (b)? then [[x]] + x + (b).
Therefore by Theorem 5.17, we immediately obtain the following result.
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COROLLARY 3.18. If x i (b), then x + (b) is a proper subset of [[x]].
Clearly, each class [[x]] = x-b + (b) contains an element of (b); 
namely, x-b. Somewhat more interesting is the fact that this is the only 
element of [[x]] which is a member of (b).
THEOREM 5.19. In each class [[x]] there is a unique element of (b) . 
PROOF. Obviously, x-b€[[x]] and x-b 6(b). Now let y in [[x]] be an 
element of (b) also. Then x-b < y < x+b. Hence, y = x-b + y(x+b)
= x-b + x-y + y-b = x-b + y-b. Now y6 (b) if and only if y < b; 
that is, if and only if x-b + y-b < b. But this is equivalent to 
x-b < b and y-b < b. However, y-b < b. This implies that y-b = 9. 
Therefore y = x-b.
Next consider two distinct classes [[x]] and [[y]]. Then x-b 
cannot be equal to y-b. For if x-b = y-b, then [[x]] = [[x-b]] = [[y-b]]
= [[y]]- Conversely, if Px»32 6 (b) and Pi ^ P2 , then [[p^ ]^] i  [[p ]] by 
Theorem 5.19. Thus the set of all classes [[P]], where Pi (b), partition 
the Post algebra P, and the set of all allowable representatives of these 
classes, when they are expressed as a sum x + (b), is precisely the ideal 
(b).
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5.4. Homomorphisms and Equivalence Classes
The purpose of this section is to relate the equivalence classes 
[x] discussed in Chapter 3 to the quotient lattices of this chapter. The 
concept of lattice homomorphism will be used to investigate the connection 
between the equivalence classes of a Post algebra P and the equivalence 
classes of its quotient lattices P/(b). Recall that a homomorphism f 
from a lattice (l ,V,A) into a lattice (l 'jV ’jA*) is a function f on L into 
L' satisfying f(xVy) = f (x) V' f(y) and f(xAy) = f(x)A'f(y) for all 
x,yCL. Since the only lattices we will be dealing with are Post algebras, 
which have pseudo-complements, each homomorphism must also satisfy 
f(CQ(x)) = Co(£(x)). The first result of this section shows how an ideal 
(b) of a Post algebra P can be used to define a homomorphism from P to the 
quotient algebra P/(b).
THEOREM 5.20. Let (b) be an ideal of the Post algebra P, b € P andB
b ^ U. Define f : P “♦ P/(b) by f(x) — x»b + (b). Then f is a homo­
morphism of P onto P/(b) with kernel (b).
PROOF. Obviously f is well-defined. By Theorem 5.15, f maps P onto 
P/(b). By Theorem 5.15 and equations (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), it 
follows that f is a homomorphism. To find the kernel of f, it must 
be determined which elements x of P have the property that f(x)
= [[©]], the zero element of P/(b), Since [[6]] = 0 + (b), we must 
find all elements x such that x°b = 9. This is precisely 
{x € p |x  < b} ; that is, (b) .
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Since the integer n associated with the quotient lattice P/(b) is the same
as the integer n of the lattice P, it follows that the homomorphism f of
Theorem 5.20 carries Post algebras of order n into Post algebras of order n.
In particular, finite Post algebras [P(n)] are mapped to lattices 
ml[P(n)] , where is an integer satisfying 1 < m^ < m.
If f is the homomorphism of Theorem 5»20, then for each i 
= 0,...,n-l, f(e^) - e^°b + (b) = [[e^]]. In particular, f(0) = [[9]] and 
f(U) = [[u]]. As was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.9, the classes [[e.]] 
of P/(b) satisfy Axioms (la), (lb), and (lc) of Definition 2.1. This will 
be useful in the proof of the next theorem, which shows that f maps each 
equivalence class of P to an equivalence class of P/(b).
THEOREM 5.21. If f is the homomorphism of Theorem 5.20 defined on P
and x € P, then f([x]) = [f(x)]„
PROOF. If y c f([x]), then there exists z € [x] such that y = f(z).
It must be shown that f(z) —  f(x). Since z€[x], z ^  x. Therefore
there exists w € R  such that x°w = z*w. Hence, f(x»w) - f(z«w); that
is, f(x).f(w) ~ f(z)«f(w). It now suffices to show that f(w) €R , ,, . .P/(b)
Since f is a lattice homomorphism, it preserves order. Therefore 
< w implies f(ex) = [[e^]] < f (w) . By Theorem 3.29, f(w) € R F/ ( b y  
Consequently, f(z)€[f(x)].
Conversely, let z€[f(x) J. As f maps P onto P/(b), there exists 
y 9 P such that z = f(y). We will produce an element w in [[y]] 
having the property that w ~  x. Take w = y»b + Co(x-b)°x = y»b + x-b. 
Then w > y»b and w < y + b. According to Theorem 5.13, w€[[y]]. To
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prove w ~  x it will be shown that the element t = x-y + C (x)-C (y) + bo o
is a member of R and satisfies w°t = x*t, Now x-t = x-(x-y+C (x)
*CQ(y) + b) = x°y + x-b, and w»t = (y«b + x-b)*(x-y + Co(x).CQ(y) + b)
= x-y + x-b. Furthermore, t = x-y + C (x)-C (y) + b = (x*y + C (x))o o o
•(x-y + CQ(y)) + b = (x + Cq (x))*(y + Cq (x ))-(x + Co(y)).(y + CQ(y))
+ b = (x + Cq (x ) +b) • (y + Cq (x ) + b) ■ (x + CQ(y) + b) • (y + Co(y) + b) .
By Lemma 3.18, x + CQ(x) + b, y + CQ(y) + b B .  It will next be shown
that y + C (x) + b and x + C (y) + b are elements of R. It will beo o
established, in fact, that y + CQ(x) + b and x + C (y) + b are equal 
respectively to y + CQ(y) + b and x + Cq (x ) + b by proving that 
Cq (x ) + b = G (y) + b. To see this, recall that f(y) ~  f(x) means 
C M ]  ~  C M ]  in P/(b), which by Theorem 3.34 is equivalent to 
C0([W1) = CQ(C[y]]). Thus by equation (5.3), [[c (x)]] = C[c (y)]]. 
According to Theorem 5.13 we have [CQ(x)-b, Cq (x ) +b] = [c (y)*b,
CQ(y) +b] and, hence, C (x) + b = C (y) + b. It follows that 
t = (x + Cq (x ) + b)* (y + CQ(y) + b) . By Theorem 3.12, t €R. 
Consequently, w ~ x. Since w€[[y]], [[w]] = [[y]]; that is, f(y)
~ f(w). As w € [x], f(w) = f(y)€f([x]), completing the proof.
Note that Theorem 5.21 not only shows that f maps equivalence 
classes into equivalence classes, it also identifies the class into which 
this homomorphism carries [x] as being [f(x)]. Moreover, this theorem 
demonstrates that f maps [x] onto the class [f(x)].
As an example of Theorem 5.21, consider the Post algebra [P(3)]3 
and the ideal (020) of this lattice. The quotient lattice [p(3)]3/(020)
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2 Qis isomorphic to [p(3)] . The elements of [P(3)] /(020) may be denoted
[[000]], [[001]], [[002]], [[100]], [[101]], [[102]], [[200]], [[20l]],
and [[202]], where the greatest lower bound x*b of each class [[x]] has
been employed. Next consider the equivalence class 022-R = { o i l ,  012, 021,
022} = [Oil]. Now f(Oil) = 011-202 + (020) = 001 + {000, 010, 020? = {001,
011, 021} = [[00l]] = f(021) and f(012) = 012*202 + (020) = {002, 012, 022)
= [[002]] = f(022). Thus f([Oil]) = {[[00l]], [[002]]}. Also, [f(011)]
= {[[001]], [[002]]], as can be verified by direct computation. Table 5.1
gives the images under f of each class b*R, b € [P (3)]3.B
It might be instructive to trace through the second, and more
difficult, half of the proof of Theorem 5.21 for a specific element x of
[P(3)] . Take x to be Oil. Then f(x) = [[Oil]]. It is not difficult to
verify, using Theorem 3.34 and equation (5.3) that [[Oil]] ~  [[y]], where
y may be any of 002, 012, and 022. (Of course, y could also be 001 or 021,
but in these two cases we have the stronger relationship [[x]] = [[y]].)
Regardless of whether y is 002, 012, or 022, y*b = 002. Hence, y b  + x*b
= 002 + 010 = 012. The value of the element t = x*y + C (x)*C (y) + b iso o
221, independent of the allowable choices of y. Note that there exist
other elements s in R having the property that x * s = ( y b + x* b ) * s.  In
fact, 121 € R and 011°121 = 011 = 012*121. Thus although the constructed
element t always suffices, it is not always unique. Likewise the member
w = y*b + x*b of [[y]] which is equivalent to x may not be unique. In the
example we have been considering, for instance, the element v = 022 is
a member of [[y]] for all of the possible values 002, 012, and 022 of y,
x because C (v) = 200 = C (x) » o oand v
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b*R f(b*R)
000 ° R {[[000]]}
002* R {[[ooi]], [[002]]}
020* R {[[000]]}
022 *R {[[001]], [[002]]}
200*R {[[100]], [[200]]]
202-R {[[101]], [[102]], [[201]], [[202]]}
220 *R {[[100]], [[200]]}
222 .R {[[101]], [[102]], [[201]], [[202]]}
TABLE 5.1
IMAGES OF EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF [P(3)]3 IN [P(3>]3/(020)
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With Theorem 5.21 available it is a simple matter to calculate 
the images under f of the equivalence classes of a Post algebra. We turn 
next to the images of some particular classes [x]. Consider first the 
class [u].  By Theorem 5.21, f([u]) = [f(U)], which by Theorem 5.20 is
^P/(b)^* ^°W ^et x = ® * Then f([x]) = [f(Q)] = ®^p/(b)-^* Next consider
the sum of two classes [x] + [y]. We have f(Cx] + [y]) - f([x+y])
[f(x+y)] - Of(x) +f(y)] = [f(x)] + [f(y)] = f([x]) + f([y]), using 
Theorems 3.7, 3.20, 5.20, and 5.21. Employing Theorem 3.7, part (2), 
instead of 3.7, part (1), it can be shown similarly that f([x]*[y])
= f([x-y]> = [f(x-y)] = Cf(x).f(y)] = [f(x)].[f(y)] = f([*])•f([y]). Also, 
f(CQ ([x])) = f([Co(x)]) = [f(Co(x))] = [Co(f(x)>] = Co([f(x)]) = Co(f([x])). 
These considerations demonstrate that f is a homomorphism on the equivalence 
classes [x] of a Post algebra P as well as on P itself.
Theorem 5.21 identified the image of an equivalence class [x] 
under the canonical homomorphism f as being the class [f(x)] of the 
quotient lattice. To complete the relationship between equivalence classes 
of a Post algebra P and those of its factor lattices, the inverse image 
under f of such classes in P/(b), b £ P^ , b ^ U, must be identified. The 
following preliminary result will be useful in attaining this goal.
LEMMA. 5.22. C (y) *b = C2 (x) -b for all y € [c2(x) -b-e. ,C2(x) +b].o o Q 1 o
PROOF. Since y € [ c ( x )  •b*e1 , C2(x)+b], then C2 (x) • b • en < y < C 2(x)+b.
By Corollary 3.4, c y c ^ x ) - b - e ^  < C^(y) < C^(cLx) +b) . Hence,
C ^ W - b - e p - b  < C^(y)-b < CZo (C 2o ( x ) +b)-b. Now C* (C^(x)-b-e^-b 
2 — — 2 —= Co(x)-b*U-b = CQ(x)-b, using Theorems 3.5 and 3-7, Lemma 3.11, and
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Corollary 3.29. Also, C2(C2(x) + b) *b = (C^(x)+b)-b = C2(x)-b. Thus 
co(x)-b < C2 (y)•b < C2(x)-b; that is, C2(y)-b = C2 (x)-b.
With this result at our disposal, the inverse image f ([f(x)]) 
can be determined for each equivalence class [f(x)] of each lattice P/(b).
THEOREM 5.23. For all x € P, f“1([f(x)]) = fc2(x)•b*e,, C2 (x)+b].
PROOF• Let y 6 f 1([f(x)]). Then by Theorem 3.21, f(y) 6f([x]). 
Therefore there must exist an element z € [x] having the property that 
f(y) ~ f(z). Using Theorem 5.13 and the definition of f, it follows
that [y-b, y+b] = [z°b, z+b]. Hence, y-b ~ z-b. According to
2 2 2 —  —  Theorem 3.31, Cq (x )-e^ < z < Cq (x ). Consequently, Co(x)-e^-b < z<b.
2 —  -It follows that CQ (x)"b*e^ < y-b < y. Thus it remains only to be
shown that y < C2(x) + b. As z < C2(x), we have z-b < C2(x)-b < C2(x).o — o ~ o  o
-  2 -  2 Therefore y-b < Cq (x ). By Corollary 5.12 , y-b + b = y + b < C^(x)+b,
and the desired inequality follows,
2 —  2For the inverse inclusion, let y £ [c (x)*b*e_, C (x)+b]„ Theno i o2 — 2 -1 Co (x)•b * e x < y < Cq (x ) + b. To show y € f ([f(x)]), it suffices to
prove that there is an element z € [x] such that f(z) == f(y). According
to Theorem 5.13, it suffices to produce a z € [x] satisfying y-b = z*b
2 _ __ 2 _ __and y+b = z+b. Let z = CQ(x)*b + y-b. Then z-b = (CQ(x)*b + y-b)-b
— 2 = y-b, and z+b = y+b. To show z€[x], consider Cq (z). We have
C (z) = C (C (x)*b + y-b) - C2(x)-b + C2 (y)"b. By Lemma 5.22, o o o o o
2 2 2 —  2C (z) = C (x)*b + C (x)-b = C (x). It follows from Theorem 3.34 that o o o o
Z ~  X .
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Theorem 5.21 showed that the image f([x]) of the class [x] in 
P is the equivalence class [f(x)] of the quotient lattice P/(b), where (b) 
is the kernel of f. Theorem 5.23 allows us to relate the preimage 
f ([f(x)]) of the equivalence class [f(x)l in the quotient algebra to a 
collection of such classes [y] in P, as the following result shows.
THEOREM 5.24. For all x € P, f ([f(x)]) — U [3-e.,P], where
r , 2 2 , ? € eE = lp€Pj<T(x)-b < P < C (x) +b}.Jj O — O
PROOF. If y € f 1([f(x)])J then by Theorem 5.23, C2(x)-b.e„ < y < C2 (x)o 1 — J — o2 2 —  2 2 2+ b. Hence, Cq (Cq (x )•b •e^) < CQ (y) < Co(Co(x) +b). From the properties
2 2 —  2 2  2 of C , it follows that C (x) -b < C (y) < C (x) + b. Since C (y) €Po q o o B2 2 iand y6[Go(y)-er  Co(y)] Theorem 3.31, then ([f(x)])
<= U [3-e.. ,3] .
3 € e 1
For the converse inclusion, assume there exists 3£E such that
y€[p*e^,p]. But y £ [c2 (y) *e^, C2(y)], also. Since two equivalence
2classes are either identical or disjoint, we must have C (y) = (3. As
3GE, it follows that C2(x)*b < C2(y) < C2(x) +b. Thus C2(x)-b-eo — o ~ o o 12 2 2 < Co(y)-e1 < y, and y < CQ<y) < CQ(x) + b. By Theorem 5.23,
U [p-e,,0] e  f"l([f(x)]), and the result is established.
3 € E
Together with Theorem 5.23, this result gives the relationship between 
equivalence classes of a Post algebra P and the equivalence classes of 
its factor lattices P/(b).
As an example of these results, consider the algebra [p(3)]3 and
the element b — 020 of this lattice. If we choose x — 021, then according
to Theorem 5.23, f 1([f(x)]) = [c2 (x)-b • e., , C2(x)+b] = [022-202-111,o i o
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022 +020] = [001, 022] = {001, 002, Oil, 012, 021, 022]. It can easily be 
verified directly that f(y) ~  f(x) for all y€[001, 022]. The intervals 
[C^(x)*b*e1, C^(x) +b] for [P(3)]3 are [000, 020], [ 001, 022], [100, 220], 
and [101, 222], which are pictured in Figure 5.4.
Using Theorem 5.24, we can determine which equivalence classes of
2 2 _ 2
LP(3)] comprise each interval [c (x)-b-e , C (x)+b]. For example, ifo l o
X = 120, then f 1([f(x)]) = [100, 220]. Since C2(x)*b = 220-202 = 200 ando
CQ(x) + b= 220, then E = {200, 220] . Thus f"1 ([f (120)]) is the union of the 
classes 200-R and 220-R, where R - {ill, 112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221, 222]. 
Table 5.2 gives the sets f ([f(x)]) in [p(3)]^ and the equivalence 
classes of which they are composed when (b) = (0020).
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FIGURE 5.4
THE INTERVALS [c^(x)-b-e1> C^(x) +b] IN [P(3)]3
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f_1([f(x)]> EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
[0000, 0020] 0000-R, 0020-R
[0001, 0022] 0002-R, 0022.R
[0100, 0220] 0200.R, 0220-R
[0101, 0222] 0202-R, 0222-R
[1000, 2020] 200Q.R, 2020*R
[1001, 2022] 2002.R, 2022-R
[1100, 2220] 2200'R, 2220•R
[1101, 2222] 2202-R, 2222 • R
TABLE 5.2
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES COMPRISING INTERVALS [c2(x)*b*efl, C2 (x)+b]A o 1 ov
IN [P(3)j FOR b = 0020
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6. final comments
6.1. Summary and Conclusions
The subject of this investigation has been an equivalence relation 
defined on Post algebras which can be employed to find static and dynamic 
hazard-free realizations of Boolean functions. A generalization of an 
earlier, more restricted version of this relation was presented, and 
results relating it to various structures in Post algebras were given. 
Quotient lattices of Post algebras were developed, and a study was made 
of the interrelationship between the relations of equivalence in a Post 
lattice and its quotients.
A preliminary analysis of the properties of Post algebras, 
particularly those with a finite number of elements, was carried out in 
Chapter 2, where theorems were established which facilitated the work done 
in later chapters. Specific results included detailing the properties of 
the operators C^ on arbitrary Post algebras P and developing characteriza­
tions of the sequences e ,...,e . and C ,...,C , in the case where P iso n-i o n-I
finite. These latter conclusions enabled us to simplify greatly some 
earlier work by Wojcik [30] on the computation of function values in the 
lattices [p(n)] . In addition, several theorems were established which 
generalized results proved by Epstein [11]. A great deal of emphasis in 
Chapter 2 was placed on finite Post algebras in order to develop the back­
ground necessary for the study of hazard-free implementations of Boolean 
functions defined on lattices B(2n) which was discussed in Chapter 4.
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The subject of primary concern throughout this dissertation has 
been the concept of equivalence for elements of an arbitrary Post algebra. 
This equivalence relation is a generalization of an earlier definition which 
was restricted to lattices G[P(n):xl =* [P(n)]n . The extension to the general 
case includes all algebras G[p(n):x1,...,2^ ] = [P(n)]n . These are the 
lattices of k-variable Post functions defined on the n-chains P(n). The 
equivalence classes of this relatively new concept for Post algebras P were 
then related to more familiar concepts associated with these lattices to 
facilitate the investigation of this relation. Characterizations of these 
equivalence classes were given in terms of coset-like structures in P, in 
terms of the function Cq (the pseudo-complement), a^nd. in terms of ideals 
and filters of P.
Attention was then directed to the case in which P is finite,
For these lattices a procedure was outlined which leads to a unique static 
and dynamic hazard-free realization of a Boolean operator f defined on 
B(2 ) in terms of Post functions on P(2n)» These Post functions are 
elements of the interval [9,6^ in the lattice G[p(2n):x]. It was then shown 
how an additional 2n-2 such hazard-free representations of f could be 
obtained by employing members of the intervals 1 = l»*«-»n-2.
A cost comparison was then made for these various implementations and it 
was determined that the least expensive was that using transformations
selected from [e _,u].xi
Also introduced was a powerful technique for analyzing Post 
algebras and the relation of equivalence defined for their elements by 
studying quotient structures of these lattices. A theory of quotient
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algebras P/(b) of Post lattices P was developed employing principal ideals 
generated by elements b of the underlying Boolean algebra of P, b ^ U.
The structure of the congruence classes of P which form the elements of 
P/(b) was then investigated and a theory of cosets for these classes was 
presented. This work generalizes to multivalued algebras the existing 
theory known previously only for that special class of Post lattices which 
are Boolean algebras.
Finally, through the use of lattice homomorphisms, the relation­
ship between the equivalence classes [x] of a Post algebra P and the 
equivalence classes of its quotient lattices P/(b) was determined. It was 
discovered that f([x]) is the equivalence class [f(x)] in P/(b), where
f(x) = x-b + (b) is the lattice homomorphism of P onto P/(b). When the 
"1inverse image f ([f(x)]) of the equivalence class [f(x)] in P/(b) was
examined, it was found that the set of elements in P which map into
Lf(x)] form the interval fc (x)*b*e_, C (x)+bl.o 1 o
6.2, Future directions
One of the topics of primary concern in this dissertation was 
the generalization of the relation of equivalence from finite Post algebras 
[p(n)"j to arbitrary such lattices. As has been shown, this equivalence 
relation plays perhaps the key role in the static and dynamic hazard-free 
implementation of a Boolean operator on B(2n) by means of Post functions.
A possible topic of future investigation would be the extension of this
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entire method of obtaining a hazard-free realization to operators defined 
on arbitrary Boolean algebras.
Another possible subject for future study is further work in the 
area of cost analysis for various hazard-free implementations of Boolean 
functions. The realizations considered in Chapter 4 were given in terms 
of the operators . Unfortunately, these C. functions are very difficult, 
to implement physically. Realizations should be found in terms of 
qperation-hazard-free transformations on Post algebras which are easier 
to implement physically, A cost analysis could then be done on these 
realizations. With the growing interest in multivalued digital systems, 
this topic would, be of great practical importance.
Finally, the work on quotient lattices of Post algebras and their 
interrelationship with the parent structures should be extended. The 
simpler structural characteristics and smaller cardinality of the quotient 
lattices make work with them far more attractive than with the parent 
algebras. Although this work at present might seem to be without immediate 
application, the developing field of multiple-valued logic design may soon 
be in need of far more knowledge concerning the nature and structure of 
its underlying mathematical foundation, Post algebra, than is currently 
available. Perhaps advances similar to those made in the areas of binary 
digital systems and coding theory when their connections with Boolean 
algebra and Galois theory, respectively, were discovered will be forthcoming 
as the result of such an investigation.
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A B S T R A C T
This investigation encompasses the study of elementary properties of Post 
algebras, as well as the development of a useful theory of equivalence for elements 
of an arbitrary Post algebra. The characteristics of finite Post algebras are 
detailed, and a efficacious application to the computation of function values in 
these lattices is presented. Several known theorems concerning particular classes 
of Post functions are extended, and new results are also established.
An equivalence relation defined previously only for a restricted class of 
finite Post algebras is extended to arbitrary such lattices, and results relating 
the equivalence classes of this relation to various algebraic structures in these 
lattices are presented. The theorems include characterizations of these classes 
in terms of intervals in the Post algebra, functions defined on it, and ideals 
and filters generated by its elements. This equivalence relation is then applied 
to lattices of Post functions to derive a number of static and dynamic hazard- 
free implementations of Boolean operators. These various implementations are 
next compared to determine a least expensive hazard-free, expression for a given 
Boolean function.
A theory of quotient lattices of Post algebras employing principal ideals 
in the parent algebra is developed, and work on cosets of these ideals which 
generalizes known results for Boolean lattices is presented. Finally, the inter­
relationship between the relation of equivalence defined on a Post algebra and 
those equivalence relations defined on its factor lattices is investigated.
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